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Á.bstracÈ

.Angular disi¡ibutions of the differential cross sections and analyzing pow-

ers have been measured for the 3He(þ',r'+)aHe and alle(fl,2r+)str{e reactions at

proton bornbarding energies between 240 and 507 MeV providing a coÛÌpre-

hensive set of data spanning the region of the Arzez ¡esonânce'

For these experiments, the University of Manitoba/TRIUMF liquid 3He

target was extensively refurbished and modified for provision of stable and re-

liable operation. A Monte Carlo study of the TRIUMF Medium Resolution

Spectrometer for detecting pions was performed to investigate the accep-

ta¡rce, solid angle, and pion decay length of the spectrometer' Furthermore,

for the sHe spectra) a final state interaction calculation was carried out which

uses information from the n f a elastic phase shifts.

The results obtained are of ver-y high quality and are compared u'ith a

recent microscopic (p,r+) calculation and a phenomenological study based

upon the pp -+ dø'+ amplitudes
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It has been flfty six years since Yukawa proposed the existence of a nu-

clear force quantum, the pion [Yuk35], and foriy four years since its discovery

lLal+47!. In the intervening period to the present day, our knowledge of the

Nucleon-1.[ucleon (NN) inieraction has evolved to a point where extremely

sophisticaied potentials describe a vast amount of daia. The NN data are

conventionally parameterized in terms of partial waves, and it is at this poini

that experiment is compared to theor¡'. The NN interaction is contemporarily

described by boson exchange potentials (in which the pion is just one possi-

ble boson) which quantitatively describe the NN elastic phase shifis [Mac89]

very well.

\[¡hi]e these potentials describe very well the on-shell amplitudes (elas-

tic scatdering phase shifts), it is the off-shell scattering which is the iest of

ihe validiiy of ihe poteniial. The success of the description of l{N elastic

scattering is therefore naturally extended to a description of the inelastic

cha.nnel, NN --+ NItn . These reactions are less u.nderstood and tested, pri-

marily because now the pion is allowed to carry away some of the momentum

and energy and hence one is probing a much more extensive region of phase

space than in ihe elastic case. Furthermore, there are now three bodies in
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Isospin of tv'<¡ nucleons .r!^¿-1

cross sectionli rf

1û
û1
1T
0û

tLo

áoi

ôtt

forbidden

Table 1.1: Isospin cross section notation.

the final state so that the theoretical computations are mo¡e difficult than

for the two body case. The contemporary NN ---+ NNz' theories are sti1l in

the spirit of the boson exchange potentials, but wiih diagrams which allow

an inelastic pion production channel [DKS87]. Such theories are siill in the

early stages of testing and development.

n"1 Ðlerclemtary Fion Frod¡-actåoru

The elementary NN --+ NNr process is comprised of several possible reac-

tions (for example: pp --+ npTr+, pp --r pp7r0 and np ---+ ppr- ). A simple

classification results by considering the isospin basis. In the isospin basis

there are only four reactions. These a¡e denoted by the isospin of the two

nucleons in the incident channel, T¡, and the outgoing channel, Tf [GWb4]

(see Table 1.1). Note ihat of the four only three a¡e allowed, since the isospin

of the pion is one.

The possible elernentary pion production reactions and their relation to

the isospin cross sections are shown in Table 1.2. Note that for the case of

pp ---u npn+ (o16) there is the possibiiity of the np system forming a bound
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Reaction tross seciion

ã
PP + dri' oio

PP --+ nPTr ' on

pp --+ pp7r" dll
.l-0 r-d

nlnD,InÞ --+ nÞÎ" ;¿¡ró t ;dor

nD -+ nn?Iì iott * ?t¡t

np ---+ pp7¡ io:'r 1- ìoot

Table 1.2: Isospin cross section reactions.

state deuteron. Therefore, one usually makes the furiher distinction between

the bound and unbound ..s", odo and o-iå respectively.

Using the available data ihe isospin cross sectiôns may be determined and

these a¡e shorvn in Fig. i.1 (from Ref. [V.{82]). Note that the low energy pion

production cross section is described mosily by o$n (that is the pp -+ dzr+

reaciion).

The description of elastic and inelastic processes from nuclei (both nucleon-

nucleon scattering and pion production) is often formulated from the point

of view of the elementary NN processes. I{owever, ûne nov/ must conside¡

the fle1d of the nucleus and this is most often described in an averaged way

by a:r opticai potential. The technique is usually performed by fitting the

optical potential parameters to the case of elasiic scattering at or near an

equivalent energy for the process of inte¡est. As an exampÌe, in the case of a

stripping reaction, Â(d,p),4+1, the analysis is usually done in a simple Eorn

Approximation (with plane waves! a PWB,{, where the freld of the nucleus

is ignored, or with disiorted waves from an optical potential, a D14,r8,4,). -å
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Figure 1.1: Elementary pion production cross sections.

rneihod which is commonly used in the analysis of nucleon-nucleus elastic

scattering is to include the information from the elementary processes (for

example NN-+NN) often obt,ained from the phase shifts. Such calculations

a¡e called Impulse Approximations (PWiA for plane .rvaves and DWIA fo¡

distorted waves). A less co¡nmon and rnuch more difficult approach is to

calculate the reaction mechanism using, for example, a boson exchange po-

teniial. The motivation for such calculations is to include the higher order

processes explicitly rather than in an averaged way from an opiical poiential

and in so doing investigate detailed points of the reaction mechanism. Such

microscopic calculations are usually difficuli and therefore are not as preva-

lent as the ÐWBA or DWIA calculations.

The reactions studied in this thesis are for few body nuclei (A:3,4) of

the general A(p,zr+ )A+1 reaction. These reactions may be studied iheoreti-

cally in the context of a ÐWBA alalysis (similar to those done for, sa¡ (d,p)

1000
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siripping reactions) or with a fuil nricroscopic calculation. Examining these

reactioûs f¡crn the point of view of the fundamental !dÌ'{ --+ NNr processes is

aiso a usefui approach, for example in a PWI.A, or ÐX&trA calculation. These

facets of A(p,n+).d+1 reactions and the experirnents performed to investi-

gate them v¿ili now be discussed.

k"2 Iducåean tråoEa Fnoductåo¡'¿

Ðxclusive proton induced nuclear pion production is the stud5' of reactions

like .4.(p,z)A+1, where the residual A+1 nucleus is left in a well defined

nuclear state. Due to the large mass difference between the incident proton

and outgoing pion, there is a large momentum transfer imparied to the recoil

nucleus. The momentum t¡ansfer (specifically the three momentum transfer)

is defined in the follou'ing way.

q:pf-pi

a.* : lql : r/p? + pf - 2p¡p¡ cos á.*

Ðr'en at threshold, the momentum t¡ansfer is large compared to the nuclear

Ferrni moment,um (about 270 MeY lc). As an illustraiion, the momentum

transfer versus the proton bombarding energy for the 3He(p,r+)aHe and the
a0Ca(p,r'+)alCa reactions is shown in Fig. 1.2.

It was this large momentum transfer which incited activily in the research

of this reaction. trt was hoped that using a simple reaction mechanism, similar

to that for (d,p) stripping reactions studies, much could be learned about the

high momentum components of nuclear wave functions. It was found, how-

ever, that such a simple picture did not explain the daia adequately. Such

ambiguities motivated deiailed invesiigations of the reaction mechanism and

also the limiis of pior optical poteniials. Coniinued uncertainty inspired

( 1.1)

(1.2)
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Figure 1.2: Momentum transfer for (p,n+) reactions. The lorve¡ arm cor-

responds to Q.* for 0. and the upper arûr for 1g0". (the solid iine is for
3IIe(p,a+)alle and the dotted line for aûCa(p,ø-+ 

)alCa).
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mo¡e affort in both theoreticai ând expe¡imental inr.'estigations. fr¡hiie lhe

,{(p,zr+),4-¡1 reaction has been a very difficult reaction to study iheoreiicaÌiy,

it has also shar¡'n to be a 'ery sensitive pro'ing ground for cu¡rent nuclear

reaction theories.

î"2,3" Expenårzaentaå

The early work of nuclear pion production was carried out at only selected

energies and angles. .An exarnple is the study of the 12,13 C(p,r.+;r3,taC a¡d
1aN(p,n+)15lrl reactions at To : 600 MeV and g : 0" done at CERN [Dom+70]
over 20 years ago. This work was followed shortly by wo¡lc at Uppsala

[DHG71] where both positive and negative pion production on a large va_

riety of targets was extensively studied (see for example Refs. [Dah+Z3a],

[Dah+73b] and [Dah+73c]). All the work was carried out near th¡eshold

(185 MeV) and with non-polarized beams but is generally considered to be

the pioneering work on nuclear pion production. As an example of the quality

of these early works, an energy spectrum for r2C(p,r+ 
)lsC f¡om Ref. IDHG Z1]

is shown in Fig. 1.3.

The earliest work of nuclear pion production i.volving measu¡ements of
polarization as well as differential cross sectio' is that of Heer ef ø/. IIIRTSS].
They investigated pion production from C a¡rd Al at 20g MeV, but at only
a few angles. The poiarized beam was generated in the standard manner of
that time, namely via, a double sca,ttering experiment. T.he autho¡s ncted

that such a meas'¡ement is extrernely time consuming and therefore similar

measurements were not performed. with the advent of the intense polarized

proton beams, spin obserr.ables (notably the anaiyzing powers) then became

additional observables of investigation. In the Ann ,arbor IKS7B] convention
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the analyzing por.ver is defrned as

À _L ûdl lJlo\¿ - o¿rlJ]/or¿
P d¿¡(1JldA + dø(J)/dfi

( 1.3)

whe¡e P is the proton ì:eam polarization. ?he subscript N indicates thai

the beam is polarized norma! to the scattering plane and the subscript û

indicates the target is unpolarized. The arrows indicate the direction of the

polarization of the incident beam, i.e. up or down, with respect to the scat-

tering plane (for example do'(1)/d0 is then the differential cross section for

polarized-up protons). In the oider Madison convention [8H71] the analyz-

ing porver is notated Ar. One should note that, by definition, the range of

the analyzing power is between f1 and -1 and that it musi be zero, by

symmetry, for scattering angles of 0' and 180o .

Measurernents of the analyzing power for a variety of nuclei nea¡ threshold

were performed at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) fsjo{si]
and at TRIUMF in Vancouver, Canada [Au1+78]. The analyzing power was

found to be rich in structure and has, since then proven to be the point of

greatest difficulty when comparing theory wiih data. In some nuclei, where

the differential cross section rnay display only little rariation with energy,

the analyzing polver may exhibit strong variation with energy. The analyz-

ing pow-er thus becomes a very important obserrable when studying (p,n +)

reactions.

As an indication of the amount of interest in these reactions generated by

the research of the 1970's is the number of review articles of this field of re-

search (see F.efs. [Hoi79], iMM79] and [Fea8].]). These reviews a¡e excellent

surveys of the dat,a of that period and many of the conclusions and ques-

tions raised are siill applicable today. Since the (p,n+) conference in Indiana

in 1981 [Ben82], many experiments have been performed and are usuaiiy

of very hlgþ qualit¡r sf¡¿ss1¡g ihe importance of polarization measu¡ements.
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Figule 1.4: Comparison of (d, p) and (p,z-+) stripping reactions.

Such high quality data have inspired a great deal of theoretical activity as

well, which will be presented in the following section.

L"2"2 Theory

In ihe initial inr.estigations it was hoped that A(p,zr+)A*1 reactions would

provide information about the high moraentum components of nuclear wave

functions. trn the context of Direct Reaction theory one can make the obvious

comparison between (d,p) and (p,r+) reactions, as shown in Fig 1.4. It is
tlierefore not difficuli to see whv these reactions were originally studied in the

so called ûne Nucleon Model (ONM) or pionic siripping process analogous

to a ÐWBA forrnalism used for (d,p) reaction studies.

.As one might expect, the calculations were found to be very sensitive

to opticai model wave functions. Examples of DWBA calculations can be

found in the work of Tsangarides [Tsa79]. His calculations were applied to

rnany nuclei near threshold. trn iight of the comparison between (d,p) and

(p,r+) reaciions, investigations of A(d,p)A+1 and .A(p,n +).4a1 rvere done ai

similar momentum transfers for several nuclei and the ÐWBA analyses per-
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fcrmed and compared (see for example [Ama*78] [Jac+8û] and [And+Bi]).
Ilorvever, in all these ÐI'VE,{ studies oniy qualitative agreement r¡'ith ihe

data couid be obtained. Indeed, it ivas conciuded that a more comprehen-

sive analysis was required beyond the simple DWB.å forrnalism, specifrcally

a microscopic calculation.

The analyzing pou'er of a A(p,r+),tra1 reaction is theoretically zero for

all scattering angles in the PWBA (a ONM with no distoriions). It was

known lhat the analyzing power for the fundamental reaction, pp -r dn+, is

quite large (see Fig. 1.5). Therefore, when the r¡reasured anâlyzing pou,er for

nuclear pion production was experimentally found to be large, questions nat-

urally arose as to the validity of the ONM picture. The analyzing powers \¡/cre

furthermore found to be uery sensitive to the optical model wave functions.

As an indication of this sensitivity the analyzing power for 12C(p,r+)I3C at

approximately 200 MeV is shown fo¡ a variety of ONM calculations in Fig. 1.6

(from Ref. [FeaEt]).

The need for mo¡e sophisticated calculations \¡¡as vety apparent. Indeed,

with the er.'ident failure of ihe ONM one proceeded naturally to higher order

processes, the so called two nucleon models (TNM). The motir,ration for the

TNM is twofold. FirstlS', the nucleus can now share the momentum transfer

ove¡ two nucleons, ihereby decreasing the sensitivity to the distoriions. Sec-

ondly, ftom ¡-Nucleus studies it has become evident that A isoba¡ degrees of

freedom play a fundamentai ¡oie in describing pion processes. The Å1232 (or

simply Â) is an isospin 312, spin 3/2 ba"ryon resoûance of mass 1232 MeV

and widih t 115 MeV. It decays strongly to a pion and a nucleon, Â ---+ n-N,

with a nea-rly 100% branching ratio [Agu*90]. In a ONM, resonant rescat-

iering through a A is not included explicitly. The ONtr.4 might therefore be

missing a c¡uciai piece of ihe (p,n'+) reaction mecha¡rism. In Fig 1.? two

t1
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Figure 1.6: Anal¡'7ing pou'cr for Ì2C(fl,r+)13C from diflerent ON\4 calcuia-

tions at approxirnatel¡' 200 MeV.

typical diagrams of a TNM are shown. one with a nonresonant pion rescat-

tering and one with a resonant pion rescattering through a A intermediate

state. The term TNM is a generalization of models which includes higher

order processes explicitly. However, one should note that each model aray

be slightly different due its assumptions and choice of reaction mechanisr¡.

These mic¡oscopic calculaiions are very complicated and time consum-

ing. As an e].ample of a TN\{ calculation, Fig. 1.8 shows the result of a

calculation by trqbal and \&¡alker [IW85] for 1, C(p-,r+ )13 C5.ro. The C6,ro state

is an almost pure 2p-1h staie. A ONM is not able to populate such a state

f¡om the init,ial 12C nucleus and hence, one would expect a dominant TNM

contribution. For simplificaiion, therefore, the Iqbal and Walker calculation

does noi include any ONM diagranrs. Its treatmeni of the TNM hou'ever,

is quite exhaustive and inciudes explicitly tire Á degree of freedom- In par-

ticula¡ it does not make the approxima,tion of a static intermediale A. and
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is therefore expected io be lralid in the region where the Á1232 is domiirant.

õood agreement u'iih the dat,a is indeed ot served in Fig. 1.8 a,t TÐ * 354

MeV (the proton beam ûnergy ¿û¡fespûnding to that where a nucleon may

be excited io a A in the nuclear frame). ÏTowever, at energies away from the

resonarlce energ¡ the calculation shows increasing disagreeraent. This resuli

is typicai of many TNM ¿a.lculations. Agreement is quite fair where the as-

sumptions used in the model are rnost valid, but poor where the validity of

the assumptions are not as certain.

Special rnention should be made of the relativistic ûNM calculation by

Cooper and Sherif [CSB2]. Their calculation assumes a pionic stripping pro-

cess and it is performed entirely in the framework of relaiivistic Quantum Me-

chanics, i.e. the Dirac Equation. Both pseudoscaiar and pseudovector cou-

plings for the n'ltí vertex (which in the nonrelativisiic limit are the same) were

investigated. Since the momentum transfers are indeed large in A(p,zr+)A-¡1

reactions, calculations done in the nonrelativistic frameworl< might not be

valid. Certainly relativistic calculations appear to be a necessary part of

ihe theoretical investigation of the (p,zr+) reaction mechanism. The results

of Cooper ei al. [CM86] agreed fairly well wiih data and indicate a great

deal of promise. The calculation, however, only investigated pion production

to single particle 6nal states (for example 160(p,r+ 
)17O and a0Ca(p,r+ 

)a1Ca).

Finally a calculation which includes both ihe ONM and TNM and has

been used to investigate speciffcally ihe 3}le(p',n'+ 
)al{e reaction (studied in

this ihesis) is introduced. The model is called ORCI{ID and was developed

at IUCF by P.W.F. Alons ef ol. [.Alo+88]. Presently the code includes the

ONM and the resona,nt pari of the TNM with Delta propagation a¡rd disior-

tions. Inherent in a TNM calculation, which includes the first order ONM

as well, is the problem of double counting. The distoried waves used in the
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û].tr\4 include higher order diagra:ns impiicitly, inciuding those described eø-

'pli,cztlg I':y the ?Nf,{ diagrams! ?o circumvent this probiern, the calculaticn

uses piane r"-aves for ihe OIJM part and then uses distoried waves {or the

TNM part to include higher orcier effects. The model will be discussed more

completely in Chapter 5 and compared wiih the data of this and previous

work.

ûne may surmise that the present theoretica.l understanding of the pro-

ton induced nuclear pion production data is quite limited. Uncertainty with

respect to the reaction mechanism and the sensitivity to distortions has made

the study of these reactions frustrating but inspiring. It has prompted many

new approaches and certainly tested many exísting ones.

L.Z"e Negative Pio¡r Productio¡r

ûne should also mention the A(p,r-)A*1 reactions. The (p,;r-) reactions

offer the unic¿ue fea.ture that they cannot proceed via the ONM (shown in

Fig. 1.a). The5, þ¿vs been used to discover new nuclea¡ excited states and

studies have been performed compâring them with the (p,r+) reaction to

mirror frnal states (see [Thr84] [Kor87] [Hub88]). Since the (p,z- ) reaction

is not studied in this work it will not be discussed further.

\"2.4 Systemaúics of ûk¡senva?¡Ies

Ðue to the iack of theo¡etical unde¡standing and because of a large bod¡'

of existing data, the problem of understanding (p,t+) reactions has placed

heavy emphasis on a search for systematics. Given the initial ideas of a

DtrVBA approach, most of the initial works compared the angular disiribu-

tions as functions of the momentum iransfer Q"*. Furthermore, with the

large amount of data near threshold, many investigations were in terrns of

L6
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the nuclear st,ate dependence as a function of energy, examined orrer a rela-

tively small energy region (from threshold io 200 MeV). Shortly thereafter

and up tû the present, studies were extended to include the analyzing power

and energy dependence from threshold to al¡ove the Á1232 lesonance energy.

Despite some exhaustive searches for systematics, only very broad general

features of these (p,zr+) reactions have been noted.

.A very detailed study of the s¡rstematics of these reactions was done by

Couvert [CouB3] and the topic is also discussed in the several review articles

of (p,r+) reseârch ([I{oi79] [MM79] and [Fea8l]). For the states of a given

nucleus the (p,n'+) reaction has been shown to be very selective and attempts

were made early on to note any systematics in this selectivity. It is generally

found that high angular momentum states are preferentially excited (beyond

the (2J + 1) statistical factor), and specifically, stretched 2p-1h states.

Höistad [Hoi79] has noted the apparent co¡relation between the size or

mass of a nucleus wiih the pion production c¡oss section. He points out that

in general the total pion production cross section decreases with increasing

nuclear mass. A strong indication of this trend is shown in Fig. 1.9 (from

Ref. [Hoi79]) where the approximate experimental cross sections are plotted

for differeni target nuclei and flnal nuclear states. One mighi suspect that

this t¡end mâJ' be due to the increase in pion multiple scattering in the final

state. However, Höistad pointed out that this would imply an increase in the

continuum cross sections with increasilg nuclear target mass, which is not

observed. I{e concludes, therefore, that the effect is a ¡esult of the (p,r+) re-

action mechanism itself. Couvert lOou83] interpreted the trend to be due to

increasing pion absorption with the increase in the amount of nuclea¡ matter

invoived in the reaction.
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Figure 1.9: (p,n+) total cross section dependence on target mass.

Couvert [Cou83] also discussed the importance of the role of kinematics

in the interpretation of A(p,zr+)A+1 data. Specifically the four momentum

transfer t, was suggested as the signifrcant kinematic variable (as opposed to

6"- or Q"*). The four momentum transfer four vector may be defrned as

q:qP:pi-pi (1.4)

in the usual relativistic notation. The four momentum transfer t, is relativis-

tically im'ariant and is defrned as:

t =.-qPsp (1 5)

[n terms of the cm energy and 3-rnomentum, t may be written as:

t : ml + m! - 2ÐtÐ. f 2p1p3 cos 6 (1.6)

It r¡'as aiso noted that toial final kinetic energy in the crn frame ei, proved to

be a useful energy var'ral:Ie when comparing differeni nuclei. Huber [Hub88]

furthermore suggested that, rather than ei, one should consider 'ß - lÉo

(rvhere s is the Mandelstam variable corresponding io the total energy in the

cm frame squared and Mn is the target mass) as the energy variable since

tÕ

v)

õ
""o-a

b

-^0IU

IU
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this corresponds to the energJ¡ avaìiable for a nucleon in the nuciear frame.

In Fig. 1.1û kinema,tics for the same reactions as in Fig. 1.2 (3He(p,n+)aI{e

and aoCa(p,n+)aiCa) are shorn'n, excepl now plotted versus reiativistic in-

variants (the four rnomentum transfer -i and the energy rra.riable suggested

by Huber). For information, in Fig. I.11 and 1.12 kinematics comparing the
1FI(p.r+)2H reaction and the sIIe(p,n+)aIIe reaction (studied in this thesis)

a¡e shown. The apparent discrepancy in kinematics between different nuclei

is substantially reduced. One should note that the minirnurn value of -t for

all (p,r+) r'eactions is ideniical, nameiy,

- t"¡"(0') : 1mo - m")2 (i 7)

The proton bombarding energy at rvhich this minimum occurs depends on

the target mass bui is approximately 30 Me\¡ above threshold.

When ihe cross section for the pp ---+ dn'+ reaction is plotted versus proton

bombarding energy a large bump at Tp È 600 MeV is observed and is at,

tributed to the excitaiion of the proion to a A resonance [BarZ3]. An energy

dependent systematic that has been observed in (p,zr+) reactions is i;hat the

peak in the cross section (at, a consta¡rt momentum transfer) appeats near

the energy where the proton may be excited to the Delta invariant mass,

i232 ltleV [I{ubB8],

u6 - Mo : M¿ : 1232 MeV ( i.8)

in Fig. 1.13 the differeniial c¡oss section for 12C(p,n+)tsC to the r3C ground

state and 9.50 MeV excited state are shown versus this energy variable

and those for the pp --+ d;r+ reaction versus the equivalent variabie (from

Ref. [Hub88]). The Å1¡2 is a resonant intermediate state in pion-nucleon

scattering, and therefore, strong implication of a trvo nucleon underlying

mecha¡:ism is suggested.

19
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Figure 1.1û: Kinema.tics for (p,z+) reactions. The lo*,er arm corresponds to

-t for 0" and the upper arm for 180". (the solid iine is for 3He(p,n.+)aHe and

the dotied line for a0Ca(p, r+)a1Ca).
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3He(p,n-+)aHe an<i the doited line for 1H(p,n-+)2H.
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able for a constant four momenturn t¡ansfer (t:0.¡O Ge\¡t/.t) for thc
Ì2C(p,r+)13C reaction (ground slate and 9.50 excited state) aird the

PP -+ dr-+ reaction.

For certain A(p,n+)A+1 reactions, and particularly closc lo tl.rreshold.

the analyzing power has shorvn striking similarii¡' to that of pp --+ dr+, espe-

cially u'hen a kinematic t¡ansformation like thai suggested by Couvert and

Huber is performed (see Fig. 1.14 from Ref. [Jon79]). The peak in the cross

sections at or near the energy where the 41232 ma¡r be excited and the sim-

ilarity of the analyzing powers when comparisons are made on the basis of

the significant kinematic variable provides strong evidence thai the (p.z+)

mechanism in nuclei is very simiiar to that of the fundamental elementary

process (thai is, to pp -' dn+).

Trvo ¡ecent works in pion production a¡e those from Hube¡ fHub88] at

TRIUI,ÍF and I{orkmaz [Iior87] at IUCF. Korkmaz investigated tlie state

J;_ i.J
m,r. (GeV)
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dependence ûf i2,13C(pi, î'+) at 200 MeV. f{is work implied strong evideace

{or a pp ---+ d¡+ like underlying prûcess. l{uber's worh -uvas ronceûtrated in

the energy regime of the Å1232, and âlso showed evidence f"or an underiying

pp --+ dr+ like mechanism-

This comparison to pp -* dr* is nût a new idea. ûn the assumption

that pp -+ dn'+ is the dominating process, impulse type calculations (using

pp --+ dn'+ as the pion production mechanìsm) were developed by R.uder-

man [Rud52] and Kurath [KurB7]. The argument appears to be quite lralid

near threshold since the cross section for øfo is much larger than oif, or oii.
This can be seen in Fig 1.1. The T matrix for the A(p,zr+)A+l reaction is

written as a sum o\¡er the possible nuclear pp interactions, described by the

pp -- dr+ differential cross section. The calculations require a kinematical

t¡ansformation for the pp -+ dn-+ data to obtain results for the nuclear reac-

tion and the form of this transformation depends on the choice of how to deal

wiih the offshell efects. Most calculations have been done with plane u'aves,

but some authors have gone a little further a¡rd included distortions in the

u'ave functions [Fea77]. Since these phenornenological calculations only used

differeniial cross seclion data, no predictions of the analyzing powers could

be made. Huber [Hub8B] and Korkmaø [Kor87] have both used a kinematic

transformation to cômpare ihe pp --+ dn'* reaction anal5'2!ng powers to their

nuclear results and found qualitative agreement.

In this spirii a calculation which uses the pp -+ dn+ amplitudes is co¡n-

pa.red io the wo¡k of this ihesis. The model uses the antisymmetrized nuclear

wave funcfion with the Pauli principle used explicitl¡,. This calculation, along

wiih others, will be more compleiely discussed in a later chapter.

!¡)
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3-"& Few ruæcåeon Excå¿¿såve Fåosa Pr*ducÈå*s-¿

.A fi:l} microscopic calculation for pion production lrorn complex nuclei is a

formidabie task. For this reason a profitable approach may be to consider

pion production on few body nuclei. trt is hoped that the task is simpliÊed by

decreasing the number of nucleons for a many body problem. F\rrtherrnore,

the obserr.rables are not as sensitive to the nuclea¡ structure details since the

nucleons are mostly s-state and therefore the calculations are simpli6ed in

this respect as well.

There exists a substantial body ofdata for the 1H(þ-,n+)2H and '?Iï(fl,r+)3H

reactions. For the next s state nucleus, He, there a¡e several measurements

of the differeniial cross section. Data for the angular distributions are ar,'ail-

able close to threshold (Refs.[wil+81], [Keh+86] and [LeB+85]), near the

resonance energy, at 415 MeV, from Orsay [Tat+76] and ai 800 MeV from

Los Alamos Naiional Laboratoryl (LAMPF) [Hoi+8a]. There is also a mea-

surement f¡om CÐRN ai 600 MeV and 0' [Gab+72] and an old measu¡ement

from Dubna [A5562]. Ðata from the time reversed charge symmetric reac-

tion for energies across the .41?32 Fesorlônce energy [Kal+78] may be trans-

formed using charge symmetry and deiailed balance to obtain data for the

3He(p,n'+ 
)aHe reaction.

Previous measurements have shown that the anaJyzing power is a very

important observable of investigation, pariicularly when considering the en-

ergy dependence. Other spin obserr,a.bles have nct been measured t¡ut could

also prove to be equally or more usefui than the analyzing power. Such ana-

lyzing power data for the 3}Ie(f,z+)aHe ¡eaction exists near threshold {rom

IUCF [Keh*86] and at 800 MeV f¡om LAMPF [Hoi+8a]. In Fig. 1.15 the

data of Kehayias eÍ ¿i. are shonn wi*"h an ORCHIÐ ûàlclìlat;on [EAÐ90a]

l0

talso known as the Clinton F. .dnderson Meson Physics Faciliiy
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Figure 1.15: ORCHID calculation for 3He(p-,r+)aHe at 178 and 198 MeV

compared to the data of l{ehayias ef ¿1. from IUCF.

for the reaction. It is observed that the caiculation agrees quite well with

the data near threshold. I{owever, iittle rnore ma}¡ be leaxned withcut other.

measurements at higher energies. For the aHe(þ',n+)5He reaction there is only

polarization dat,a from LÂMPF at 800 MeV [Hoi+Ba]. The 3'4He(i,?T'+ 
)4'5He

reactions data from FIöistad et al. are shown in Fig. 1.16. The analyzing

powers for the 3IIe(Ë,?r+ 
)4He reaction are observed to have a large oscillatory

behaviour, distinctly different from the results near ihreshold. The data near

threshold are quite similar to those of low energy pp - dn+ (see Fig. 1.5)

and this is simiiar io thai; found for other nucLei as weli (see Rel. lFea8l] for

example). By studying the analyzing power for these reactions as the proton

bombarding energy increases, one may hope to achieve some understanding

of rire (p.;t) re¿,ction in few boiì5' nuclei.

0o
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An ol¡vicus void of analyzing power data for 3f{e(d,r+ 
)4t{e arrd aHe(þ*,n + )sÏ{e

exists in the region between tl:reshoid and 8û0 Mel¡. In light o{ the irnpor-

tance o{ the 41232 ín t,hese reactions the present study investigated the dìf-

fe¡ential cross sections and analyzing pov,'ers in the region between threshoid

and 800 MeV, 'uhe energy region sparuring the Â-izsz resonance.

9.4 Sn-rrxarrlary

The subject of ihis ihesis then, is to examine (p,zr+) reactions in few body

systems. In so doing, one hopes to achieve an understanding of the (p,ø+)

reaction mechanism where the system is relatively simple. The obserr,'able

wìrich has proven to be most useful for understanding pion production is the

analyzing power. Therefore, measurements of the differential cross section

and analyzing powers for ihe 3He(Ë,?r+)4He (J": 0+) and aHe(þ,r+)sHe

(J" : å-) reactions were performed. These experiments were carried out at

TRIUMF using a cryogenic liquid helium targei and a magnetic spectrom-

eter. The outline of these experiments is discussed in Chapter 2. The data

were analyzed and the methods used are discussed in Ohapter 3. R.esults are

presented and are compared to existing data and data from othe¡ reactions

in Chapier 4. In Chapter 5 early theoretical calculations are discussed as well

as the comparison of the daia with two recent calculations, a pp --+ dr+ IM-

PULSE model, and a miuoscopic ONI4/T¡IM model (ûROHID). The con-

clusions drawn from the i¡'o¡k of this thesis a¡e then summarized in Chaoter

6.

29
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The experiments for the r,r'ork described in this thesis were performed at

the TRIUMF cyclotron laboratory in Vancouver, CANADA. There were two

experirnents performed and these are summarized in Table 2.1.

Expt Reaction siudied Ðates of running experiment

Ð413 3He(f,r+)aHe Sept 30-October 9, 1988

E564 aHe(p*,n+)5He May 1-11, 1990

Table 2.1: Ðxperiments of this work.

Polarized protons from a polarized ion source were accelerated by fhe

TRIUMF cyclotron and extracted down the proton hall beam line aB (BL4B).

The proton beam was incident on the University of Manitoba/TRIUMF liq-

uid 3'alle target mounted on the 4BT2 scattering chamber. Scattered pions

r¡'ere detected by the Medium Resolution Spectrometer (MRS), and the re-

coil nucleus q'as left undetected. Ðach of these facets of the experiment will

be discussed in detail in ihe following sections.

30
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2"L WrøÈwvv Beayrr

The ion sorirce (POLISTS) is a Lamb shift pclarized protcn ion source |BIASS2]

which produces H* ions with polarizations of typicaliy 7t%. Tirese polarized

lå- ions are then accelerated by ihe TRJUMF cyclotron [CES77]. The TRi-

UN4F cyclotron is a sector focussed isochrcnous cyciotron and ac¿elerates I{-
íons to energies t¡etween 180 and 520 I4eV. To seiect the beam energy a strip-

ping foil is placed in the circulating toeam at a chosen cyclotron radius. ?he

foil strips off the two electrons and the ¡esultant H+ ion, the proton, is then

bent out of the cyclotron tank by the cyclotron magnetic freld. The beam is

subsequently transported down beam line aB (BL4B), shown in Fig 2.1, by

a series of bending and quadrapole magnets to the MRS scattering chamber

(48T2), and then onto the proton hall beam dump.

Along the beam line there are larious beam property monitors. At the

4BT1 posiiion (see Fig.2.1), there is the In-Beam-Pola¡imeter (IBP) which

monitors the beam polarization and intensity via proton eiastic scattering

lAbe+85]. Ä schematic of the electronic logic of the IBP is shown in Fig. 2.2.

A Secondary Emission Monitor (SEltd) aiso monitors the beam current at a

position down stream of ihe 4BT2 iargei (4BMB in Fig. 2.1) via secondary

electron emission from the proton energy deposited in Aluminum. The iBP

and SEM provide independent measures of the number of beam protons, at

positions upstream and downstream of the target. The meihod of extracting

number of beam protons and their polarization f¡om these monitors is dis-

cussed in the Analysis Chapter.

Other moniiors aiong the beam line measure the beam profile as, for

example, 4El\47 in Fig. 2.1, jusi upstrea.m of the MRS scattering chamber.
¡T'1-^-- 

-^^-:-^-^ -:J:- ----:-- ¿L^ L^^-^ l:-- --------- --l - -:l-( Ij(s( ltluJlttutÞ 5qJ vq (u dlu .¡Jl (u|tJrB rrrr u(irrr! ¡rrtr (IaLllùPult dtr(l p!(Jvt(le

daia for beam profrles for the purpose o{ Monte Ca¡lo modelling of the ex-
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Flgure 2.1: TRIUI\,íF beam line 48.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the electronic logic of the Bt4B In Beam Foiarime-

ier.
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Figure 2.3: Eeam profrle monito¡ 4BM7 showing Gaussian frt.
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periment. A sample cutput is shorvn in Fig. 2.3 aJong with a Gaussian fit
-where the horizontal scale reÞresenis 3 mrnlwire,

Å"å _B-AtrgeE

The 3He and alle targets used in this study utilized the same cryostat, the

university of x{anitoba/TRIUMF liquid 3IIe cryostat. The cryostat rvas

originally built for p +3ÏIe elastic scattering rneasurements for the MRS at
TRiUMF [Has*81] more than ten years ago. Since the present experiments

u'ere also done on the MRS the targei was ideal for these measurements. The

cryostat had not been used for several years and required much refurbish-

ing to make the targei stable and ¡eliable for the present experiments. The

cryostat is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2"4. In this section the cryostat

design' instrumentation and operation and the r¿,rious tests and calibration

measurements of the targei u'ill be discussed.

2"2.L CnyosÉat Ðesigra aaad &,{odificati@¡}s

The cryostat was initially intended to operate as it did for the 3He(Ë,p)3IIe

experirnents. This was not found to be possible, and several major n:odifi_

cations u'ere done to the cryostat design.

Ë{etriun'¡ Gas F{andtring Syst em

The cryostat originally had iis own gas handling system [I{as{gl] and this
w-as removed for a more modern aod ¡eliable sysfem. The system was re_

placed witlr the E elium Gas Hand.ling C ø.r.t, from the TRIUh4F Cr¡,oøenic

Targets Group (CTG). A manifold was constructed to interface between the
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Figure 2.4: University of Manitoba/TRIUIdF liquid 3He crvostat.
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CTG G¿s Cart and ihe cryostat. A schematic of íhe gas handling system is

shoivn in Fig. 2,5. Tl¡e black circles, unless otherwise indicated. are rnanu-

ally operated valves. The lìquid Ftr2 (Lli2) cold traps serv-e tc trap out any

moìsture which would cause blockages in ihe target gas feed and return lines

inside the cryostat. The manifold was designed with ext¡a ports for the pur-

pose of connecting to a leak detector and/or a heliurn bottle during test runs.

The SCR.A,M rzlvel is a valve which opens when the pressure, rnonitored by

a pressure transducer, exceeds some preset poini. In this way the pressure

is not allowed to rise above a certain lralue avoiding possible iine ruptures or

explosions. PTl and PT2 are the pressure monitoring devices discussed in

the Instrumentation Section (Section 2.2.2) below.

T'anget CeXn

The target design originally used nickel windows soldered to the target and

dummy cell. This method was found to be very unreliable, developing vac-

uum lea-ks aJter a few cyclings to LN2 temperatu¡e. A new design was there-

fore implemented for the target cell but the dummy ceIl was left in the

original design since its va,cuum iniegrity u'as not crucial. The design used

Indium sealed flanges for the windows and the couplings for the cell to the

cryostat feed and return lines. In Fig. 2.6 the general design of the targei

cell is shown illustrating how the connections lo the Jeed, and rel¿rn lines are

made. The details of the dimensions and geometry a¡e shown in Fig. 2.7.

This new design produced vacuum integrity u'ith relatively sirnple insialla-

tion procedures. The system was tested by subjecting the cell to eryogenic

temperature cycling with liquid Nitrogen and Helium, and rvas found to be

very reliable.

36
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of heiiurn gas handling sysiem
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lnd¡ufi Seoled C.CCl" Siq¡nless Steel Windows

l] r'"u¿ r¡nu

lL lt
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lndium Seoled Flonge

lndium Seoled Flonge

Figure 2.6: Targei cell general design showing the connection s to the feed
and return iines with Indium sealed flanges.

In the original design, the target cell was above the dummy cell. That is,

the target cell was nearest to ihe pumped Baih. working in the area of the
target cell beneath the Pumped Bath with this design proved very painstak-

ing- By switching the positions of the target and dummy cell, placing the
dummy cell above the target cell, provided much mor.,e room in which to
work, and sirnplified the procedure of changi'g windows or target cells. In
this new positiol the target cell is substantially farther from ihe cold sink,
the Pumped Bath, and there v'as some initial concern if this design wouJd
jeopardize conde'sation of ihe helium gas to riquid. Tests showed that the

cell would approach only BI{ when unde¡ vacuum. However with helium in
the cell, the liquid itself provided ample cooling of the cel and temperatures

around 2K were reached.

2.2"2 lrasÉu'u¡nentatåon

?he cryosiai is compriseci of many devices tbr the purpose of monitori'g the
performance of the target. The device controllers and outputs were contained
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of target cell indicating the dimensions and geometry.
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in two racks, Lanl and Remote. The Local rack ccntained all the monitoring

dcvice contlollers and outpuis and was situated by ihe cryosiat. The Ëe-

w¿ote rack contained oniy some of the important ones. and was situated in

the Counting Room during the experiment. The devices used to monitor the

cryostat performance are now discussed.

Vacuu,m

The vacuuro measurement ranges from 1û+3 to 10-7 Torr and to cover such

a broad range in pressure several devices were used. The vacuum system is

shown schematically in Fig. 2.8. G type gauges are mechanical diffe¡ential

vacuum gauges used for monitoring the vacuum from atmosphere down to

a¡ound 50 Torr. The TC type gauges are Thermo-Couple Gaugesz whose

sensitivity is from around 1 to 10-3 Torr. Fbom there down to ihe level of

10-7 Torr lon Gauges3 (IG) are used. For historic reasons) the vacuum ¡e-

gion is separated into two regions, VAC1 and VAC2. VAC2 refe¡s to the area

a,round the targei cell, and VAC1 is everywhere else. Originally these a.r:eas

were to be separated by a Kapton window so that in the event of a target cell

window rupture the costly 3I{e could be recovered. trt, is not known whether

such a window r¡/as ever implemented and tested. The cryostat in its present

state does not have a physical separation and so V.{C1 and VAC2 are aiways

at the same va-crrllrn-

ïnitial rough pumping from atmospheric pressure was done with a me-

chanical oil pumpa. After the system ís roughed down to æ 10-a Torr further

pumping down was done by two r¡,'atex cooled dift'usion pumpss, DFl and

zVarian, Vacuum Division, Lexington, Mass., USA.
3Granville-Phillips Company, Boulder, Colorado, USA..

aSargeat-\4¡eich scie¡tifrc Co,, Skoirie, Illinoìs, USÁ

sVarian, Vacuum Division, Lexinglon, Mass,, LTS.A.

4û
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of lracuum system.

ÐP2. The \¡acuum system also contains many types of valves where the V
type are mechanically controlled l'alves, and the SV fype are electrically con-

trolled air powered Solenoid Valves. The SV,s are used with the TC gauges

in a vacuum interlock system in the event of a vacuum failure.

Fdetriu¡n &4onåtonieag

The cryostat has two liquid Helium regions used to cool the cryostat, the

Reseruoir and fhe Pumped B o,th. The reservoir is filled about once per day

and the bath is frlled from the reservoir using ihe Needle Valve about once

every four hours. This is shown in Fig. 2.4. Self regulating control of the

needle r,alve via a motor forrned part of the origina.l design. It was founel

however that the torque required to tu¡n the needle valve when the cryostat

was at Helium temperature was quite substantial and therefo¡e the present

design was not functional.
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The level cf iiquid helium in the resen¡oi¡ is :nonitored usìng an Super-

conductìng ievei probe6. The ievei of liquid heiium in the bath is monitored

using a chain of sever carbor: ¡esistors. The difference in tire resist,ance when

the superconducting rvire (or a carbon resistor) is in an atrriosphere of sat-

urated helium vapour and when it is submersed in liquid helium, is used to

determine the helium level.

The celÌ is cooled by pumping on the helium in the pump baih with a

mechanical oil pump7. The prrrrrp ¡educes the vapour pressure of the liquid

helium in the bath to ry 1 Torr which corresponds to a bath temperature

of = 1.5 K. The baih pressure is monitored with a mechanical differential

vâcuum gauge and a thermocouple gauge.

Target Ceìl Moreitoring

X4ounted on the target cell are t¡¡'o calibrated Germanium resistorss. One

is mounted on the top ãûd the other mounted on the bottom, denoted RTl
and Hf 2 respectively. B¡, performing four wi¡e resistance measurements the

resistance of RT1 and ILl2 can be accurately obtained. From the calibration

provided by the manufacturer the temperature of ihe iarget cell is then de-

duced (see Fig. 2.9). The temperatures ff|l and RT2 did not always agree.

When the cell is unde¡ vacuum it was found that the bottorn resistor read a

slightly higher temÞe¡ature than the top. ûne possibility for this discrepancy

is that the cooling is mainly by conduction when the cell is irnder vacuum,

and since the bottom is fa¡ther from the cold sink its temperature is higher.

When the cell is frlled with liquid helium the top is found to be slighily

6Oxford Inst¡uments, Oxford, Ðngland

TSargent-Welch Scientific Co,, Skokie, Illinois, US,4,

Elake Sho¡e Cryotronics, Inc. Westerville, Ohio, USÀ.
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¡0s ¡ Top RTI

345
Temp. (K)

Figure 2.9: Calibration of Top resistor.

higher. .A,gain, a plausible explanation is ihat it is a result of the mechanism

of the cell cooling, which in this case is the }iquid helium. The feed line frorz

the condensing coil is connected to the bottom of the cell and ihe boil off

return úo the condensing coil is connected to ihe top of the cell. Therefore

the lorver portion of the celÌ is slightly cooler ihan the top of the cell since it
is closer to the source of cooled heliurn. The discrepancy is about 0.2 K and

therefo¡e the uncertainty in the temperature is estimated to be 0.2 K.

For the purposes of studying ihe cell's response to a heat load, a heater

was mounted on the target cell. The heater is cornprised of a length of Man-

ganin wire which has a resistance of 200 f¡. By using a constant cu¡rent

suppl¡ the power dissipated in the heater rnay be controlled.

The pressure of the target gas lines are monitored via pressure transducerss,

4&

3 10'
-
6

'ã 10'
a)

L-Ii

1A2

sNational Semiconducto¡ Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif. LÌSA
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FT1 and FT2. These are mounted on the target mani{old, see Fig- 2.5, and

provide a voltage which is linearly dependent on p¡essure. The zero pcint

is determined ï:y rneasuring the output voitage when the transducers are at

vacuum, and ihe slope determined by combining this measurement with one

at another knon'n pressu¡:e, usually atmospheric. The iinearit¡' is very stable

for these devices but ihe offset must be checked often10.

Coralputer

Most of the signals from the cryostat are sent to an ADC card mounted on

an IBM PC computer allowing online monitoring and storage of data. The

TRIUMF written software p¡ogram TICS [KeiB9] was used1l. The program

is widely used at TRIUMF and has the capability of generating time line

curves fo¡ the monitoring devices. An example of these is shown in Fig. 2.10.

This figure was produced by a screen d,ump on the IBM PC and so what is

seen in Fig. 2.10 is what is seen on the IBM PC screen. The example shows

fou¡ devices: RT1, RTz, FT1 and PT2 each represented by a graph in a box.

In each box is shou'n fhe g-range and the tirne-range. The numbers in the

top righi hand co¡ner of each box is the time and the âverâge readout for

the device sampled at the time indicated by the vertical line in the box. For

example for RTl, a time of 0:12:20 was selected a;rd the âverage value of

RT1 was 3.277 K at thai time. The time in top left corner of ihe page is

the absolute time and date of the screen dump, 14:09:55, Sepi 15. Note that

oüe may look back ai the data previously logged as well as at data currentiy

iogged.

The information is logged to hard disk at a preset frequency. For the

loPrivate cornmunication with TRIUMF CTG technicians.

TTTICS rvas implemented on the target's iBM PC by G. Wate¡s and F. Duncan
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elrperimeÐt the time bins we¡e usuaiiy frve minutes and {or the test runs.

ssually on the order of seconds. For a particular device the computer logs

the average, maximum and minimur¡ ralue ¡ecorded in the time bin. ?he

sampling resôh:tion is on the orde¡ of several ¡'osec so that any bursts from

the average in the time bin will appear in the maximum and minimu¡n val-

ues. In the plots shown in Fig. 2.10 ihe points are the average and the error

bars are the maximum and minimum lralues, zot the average deviation.

The log files on the IBM ha¡d disk were t¡ansferred onto VCR Exabyte

tapes for perma'ent storage. This stored information was then transferred

to a VAX computer to study the stability of the target operation during the

experiment.

2,2"e tpenation

It was intended to make the operation of the target as simple as possible in
o¡der to minimize effort and of course minimize mistakes during the course

of an experiment. It was found that one experienced person with t,he heip of
another rvas required to operate and maintain the target.

Cool Ðown

The cryostat cool dor¡'n from dormant state at room temperature to oper_

ational state at 2K requires a rninimum of two days. The cryostat is flrst
evacuated in all regions, except lhe LN2 jackei. Ðepending on the amount

of humidit¡' and how long the cryostat has been dormant, this rough down

to 10*a Tort takes approximateiy I to 24 hours.

Following ihis rough down the Helium Fump Bath and Reservoir are

flushed with high purity ll2 gas several times to prevent moisture blockages
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in late¡ stages o{ ihe cool down. Subsequentiy the Ll'tr2 jacket is filled ard

after an intial cryo pumpìrg perioci, usuaily haif an hour, the tr{elium Bath

and ldeservoir are filled wiih Lli2 to allow precooling. This period taJtes ap-

proximately I hours. The vacuum at this point has irnproved from that at

room temperature and is around 1û-5 to 10-6 To¡r.

Once the cryostat is precooled to LN2, the LN2 is triown off from the

H,eservoir and Eath and the latter purged several times using high purity

Helium gas. This step is crucial as any residual L,N2 may oause blockages

r,r'hen the cryostat is cooled io 4K. After one is confident thai ali the LN2

is removed and ihe Reservoir and Bath only contain helium gas, one then

introduces liquid aHe to the rese¡voir. During the Reservoir frliing stage ihe

Needle Valve between the Bat'h and Resen'oir is opened to allow filling of

the Bath. To avoid possible seizing of the Needle Valve, the Needle Valve

is opened and closed periodically. During and follou'ing the fllling stage the

vacuum has improved to typically 10-6 or 10-z Torr.

Once the aHe bath level indicators show the Baih is full, the Helium

tsath roughing pump is started) and the Bath temperature graduallJ' drops

to about 1.6 K in approximately one hour. .{t this point the 3}Ie (or aHe)

gas is introduced to the target celi (whicli has been under \''acuum this entire

time). The Helium gas condenses and the target ceIl now contains liquid 3He

(or aHe). The systern stabilizes in about an hour to a temperature of about

2K and a vacuum of typically 1û-7 Torr.

&lai¡lte¡lance

ûnce the system stabilizes only periodic maintenance is required. The Needle

Valve is opened periodically during the experiment to ûli the bath, usually
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every four hours, and lhen requires about 15 minutes to restabilize to opera-

tionai síate. The Helium Reservoir used ry 25i of lìquid heiium for a fill and

aiong with the Helium Reservoir, the Lld2 jacket a:ld the LN2 trap of the

CTG I{elium Cart, required frlling typica.lly once per da5'.

2"2"4 T'ests fon l,iqxåid Ë{elåuru? Co¡rdensatiosr

Before using the target in the experiroent, it was subjected to several tests.

Clne test was to confrrm the condensation of liquid heiium in the target cell.

To test this, the heater insialled on the target cell was used and the temper-

ature response of ihe cell, as measured by RT1 and RT2, studied. When the

cell is under vacuum) and the target cell is cooled down to approximately 2 to

4 K, the target cell heater was set to va¡ious power levels, from 5-80 mW. The

rapid temperature change shown in Fig. 2.1i was observed. The explanation

of these graphs was discussed in Section 2.2.2 above. The same procedure is

repeated when the cell is frlled with liquid helium. The temperature does not

change signiflcantly until approximately 200 mW of power is delivered into

the target by the targei heaier. This is shown in Fig. 2.12. It is ihis drastic

diffelence in response to heat load that is taken to be a clear indication of

liquid condensation in the cell.

Independent evidence for the condensation of helium in the cell can also

be obtained from the pressure transducer readings, PTl and PT2. Assuming

an ideal gas law lor the heliurn one may determine the amouní of helium con-

densed in the ceIl provided ihe voiume of the gas cell and of the condensing

coils is known. The vclume deierminations are discussed in the Calibration

Section and the results are shor¡'n in that section in Table 2.2 on page 55.

For this calculation 3He is assumed (a similar type of calculation is done

+ö
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lium.

for {He). Initiall¡. the helium gas is in a storage tank volume \¡r:301 at tem-

perature Tr:293I{ ¡¡'ith some initial pressure, Pi. XVhen the valve between

the tank and the iarget cell is opened, ihe gas fills the entire system. The

entire system is presumed to be ai the same pressure, Fr. The notation of

the volumes are sho$'n schematically in Fig. 2.13. The gas inside the target

gas lines, V3 is at 4 Ii and has not condensed. This gas will therefore have

a diffe¡ent density ihan that in t,he storage tank, V1. The residual volume is

the condensed liquid, Vr.

To calculate the relationship between the frnai and initial pressr:¡e and the

volune of condensed liquid the calculation is performed by assuming some

final volume of condensed liquid. The frnal iank pressure) P¡, is the same

throughout the syslem so the ûnal pressure must be the va.pour pressure of

ihe liquid heliun at the cooled temperature. The vapour pressure tempera-

llonitor ing stèrted ¿t 14:38:11
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of the voiumes for helium gas system
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ture dependence for 3I{e may be obtained from reîerences [Coy66] and t]ris

is shoç;n in Fig. 2.14. The iiquid helium has a differerrt c{ensity for differeni

final pressures (ternperatures) antl this may be obtained {rom the density

curves shown in Fig. 2.16 in the Targei Ðensity Section, ôn page 56. From

the known mclarity of 3ËIe, 3.û162 ffi;, the total number of moies of heliurn

that are condensed, nr is obtained. The number of moies in the volume Vi

and V3 rnay be evaluated assuming an ideal gas law.

Ifrl

RTi
lt ItI f V3

Þ.nrr¿3

u'hereTs:4K

Now the number of moles of helium in the fina1 system is known, and

since the system is closed this must also be the numt¡er in the initial system,

nO.

no:n1+n2+rì3 (2.3)

Since all ihe helium was initially in the storage tank, the initial pressure P¡,

is ¡eiated to n¡ via the equation:

- T).r'ñ rr0rr -L I
I ¡ 

- 
_---::_ (:2.4)

The results are shown in Fig. 2.15. The dift'erent lines correspond to different

final condensation volumes.

Ðxperimentally the initial pressure was 56Û Torr and the flnal pressure

\i/as approximately 90 Torr (for the 3He experiment). By inierpolation of

Fig. 2.15, one observes that a volume of about 30 cm3 liquid sIIe did indeed

condense and this corresponds to filling the target cell and condensing coil.

This implies then that the iarget is full and 3FIe r¡¡as successfully condensed

to a temperature of approximately 2K!

52
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Figure 2.15: Pressu¡e-condensed vohme calculation for 3He.

Ä similar procedure was used for the evidence of aHe condensation'

2"2"5 E9eam¿ Fowe¡: Ðissåpatåon

From Fig. 2.12 it is observed that the target can handle loads of 100 mlV.

For experiment Ð413 and 8564 the beam energies ranged from 240 t'o 5AT

NIeV and currents were as high as 30 nA fo¡ bacl angle measurements. The

power dissipated in the iarget by the proton beam may be estimated by us-

ing the Eethe-tsloche equation for energy Ìoss or from Tables [Gre87]. For

10 nA of cur¡ent a 240 MeV proton beam dissipates about 6mW of power

in the target cell (approximale|y 20% frorn the stainless steel windows and

approximately 8û% from the liquid Helium). Measurements of cross section

were also performed for a specific angle bui wiih different beam currents to

r^".^^+:--+^ ^^-^:1.1^ l---;+,, 4,"^r,,-ri^-. .1,,^ ¿^ l^..1 h^iìì-r ldncrar¡p¡ rnr¡rr çòL¡6¿tL! uwr¡é¡LJ Iu\

within errors, no effect was obserr.'ed.
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2"2.& Calihnat¡ost

Here the various ca.libration measuremenis of the cryostat and target are

discussed- To determine the condensed valume of helium in the cell ihe

volumes of the cell and associated gas iines were required. To determine the

differential cross section one requires the effective target thickness which may

be written as:

Ðffeciiye Targei Thickness : p.¡(He) x Lr x Q (2 5)

The absolute target density, pr(He), was determined by examining the iarget

temperature, T, and then obtaining the density from density versus tempera-

ture cu¡ves. The calculation of the correction factor Q and ihe target length

L¿ are discussed in the Analysis Chapter, however they are mentioned here

since their calculation requires knowledge of the position of the cryostat u'ith

respect to the MRS scattering chamber. These were determined using precise

instrumentation and compared with experimental ¡esults and these measure-

ments are discussed belor.r'.

Voh¡r-nes of Gas F{and}ing System

The volumes of the helium gas handling systern wete determined by assuming

rhc validiry of Boyle's Law.

lo ., ",vx _ pt ¡\ vo. (2.r)

Using a known volume Vs and the pressure readings from the pressure trans-

ducers, the unknor¡'n volumes V* were obtained. The known volume was

a machined brass cylinder u'ith a total volume, including connections, of

77.3 cm3. Using ihis volume for V6 the volumes of the rest of the gas han-

dling system we¡e determined as presented in Table 2.2. The Method column

'a4
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Gas Slrstern Volumes

VoJume Method R"."1,

4K gas lines R 2û f 3 cm3

Condensing coils ÏTaseli æ 12c¡ng

Target ceil R. 14 * 5 cm3

Target cell G 18.2 cm3

Condensing volume * 3û crn3

W: measured with Reference aolume.

G : d,etermined uolume G eometri,cally.

"Iable 2-2: Volumes of Helium gas handling system.

indicates how the measurements were made, either by Geomelry (G) or with

respect to the Reference volume (R). The volume of the condensing coils was

obtained from measurements made by EaseII [IIasB ].

Target Ðensity

-A graph of the density dependence of 3He 
[Coy66] is shown in Fig 2.16, and

for aHe 
[Coy66] in Fig 2.17. The temperatures obtained from the Ge¡ma-

nium resistors during the experiment were app¡oximately: Hl1 : 1.9 K and

RT2 : 2.1K. These temperatures a¡e in the nearly constant density region

of the liquid aHe curves, shown in Fig. 2.17, so thai the uncertainties a¡e

smali, æ 1%. For the liquid 3He curves of Fig. 2.16, the temperature is in

the non zero slope region. However, the effect is stili less than 3%.

For both experiments measurements of proton elastic scattering were aJso

carried out to verify the ta¡set density. The anal¡'sis procedure for obtaining

the diffe¡ential cross sections is discussed in the following Chapter. The re-
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Figr:re 2.16: Densit¡' of liquid 3He at saturation
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I Ð¿ff"r"n"" between preuious data and present measurement

Table 2.3: Comparison of elasiic cross sections'

sults obtained in the present measurement and those obtained previously are

shown in Table 2.3. For 3He, the measurements a"re higher by approximately

14lo in comparison to the data (taken with the same target) from Hasell

ef ø1. [Has-l86]. The systematic erro¡ for the Hasell measurement \s x6To

Hasell also noted however, thai their data were 20-30% lower than other

unpubìished data [Beu*74] at forwa¡d angles while in good agreement with

previous rneasutements at back angles [Fbaf77]. The elasiic measurement

performed during E413 was found lo T:e 29To smaller than that measured by

Beurtey et al lBeu.*7 4l.

For aHe the result is 15% lower than that from Moss e* ol' [Mos*80].

The Moss data were obiained f¡om normalization to another measurement

[Sie+77] and the systematic error is =5%. The Moss data were found to be

in good agreement with previous data from Klem ef øJ' [Kle*77] to within

ai:out 7%.
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sHe(¡:,p)31{e at 0¡^7, : 49.¿"
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The systematic uncertainties of the sHe and afie el.astic scattering mea-

surements of this thesis are about 1Û% (errors in the elastic differential cross

sections are the same as {or SHe(p,n+)a!{e data, discussed in Section 3.5,1,

however without the uncertainty due to ti:e picn decay fraction). The proton

elastic measurements of the present experiment are therefo¡e in agreement

with previousl¡r published data to within the s¡rstematic errors.

T'arget Flanar Fositïo$

To determine the planar position of the target cell, precision measurements

using a theodolite were performed. In Fig. 2.18 the coo¡dinate system of the

target cell with respect to the MRS scattering chamber is deflned. O'deflnes

the centre of the target and 0 the centre of the MRS scattering chamber.

The transverse offset from the axis of roiation of the cryostat was found to

be quiie iarge. Referring to the X-Y coordinate system shown in Fig. 2.18

the t¡ansverse offset was found to be

Xofiset : 10.5mm'

The longiiudinal offsei in the beam direction from cryostat axis r¡'as

Yofiset:10mrn'

These offsets w-ere attributed to an accident when the cryostat was being first

commissionedi2. Thus, as iilustrated in Fig. 2.18, the geometric centre of the

celi is 10.5 mm to the left of the incoming beam and 1.û mm dou'nstream

from the axis of ¡otation.

The verticai offset depends on whether the cryostat is cooled or not. .4.t

room tempe¡ature the difference between the dummv and iarget cell centres

58
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Beom Directìon

Figure 2.18: Coordinates of target cell in 4BT2 scattering chamber' O rep-

resents the axis of rotation of the scattering chamber and cryostat'

was 101.6 mm. The diffe¡ence between the target celi and the centre of the

CH2lZnS sc¡een mounted on the bottom of the cryostat (see Fig 2 4) was

102.7 mm. Vr/hen the target cools, it contracts' Most of the contraction is

from the material above ihe cells, and is estimated io be 3 mm The difference

bet.çl,een the cell centres is assumed to not change but the difference between

tlre target cell and CHzlZnS screen centres has increased to 105 7 rnm' The

vertical motion of the lifting mechanism is 98'4 rnm from the dummy cell to

target cell position, and 104.8 mm from the ta,rget cell to screen position' I

Table 2.4 are the positions of the centres with respect to the normal axis of

the beam.

Note that different screens r ere used a¡rd a 6.35 mm spacer was added

t¡etween experiments 8413 and 8564. The erro¡ in the vertical offsets due to

the uncertainty in the measurements and the uncertainty in the contraction

calculation is estimaied to be 0'5 n:m.
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Z Ûff'sets of CrYosiati

Ðxpt ?arget Cell Ðurnmy Oeii Cll2/ZnS Screen

Ð413

8564 t1.3 mm

- 1.9 mm -6 mm

*1 mm

! Errar àn affsets estimated at t'5 mm

Tabie 2.4: Fosition centres with respect to nor¡nal beam a':cis

Targe6 R otation Fosition

Ey using a mi¡ror and telescope sighting down the beamline the absolute zero

arrgle \Ã¡as determined. The error in this zero measurement was estimated by

considering the subtended angle due to the uncertainty in placing the mirror

parallel to the plane of the target.

6û

61 0.5 mm 360"Ãâ-:: = x--- - 0.5'r 60mm 2r

The uncertainty in the zero due to the telescope rneasurement itself is neg-

ligible due to the long dista¡ce (aboui 10 m) over which the measurement

was made.

The target ¡otation angle calibraiion was determined when the cryostat

ql.as mounied on the MRS scattering chamber. By counting the teeth on the

rotation drive gear an average of

360" deø

111 teeth "'"' tooth

(2.7)

(2 B)

was determined. The rotation angle as a function of pot voltage was deter-

mined by rneasuring the voltage of the resistor pot mounted on the rotation

mechanism. in Fig. 2.i9 the calibration of ihe target angle with resistor pot

voltage is shown. The iine is a linear fit for Þurposes of interpolation and

extrapolation. A reasonable estimation of the relative erIol of the ¡otation
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Figure 2.19: Calibration of rotation angle of cryostat.

angle may be estimated f¡om the linea¡ fit variance. This was determined to

be f 0.4o.

The target worlied nearly flawiessly for the duration of the two experi-

ments. The task of recornmissioning the target and getting it on ihe beam

floor running smoothly was completed thanks to the support of D.C. Healey

and the Cryogenic Targets Group at Triumf and in particular fellow graduate

student F.A. Ðuncan.

?"& IøÍedåurn Resoåu6åora Speetnoffiaeåer

The scattered pions were measured by the Medium Resolution Spectrometer

(MRS). The MRS is shown in Fig. 2.20 illustrating the respective positions

of the various detectors comprised of wi¡e chambe¡s and scintillators. The
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Figur.e 2.20: Medium R_esolution Specirorneter.

electronics and trigger of the MRS ís controllecl b1. the Eûtrr3 computer pro_
gram. A Quadrapole-Dipole 1.6 GeV/c proton spectrometer [Mi1S3], the
MRS is usualiy tuned for a point to point focus for proton scattering ex_

periments iHic88l. Tire wire chambers provide the coordinate information
fo¡ event recontruction using the info¡mation f¡om a beam optics, Transport

[Bro+77], calculation of the MRS. To stud¡r the MRS as a pion spectrometer
a Monte carlo calculation rvas perforrned. A[ these facets wi]r be discussed

in greater deiail in the folloN'ing subsections.
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2.&"L ÐetecÈors and üoordåy¿ate Wetevu-&åExatiom

The MRS is comprised of a variety of detectors show¡r in Fig. 2.2t. These

are the F¡ont End Chamber (FÐO), the two Vèrtical D¡ift Chambers (VDCi

and VÐC2), tlie scintillator hodoscope- Focal Fiane Paddles (FFF,s), and

the trigger scintiilators 51 a¡d 52. 51 was not used in either of the two

experiments.

Fh'onÈ End C&¡arurt¡er,

The Front Ðnd Chamber (FEC) is comprised of four wire planes each con-

sisting of 16 pairs of alternating anode a¡rd cathode wires. Two of the planes

are horizontai (X0 and X0' for the bend plane) a¡rd two of the planes are

vertical (Y0 and Y0' for the non bend plane). The primed and unprimed

planes are offset from one another by hatf an interanode spacing and there-

fore facilitate the determination of whethe¡ the pariicle passed to the left or

right of a struch wire. (See Fig- 2.21). The interpolated positions are called

X0 and Y0, and the FÐC has a resolution of typicaJly 0.7 mm.

Ðnift ChamL¡ers.

The Vertical D¡ift Chambers (VDC1 and VDC2, or VDC,s) are positioned

at the top end of the MRS at a 45. angle to the central trajectory of the

spectrometer (see I'ig. 2.20). Ðach VDC is comprised of two wire planes, X
and U, which give positions in the bend plane (X wire plane) and 80. to the

bend plane (U wire plane). Together the X and U planes provide information

for the calculation of the non be¡rd pla.ne coordinate Y. The VDC,s planes

have 176 wires each with an inte¡-wire separation of 6 mm. By examining the

drifr time t* the wires one is able ro determine the pcsition and trajectory

of the particle. See Fig. 2.22. The ¡esolution of the VDC,s is typicallv 15û
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Figure 2.21: Cross sectional view of FEC showing position interpolation.

¡rm in the X direction. The combination of the two VDCs makes it possibie

to determine the focal plane intersection of the particle trajectories.

2"3"2 T'biggen and Ðata ,&cqui.sítion

The MRS electronics is comprised of CAMAC type modules which are mounted

in racks on the I"4RS platform and in the 4B couniing room. The elect¡onics

setup is reasonably standardized bui is in constant evolution to improve the

systeml4.

An event was defined by a hit in one of the FEC planes, a hit in the VDC

X1 plane, a signal in 52, a signal in ihe FFP within a preset hardware cut,

and a time of flight between the FEC and the Fpp within another preset

hardware cui. The logical AND of all these signals formed a MASTER trig-
ger and subsequently the system was f¡ozen while all the AÐC's and TDC,s

laThe trigger was assembled bv C-.{. Milie¡, 
"RIUMF
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Figure 2.22: C¡oss sectional view of VDC showing position interpolation.

were read. The MRS trigger system is shown schematically in Fig. 2.23.

Ðata Acquisition

The Vax Data ACquisition System (VDACS) consisted of a TWOTRAN
compiled and linked prôgram running on a f¡onf_end processorls. The pro_

gram is listed in .{ppendix A. Upon generation of a flag by a Master Trigger,
the program would write the ADC,s and the DRIFT chamber data (cornpris_

ing a composite event word) to tape. These events are written in the order
shown in Table 3.1 in Section 9.1.1. A sarnple of the events is routed to
an online chamber decoding routine fo¡ monitoring the perforrnance of the
experiment via on-line displays. For online monitoring of the Scalers, the
TWOTRAN p¡ogram was written such t,hat the ScaJers were read every five
minutes (and in addition at the flag of an END-OF-RUN) and subseqireniiy

written to tape.

The online decoding ¡outine for these experiments was a tISA subroutine,
1sJ-11 Starburst CES model 21g0.
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Figure 2-28: MRS trigger.

(see Analysis Chapter, Section 8.1.1) and calculated first order i:econstruc_

tion of the focal plane, target and other coordinate spectra. Furthermore,

a progranr for observing the scale¡ rates was available to monitor efficiencv

sensitive F¡ont End Chamber (FÐt) rates.

2,&.3 ftdRS Tbaresport

The coordinate system of the MRS and that defrned for Beam Transport

[Bro+77] is shown in Fig. 2.24- Also shown for comparison is the usual

defrniiion fo¡ the beam coordinates. In orde¡ to avoid any ambiguity the

coordinates wili be specified within the context of discussion. In the beam

coordinate system the z-axis is in the direction of the incoming beam and

the u-ar¡ic nerncn¡lirrrlrr tn fha c¡ori--i-* -ì^-^ f,^--^J L-- -L^ - - -ó pr4¡! rvrr'cu uJ Ltrq J_. i1_\e5. .Fol

the X4RS/LISA and Transport frames the z-axis is parallel to the (curved)
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Figure 2.24: Scattering plane coordinate systems.
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Figure 2.25: Coo¡dinate systems of MRS.

central trajectory through the spectrometer system. The plane formed by

this curved z-axis is called the bend" plane. The y-axes are perpendicu.lâr

io this plane, but point in opposite directions in the MRS/I,ISA and Trans-

port coordinate systems. The y-direction is refer¡ed to as the nan-bend, plane

direction, Both of ihe latte¡ frames are right handed systems (i.e. â _Ax2\.

A vector is used to desc¡ibe the trajectory and position of the ray of the
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scattered particle passing througir the MRS.

x.i -* (x.,6 ,v , ó ,2,, 6) (2.s)

X and Y describe the position of the ray w-ith respect to the eentral ray and

are in units of cm. I a.nd þ describe ihe slope with respect to the centraì

trajectory and a¡e in units of mrad. The position measured along the central

trajectory with respect to the source (target) is Z and is in units of m. 6 is

the momentum deviation of the ray from the cent¡a.l rnomentum, po, and is

defined as

" p-p.
p. (2. i0)

Note that it is dimensionless. The central momentum, po, is the momentum

corresponding to the central ray.

To first order the relation between the target coordinates, f¡ and the focal

plane coordinates, i¡ can be described by a matrix, where the i'dividual
elements depend on field settings, and physical facto¡s of the system.

.\i : fl"ij-\j (2.11)

Transport calculations are discussed in many text,s, see for example []Iumg6].

To understand the MRS optics a second orde¡ calculation was performed

using typica.l parameters for the MRSr6. This is shown in Fig. 2.26. ?he

dashed lines represent irrportant positions in the MRS, í.e. the detectors and

the rnagnets. The rays are a sample of differeni initial momenta, position

and angle to illustrate ihe optics o{ the [¡lRS. ir{ote that ihe MRS quadrapoie

is focussing in the non-bend plane and defocussing in the bend p1ane. The

position of the quad (with respect to the target and the dipole) and the ratio
of the quad field to the dipole field lQlÐ raiio) are such that tÌ¡e R;; matri.r:

l60btained from C.Ä. Mille¡, TRIUMF

68
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Figure 2.26: Calculation of MRS optìcs to second ord.e¡.
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simplifies to the foliowing form:

?û

X¡

tt
Y¡

ór

bç

6f

Rrt Rtr û

Rz, Rrz 0

ûûRs¡
8ûRn,
û0û
ûtû

û û ltre

lrnÐu u !r"?6

R¡nû û

R¿+ û û

ûût
tû1

tL

YI,

,jr,

T-'L

6,

(2.12)

(2.13)

3. calculation of the parameters using the INTRAN [Kos8B] code frorn

TRIUMF for typical settings of the MRS gives the foilowing typical vaiues,

(note the values are meant only as indicative of sign and magniiude):

R¡=

-0.37 0 0

-r2 -2.7 0

00-7
00-r2
000
000

0 03.8
0 06.3

-0.1 0 0

-0.2 0 û

000
0 û1

From these values one can make varior¡s obsenrations about the Ir.4RS

transport. Firstly notice ihe Rrz element is zero, which implies point to

point focussing in X. Secondly notice from the R11 and R5 elements thai the

focal piane iraage is inverted anci has a large Y magnificâtion. Lastly note

that R26 is ¡athe¡ large which implies that 6¡ must have a large r¡romentum

dependence. This momentum dependence \ñ¡as corrected for and is discussed

in a section below.
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Figure 2.27: Coordinate systems of event reconstruction.

Ðvent R econstructio¡a

To trace the event through the system, the inforrnation from the various

wire chambers coordinates is used. The rarious coordinates calculated in

this section for the event reconst¡uction are shown in Fig. 2.27 a¡rd refer to

ihe MRS/LISA coo¡dinate system of Fig. 2.24.

To distinguish from transport coordinates, defrned in Eqn. 2.9, the LISA/MRS

coordinates are notated as:

The coordinates are similar as explained above except that the units are not

necessarily the same (for example the MRS/LISA target coordinates XI and
\rf ^_- :_ _--i - -- ^rr.L. are lrr uul.¿rr¡ u rls wficteäs Llre rlallsporl lalgel coclc.lnaTes "Lr ano yr,

are in units of cm) . Therefore, the values of the non zero elements of the
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matrix H-1, are not quite the same as R;¡ in Eqn. 2.12

?he discussion wíil be b¡oken into three parts, the bend plane coordinates

(XF, XFI{, TIIÐTA ar¡d TIiET.A.FC), the non Ìrend piane coordinates (y1,
V2 and PHI) and the target coordinates (Xi and yI).

Bend Fla¡re Coo¡:dínates

From the VÐC's X plane wires the bend plane coordinates Xl and X2 are

obtained. From X1 and X2 the focal plane coordinate, XF is determined.

The calculation of XF (shown in Fig. 2.28) is as follows:

72

v'' _ (VDCDIST x X1C0) - (FOCALF x DX12)
VDCDIST - (DX12 x TANDELTA) (2.15)

(2.16)

whe¡e

DXi2:Xl -X2+X1C0
and VÐCDIST and XlC0 are geometrical factors of the VDC's. FOCALF
and TANDELTA are adjustable parameters representing the distance of the
focal plane from the Xl plane and the tili of the focal plane with respect

to the plane deffned by ihe VDC's respectively. Nominal values fo¡ these

pa"rameters are known from conside¡ing the second order Transport of the
MRS and are given in Table 2.b.

The bend plane angle TI{ET,{ (i.e. the deviation from the central ray
inclined at 45" with respect to the vDCs), is deterrained from the difference

of the two VDC coordinates (see Fig. 2.28). For THETA in mrad:

VDCDIST

rHErA: ffif l y i66s.
Dxr 2

(2.17)
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Figure 2.28: Focal Plane reconstruction from the VDC coordinates Xl and

x2.

MRS VDC's Geomet¡ical Factorst

VDCDIST

XiCO

XUSÐP

5472

Nominal Focal Plane P¿¡ametersi

FOCALF

TÁNDELTI"
- 1000

0

lin 5A ¡tm uniÍs

73

Porticle

Table 2.5: VDC's geomeirical facto¡s and nomina.l parameters for focal piane.
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The raw focai plane coordinate, XF, may be {u¡ther rcodifred to improve

resoiution by taking into account the finite acce¡rtance of the I4R_S. For differ-

ent scattering angles the scaitered particies have differeni moment,a. Suppose

the central lab scattering angle is tg. Then for a given central angle ûne can

caiculate the momentum slope, dpfdrg from kinematics. If m¿ is the target

mass and ri is the centrai (MRS) a.ngie, then the momenturo slope may be

calculaied as follows (aJ1 quantities in the lab frame);

dp" sin rj
r'{r9 r" " p"(E,+m¡ )---------=- _ e us19

ÞPiir

(2.18)

ïf the difference of the scattering angle from the central angle, Ar) : rg -
t9.",,¿,¡, is known, then a cor¡ection for this kinematica.l effect may be made.

(i{ote Âr9 is the same as the Transport coordinate þ¿ in Ðqn. 2.12 above).

xF:¡p6+ffxn,r

xF : xFK + 
d,xF dL' r ¿udp" dr)

74

(2.1e)

(2.20)

The dXF/dp" dependence mâJ¡ be determined from the first order transport

matrix (from R16 in Ðqn. 2.L2) or it may also be readily obiained from ex-

Using the pp --+ d¡+ reaction with its relatively high cross section, the

pion pealt is placed at diferent points across ihe focal pla.ne by varying lhe

MRS dipole field. The result is shown in Fig.2.Z9. From this graph one

observes that ihe relation between p"/B and XF is weÌl parameterized by a

straight line.
f)-

o:"oÉXF+" (2.21)

o and B are obtai¡red from a frt La the Focal plane Scan. By differentíat_

ing this equation and afte¡ some algebraic manipulation the desired slope,

dxF/dp" is obtained.
dXF _ t (a+ÉXF)
dp" P¡ ll (2.22)
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Figure 2.29: p./B versus XF from pp --+ d.z.* scan.

The slope was obtained both from the transport calculation and from exper_

iment and the results agreed well.

If a point target is assumed then a rneasure of ar9 from the non-bend
plane coordinate of the FEC may be extracted.

^d: 
(Y0 -vo*,,,) x ffi.

dú/dY0 is simply a transformation from the units of rJ to rhose of MRs /LISA
coordinate Y0. Using this expression:

xFK - xF + ++ j* x (yo - y0.",")' dp, dr9 dyO

XFK : ¡P + FKiN x (Y0 - Yû"",.)

75

w

õ

a' 85
Ð

r75
Em70
ts

Ê*

where

(2.23)

(, t¿ \

(2.25)

(2.26)
dXF do- dr9

dp" dd dYO
'¡rT{ ïN- ic nfran e¿€-..-À +^ -- +t-^ L:^^* -J: - ---, ttt. t Lc t t Lu Lzc cu 1.7.t:c Lz o,u. r rs magnrt ude changes

substantially depending on the magnitude of dp"/dr9 which is large for pp --+

10000

XF Channel
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60û

xo

Figure 2.30: Effect of kinematics on the focal plane resolution for the

pp --+ dn-+ ¡eaction.

d¡'+ but smaller for heavier target nuclei like 3He and aHe. This effect is

shown in Fig. 2.30, where the graph indicates the dependence on Ypp6, (i.e.

Y0 or Ad), when the kinematic correction has been set to zero. When the

correction is in place and the dependence corrected, the pion peak sharp-

ens in the canected. XF spectrum XFK. See Fig. 2.31. Note that a large

amount of the momentum dependence (arising from the cor¡elation with the

pion scattering angle) in the XF coordinate has been eliminated (or the R15

momentum spread dependence in Eqn. eq;matrix has been eliminaied).

However, Ðqr. 2.72 shows that the bend plane angle at the focal plane

TIIÐTA, still has a momentum spread dependence. From the Rzo element

in the iypical first order transport matrix, Ðqn. 2.13, it can be seen that

this momentum dependence is large. The momentum spread at the focal

piane is related to the focal plane coordinate XFK, and so the rnomentum

76
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Figure 2.31: same as in Fig. 2.80 but with kinematic correction included.

spread dependence in THETA may be corrected for by eliminating the XFK
dependence in THETA.

THETAPC _ THETÄ + TCXF * XFK + TPCÛ (2.27)

The parameters TCXF and rpcO are ot¡tained from the first order trans-
port matrix and then frne tuned during the analysis. Their nominal values

may be calculated as follows:

a'I'Uå!' : _;
p

TFC0:_TCXFxXF.,,¡,

q¡here the parameters a and B are defined as,

"=-3æ-=Rre x /2

ß-2t0*o,.XF""
1000

(2.28)

(2.2e)

(2.30)

(2.31)
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and XFc,'r. is the center of ihe focal plane coordinate" 1?832.

Using XFK and THÐTAPC ínstead o{ fF and THÐTA, the first order
transport r¡atrix has been deeoupled to eiiminate the dependence on the
r-nomentum spread ó.

Fdon Bend Fla¡¡e Coondi¡aates

F¡orn the conbination of the IJ and x wire piane coordinates the non bend
plane Y coordinates, Y1 and y2 are obtained. This is shown in Fig. 2.32
where the VDC is shown from a top view and the X coordinate is increasing
in the direction of decreasing momentum. Noie that the coordinate axes

are in the same plane as, and perpendicular to, the chambe¡ wi¡es. The U
coo¡dinate may be written in terrrs of (X,y) coordinates as follows:

This may be rervritten as:

Finally one obtains:

U: X cos 30' - Y sin 80.

v -tfsx-zu

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.s4)Y1 : v6(X1 - X."-) - 2Ui + Y.",,

and similarly for Y2. x""o is a correction fo¡ the finite separation in the x
and U planes and given by:

-- XUSEP x nxl t
^_* _ --TDrCDrsr (2.35)

whe¡e XUSEF is given in Table 2.b. y.ú. is the center of ihe y coordinate
and is 4901' Fbom Y1 and y2 the non-bend prane angre coordinate pHI in
mrad is obtained.

rrLi : ---- x 1000y'VDCDIST, + DX12t 
-' ^""" (2.36)
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Figure 2.S2: (X,U) and (X,Y) coordinate systems of VÐCs.

T'arget Coondinates

F¡om the FEC the two coordinates, X0 and y0, are extracted. The co-

o¡dinate information from the VDC's provides a vector ( (X, d, y, þ) or
(XFK, THETAPC, Y, PHI) in MRS/LISA coordinates) which when drawn
back to the FEC using the fi¡st order transport matrix, R¡¡, provides the tar_
get coordinates X¿ and y, (or XI and yI in MRS/LISA coordinates). This
is obviously for the ideal case, and sutrject to multiple scattering and higher
order optical efects. The equations for drawing back to the target are rea-
sonably simple to derive.

The bend-plane target coordinate reconstruction is written as:

Xr - Xi."i. : XITH x THÐTApC + XIX0 x (Xû _ XO""r.) (2.sT)

where XITH and XIXO are given as :

/)
lJ.\rt.rl = --
7

Ê^^
XIXN - 1YL

?9

(2.38)

(2.3e)
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B vras defined in Eq. 2.31 and 1 is defined as:

'i : B':: - 
Ilzz 

- 
Rrr-x Rze 

.

! ¿¡-16

XI.,,r, : Xû""r. : 8ûû are the centres of lhe target and FÐC ¿oo¡di¡ate re-

spectively. L is the distance from the target io ¿he FEC which is 68 cm for
the 3Ele experineent.

tne rnay ¿lso calculate the non-bend prane target coordinate vI from the

T'ransporf matrix elements as follows.

VI-VI.,,r":VIY1 x (yi -y",,o)+yly0 x (V0_VO""r,) (2.4L)

where

BÛ

vt\.¡1 _

VÏYO:

L
À

Re<

,\

{2.4û)

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

a¡rri

À:LxRgs-R¡¿.

Again YI".¿. : Y0"nto : 800 are the centres of the respective coordinates.

These are the fr¡st order transport coordinates relevant to the MRS. For
online monitoring and offiine analysis the coordinates were calculated. from
the wire chamber coordinates. Ðuring the experiment they were used ini_

iially to tune and then to monitor the performance of the MRS. They are

also used in the ofiine analysis to define an event in conjuncfion with other
results and this is discussed in the .Analysis Chapter.

?.3.5 lVfor¡te Carno

Since the MRS was to be used as a pion sDeoromcter, a. \Ionte Carlc stud}.

was performed to obtain the efi'ective length and the accepiance of ihe MRS
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and to gain general insight ìnto its performance and dependence on various

parameters. For the purpûse cf these studies the Fp --+ dn'+ ¡eaction was

-úsed as à. calib¡'ation reaction due its relatively high cross section (typically

miliibams) and its cleanly resalved pion peak (corresponding to the recoil

deuteron). The Monte Carlo study incorporated rilost of the effects thaÉ are

important in the actual experiment, nalnely energy loss, straggling, rnultiple

scattering, pion decay and finite geometry. The Monte Oa¡jo starts fron-r the

core source code of RÐVMOC [I{R89], a TRIUMF i:ased program written

for the study of beam lines. The output is rvritten in \¡D.&CS type format

(see Section 2.3.2) and so can be analyzed exactly the sâme as the raw ex-

perimental data frles. A table of the Monte Ca¡lo elements and a sample

REVMOC input file are shown in Appendix C.

Solid A.ngle

It is known that the solid angle of the MRS is dependent on the ratio of
the Quadrapole to Ðipole field (Q/D ratio) and this parameter was therefore

kept as nearly constant as possible during the experiment. In the past ex-

perimental running of the MRS it was assumed that the stope dÂft/d(e/D)
was small. Ilowever it was found that this is indeed not true ai ali for the

small fre1ds involved when running the MRS as a pion spectrometer (but

approximately valid fo¡ the iarger frelds involved in running it as a proton

spectrometer). Indeed, from the Monte Carlo study it was found that a 3%

change in ihe Quad field resulted in a 470 change in the soiid angie. That is

d^r¡^ """. d(Q/D)
;rì ;-r r.ùù x --Ã-¡Ã-

\/D

This is also found experimentaily (see .Appendix F). Therefore, if the e/D
ratio is nol known very accurately or if it is knon'n to lrary substantiaJl¡

then a rea.sonablv larøe e¡¡nr ch.ìrld hê "c.¡ *'h.- a -^*-+--+ ".-r."^

of ihe solid angle in the anaJysis. This is discussed further in the Ana.lvsis

(2.45)
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Figure 2.33: Calibration of the MRS quadrapole Hall probe.

Chapter and in Appendix F.

It was discovered, unexpectedl¡ that ihe Hall probe used to measure the

field of the quadrapole had neve¡ been calibraied before the experiments;

consequently this was done laterl7. The comparison between the euad Field

(measured with a Gaussmeter) and the output reading in the MRS counting

room (relaied to the Hall probe current) are shown in Fig. 2.38. The result

is fit very well with a siraight line wiih a slope of nearly unity. The erro¡ of
the calibraiion was estimated at 5V018. This is very importa't as this implies

an uncert,ainty in the Q/D ¡atio of 5%. This therefore implies that a solid

angle determinaiion try the Monte carlo wou-ld contain an intrinsic svstem-

atic error of at¡out 7% (from Eqn. 2.45).

l?Calibration performed on Dec, 4, ig90 by S. yen, TRIUS{F.

'"5. Yen, 'lKIUMf , private commuDication, 1990.
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Not unexpectediy, it was f<¡ur¡d that the soiid angle is veiy sensitlve to

Quad position. The error in the Quad position was estimated at c lcm and,

fcr Ð413, everr larger since the Quad position was not recorded. Tt shouid

aiso i¡e noted that REVMûC [KR89] uses apprnximations for the quadrapole

6eld dist¡ibutions which have effects at the few percent level [Ðoo91].

Since the inpui i:rto the Monte Carlo is ¡rot known accurately enough one

cannot compare the Monte Ca¡lo and experirnental results ¿ôsoJøJely. hpatt

{rom a solid angle norrnalization fac'uor one may still however rsake rel,ati.oe

comparisons between the experimental and Monte Carlo data.

Fio¡r S unviva[ F'bacúiom

The pion decays to a ryruon and a mrron anti-neutrino.

r ---+ ¡t Í v,

Since the pion has zero spin the decay is isotropic in the pion rest frame.

The muon maximum decay angle and decay probabiliiy dist¡ibution in ihe

lab depends on ihe pion lcinetic energy. In Fig. 2.34 one sees that the muon

maximum decay angle is less than 20o for the pion kinetic energies of the

¡eactions studied in this work. For pion kinetic energies greater than 50

MeV a large fraction of these decay at the maximum decay angle. The

distribution of the decay probability with angle in the lab frame is shown

in Fig. 2.35- This is due to the large Loren|z boost fo¡ kinetic energies of

around 50 MeV and higher. Because of this subsiantial change in direction,

most of the pions which decay before and inside the dipoie are iost to the

detector system. Those which decay after the dipole are often detected in the

following detectors. The pion survira.l fraction rnay be written as an intrinsic

u(, sLuvivc .rI¡ 4 B¡vsll Ic.IIBL!] rr rs ¡{tvcl! IJJ llle

"qnuUor. 
2.46 where r is the rnean life, m" is the mass (in MeV/cz) and p,,



Figure 2.34: Maximum muon lab angle for n -+ puu decay

the momentum (in MeV/c) of the charged pion.

a0
a)

9to

eb

(2.46)

since the muons from pions that decay after the dipore are often detected

in the detector stacii following the dipole, the effecti'e length is possibly

less than the actual total flight path (the distance from the target to the s2
scintillator is 12.9 m). Fluber [Hub8B] estimated a'a"lue of 11 m for the pion
effective surwival length but did noi dete¡mine whether such a description

was adequate. l{e noted that this would require a \.donte Carlo investigation.

From t'he Monle carlo studies of this work it was found that the pion surviral
f¡action is well described by such a parameterization (see Ðqn. Z.4T) and that
the value of the length cha'ged only slightly with va¡iation i'the e/D ratio,

t{" . m.L,
r' - c^Pll\:¡0 P¡ cr '

2AA 250

ll¿ev)
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Figure 2.35: r ---+ puu decay probability as a function of muon angle.

Quad position and pion momentum.

- m-L-
?, : expt-_-_ j (2.47)'Þ"cr-

An estímate for the pion decay length was obtained in these Monte Carlo

studies, and its e¡ror determined f¡orn the small rariation for difi'erent pion

rnomenta and Q/D ratio.

L" : 11.iû f û.û3m (2.48)

The erro¡ in the pion decay correction is dependent on the pion momentum.

!:!"da e.4s)T" PcT

For a pion of momentum 4ûû MeV/c, 6n,lr7* : û.i% a.r¡d for a pion of mo-

mentum 100 MeV/c, 6rl"lr¡": A.S%.
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Ë ^-^^^

Ðue to mu-ltiple scattering sorle of ihe pions will be s¿attered in ald out of

the detectcr. This effect r¡,'as measured using ihe Monte Carlo, a.nd compared

rvith the pp --+ dn'+ caJibraiion measurements. The iosses due io multiple

scattering and to pion absorption were only a few percent and \.'aried with

pion rnomentum. Typical values that were obtained from the Monte Ca¡Ìo

for differeni momenta are shown in Table. 2.6. It l¡/as found that úhe losses

due io the target multiple scattering were very small and that most were frorn

the detectors farther up the MRS. The values which are greater than unity

indicate that at the higher pion momenta, in-scattering is occurring. The

uncertainty in the iosses shown in Table. 2.6 is that due to statistics alone

and it should be noted ihat ihe uncertainty in 4¡on" does not include the

uncertainty in the absorption cross sections. .4. reasonably large uncertainty

should therefo¡e be associated to this correction. lVithin these uncertainties

an average value of TtoE6 \¡/as used which encompassed the observed range of

losses and this was estimaied to be:

lr.*:Û.97*003 (2.50)

Acceptances

{.Jsing ihe Monte ûarlo a focal plane scan and target scan was performed and

compared with ihe results with experiment. Eoth scans used the pp --+ dn+

reaction with the 1\4RS at a frxed scattering angie. F'or the focal plane scans

the dipoie fietrd was va¡ied and tl¡erefcre sampied ihe MRS acceptance at

different focal plane positions. For the target scans the dipole field was fixed

and the proton bea.m was swept horizontally across the CH2 target thereby

sampling the MRS non-trend plane acceptance ai the target. The irnpiication

86
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I-,osses

!l"eaction To (MeV) 0r"u (due) p" (MeV/c) Tlo""

p(p,7¡ ' )d 5t7

5û?

28.1

91.û

291.2 L"tzL * Ltzt
t.972 + û.û26

3He(p,r+ 
)alle 416

30t

24û

18.4

L22.L

f 1x n

352.û

159.t

115.1

].UI+ T U.U¿r]

û.s68 + û.û27

û.957 + û.029

Table 2.6: Typical losses due to absorption and multiple scattering deter-

mined by \¡Ionte Ca¡lo.

of the scans on the data analysis is discr,¡ssed in Chapter 3, however here their

comparison with the Monte Carlo is discussed.

The comparisons with the experimental pp -* d¡'+ scan and the Monte

Carlo for the focal plane acceptance is shown in Fig. 2.36. The statistical

uncertainties in ihe data are NzTa. In the central region of the focal plane

the agreement is quite excellent however, there is some disagreement in ihe

tajls of the acceptance dist¡ibution.

In Fig. 2.37 the comparison between the ta.rget acceptance for experi-

mental pp ---u dn* scan and the l4onte Oarlo is shown. For the result taken

during 8413 the agreement is good for the left side but not for the right side.

The target acceptance scan for the Ð564 pp --, dr+ scan is also shcwn in

Fig. 2.37. There the distribution is much more symmetric, but agreement

with the ,{onte Carlo result is about the saûre as 8413. Since there is no

difference between the E564 and Ð413 setup (as far as the pp --+ dr+ scans

a,re concerned), the two scans me¡it equal weight. For the determination of

the effective active target length the MRS accept,ance is required. The effect
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Figure 2.36: Comparison of E413 and Ð564 pp - dr+ MRS focal piane
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cf this variation ir the 841ts and 8564 target scans turns cut to be minima!

and is d.iscusseå. in the .åna.lysis thapter.

2.4 $ma'ranean3r

The experiments were each performed in about 10û Ë¡ours of t¡eam on target.

The MRS required initial diagnostic tuning, and the target required several

days for set up and cooiing. Following this preparation step, the experiments

¡an rathe¡ smoothly owing in iarge part to an excellent st'ffin a collaborative

effor t "

B9
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The offiine analysis was carried out at the Universit¡' of l4anitoba using

the Physics Vax Cluster and a TR"IUMF-supplied software package, LtrS.A.

Ðata tape fi1es were copied to disk allowing for easy replaying of data. Data

files we¡e then processed by LISA into histogrammed spectra of the appro-

priately caiculated variables. The peak in ihe pion momentum spectrurn was

integrated above the background to obtain the area. The a¡ea and number

of beam protons we¡e then used to calculate the yield, correcting for the

rate-dependent efficiencies of the apparatus. The c¡oss section is obtained

by normalizing the yield to the target, density, the pion survir,al fraction and

the rate-independent acceptances. Ðach of these facets of the a.nalysis is de-

scribed in greater detail in the foilowing sections.

&"T Wa:ta ExÈractåosl

õ"1.1- Ðvesat Frocessåmg - f,f$A

LIS.A [FreB8] is a TRIUMF-supplied softr¡,are package which is by no means

standardized and shall therelbre be summa¡ized here. The LISA program is

a FORTRÄN written program which usually runs as a SUBPROCESS. The

90
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prograrn is as {oIlows:

Pi¿oGit.åM Lrs.4
include'lisa$dir:fl acom'
include'lisa$dir:cotrcom'
inieger*2 iether-data (32768)
common /eLher/ier her-data
CÄLL TNITS

1 CONT'INUÐ
CALL CHKFLA (&i)
CÀLL GETEVî
CALL iNSERT (&i)
C,ALL CONTST (&I)
CALL EVBEV (&1)
CALL CONSPE
CÄLI, DISP
GOTO 1

ÐND

The GETEVT routine obtains the EVENT from the disk file. There

are tr\¡o types of ÐVENTs, Scalers and triggers referred to as Euents. Ðach

eveût was comprised of the ADC and TDC data and the Drift Chamber

data. In ihe GETÐVT routir¡e the processing of the Drifi Cha-mber data

in SUBROUTINÐ DRiFT was ca¡ried out to give the drifi chamber ùire

coordinates X0, Y0, X1, X2, U1 and U2. The event data word stream is

shown in Table 3.1.

This event data u'ord is processed in the INSÐR]T routine (shown in ,4.p-

pendix B)- In ihe INSERT routine the coordinates discussed in Section 2.3

are calclilated including the non bend plane coordiirates Y1 and Y2, the re-

constructed target coordinaies XI and YI, and the focal plane coordinates,

XF and XFK. Apart from these coordi.nates the coordinate ESUM, n'hich is

the maximum ADC signal from t,he Trigger paddles (FFFO --+ FPFg), ís also

calculated. The ploi of this coordinate versus TTts (the Time of F light from

Top to Bottom) is called SFID (Specirum Pariicle lDentifrcation). In this

spectrum the pions a¡e selected via softwa¡e cuts and this is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Evenis r.vhicir pa.ss this cut are then suirjecteci to further cuts on ali the

calculated coordinates:

g1
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MR-S Ðvent Ðata lVord

7

6

L7

It)

27

26

ó()

DCR"

"SLT
TVET

FPPl

FPP6

ESlH

ÐVÐT

U2

2 tcP.z

? TÐIF

i2 i{DR1

17 FPPz

22 FFPT

27 ÐS1L

32 SPAR

37 X1

C TJI\Þ A

ð I¡-L

tJ .li¡!, r
10 uìDfJo

23 FFPB

28 ÐS2

33 }IDRV

38 X0

4 ?TE

9 TS2

14 EÐIP

i9 FPP4

,á. E ppa

29 TTDRS

34 ïJ1

39 V0

5 TR,F

Itl .]- fi--Cr\]

I K ElllÐar

2T FPPS

Îq TJnÞ ')

30 
.ER"EC

35 X2

Table 3.1: Ðata word stream for MRS event.
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0

Figure 3.1: SFtrD specirum, ÐSUM versus TTE.
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target cuts

acceotance cuts

angle cuts

XI and YT

Xû and Vû

THtrTAPC and FI{I
Typical spectra of these coordinates are shown in Fig. 3.2. To dete¡¡uine

where to place the cuts with confidence, insight frorn the Monte oarlo was

used, i.e. the distribution of pion events as compareti to muon events. ûne
then considered ihe frnal focal plane spectra with only thcse events N,hich

pass all these cuts. The errors in the judgement cf these coord.inate cuts was

estinrated lry analyzing tke d,ata several times a'd examining the va¡iance of
the extracted peak area. The error was found to be typically B%.

3.1.2 Extractio¡¡ of Feak Area f"oa. aHe

.A sample focal plane spectrum for p 3He -* 4He z.* which passed all the cuts
is shown in Fig. 3.3. F¡om kinematics the pea.k at channel = 5000 cor¡e_

sponds to the recoil 4He nucleus in its ground state. To obtain ihe peak area

the background around the peak is fitted assuming a linear dependence on

the coordinaie xFK and the peak area then extracted. Error in this extrac-
tion is dependent on the resolution of the system and on the reaction being
studied. For reactions like pp --+ dr+ and p 3He --+ 4He n+, the frnal state is
cleanly resolved and so the errors are very small, fypicalty 2Va.

3"1"S Extnactiom øf'Feale Anea f'ør 5F{e

5ÏIe is not a bound state nucleus, but rather a resonance observed. in low
ene¡gy n f o scattering. The ground state is attributed to the på part of
the interaction with a Q value and FWHM of approximately û.g MeV and

0.6 MeV respecfively. There is a.lso a first excited state at. 4 MeV due to the
på part of the inte¡action with a FWI{M of about 5 MeV. The energy level

s3
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Figure 3.2: Typical coo¡dinate spectra for p 3I{e --+ al{e n*.
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Figure 3.3: Focal plane spectrum for p 3He -u 4He zr*.
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diagram for tHe is shown in Fig, 3.5. .Â sample focal plane spectmm Ícr p
aÏ{e ---, 5¡¿u r+ which passed all the cuts is shown in Fig. 3.6.

Background S¿¡htractio¡r

Since the slle is a broad resonance, one has flrst tc understand the back-

ground in order to subtract it, to cbtain the pions resulting from aHe(p,z+).

Ðuring the experirnent, background measurements with the dummy target

cell were made at several angles for each proton bombarding energy. Fions

that originate from the iron and nickel (stainless steel) in the cell windows

with energies corresponding to the al{e(p,2.+)5He reaction are very high in

the continuum. It is known from published measurements ([Cra*80] and

[K¡a+82]) thai in such situations ihe pion momentum spectrum is nearly

constant over a large momentum range and also cha.nges only slowly with an-

gle. F\rrthermore, the slope changes onlS' graduall¡ increasing with increas-

ing proton bombarding energy. For the background measurements of this

experiment, the pion momentum spectra were also found to be reasonably

linear which is therefore consistent with the obse¡vations of R.ef. [Cra*80]
and Ref. [Kra*82]. In Fig. 3.7 the background spectra are shown versus pion

momentum for To : 400 MeV (only the momentum range where the focal

plane acceptance is nearly unity is shown). It is obse¡ved that the slope is

nearly independent with angle and this observation is a.lso supported in the

literature [DiG+85].

Since the shape of the background spectia for each proton bombarding

energy were found to be nearly independent of angle, an average background

spectrum was used for each p¡oton energy. For a given proton energy the

background spectrum for each angle was parameterized with a fit to Legen-

dre polynomials. For Tn - 400 MeV the Legendre poiynomíal frts to ihe
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Fìgure 3.5: Energy ler.'el diagram for sHe
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Figure 3.6: Focal plane spectrum for p aHe ---u strIe ¡.*. The dotted line is

the background contribution.

background spectra for several angles are shown in Fig. S.B. For a given

energy, the Legendre polynomial coefficient,s were then averaged for all the

angles. This fit ¡¡'as then compared to each of the angles again to verify the

obserr,ntion of angle-independence of the background. A typical background

spectrum is shon'n in Fig. 3.9 with the solid line being that obtained from

the averaged frt.

To obiain the background contribution to a a}åe(p,r'+) spectrum the av-

eraged background spectrum for the same proton bomtrarding energy was

renormalized using the high energy side (l.ow XFK channel) of the slÏe pion

spectrum. .A typical example is shown in Fig. 8.6 where the dotted line is the

background contribution to the XFK spectrum. The er¡or in this method

rvas determined by considering the va¡iance in the fiiting coefficients and ol¡-

serving the va¡:iance in the pealc area with the sensitivitv of normalízation of

2000û
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Figure 3.7: Eackground pion rnonentum spectra for several angles at T,o :
4û0 MeV.
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Figure 3.8: Background pion spectra for several. angles at Tp : 400 MeV fit
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Figure 3.10: p-.wave pha^se shifts for a + n scatte¡ing.

the background. For ihe lowest energy, Tp :240 MeV, background measu¡e_

ments at only two angles'$¡ere made and so the error was rathe¡ large, t6%.
For the three higher energies,300,400 and b00 MeV, typically 6 angles each

rverc done) and ihe error was much smaller. =J%.

Final Súate I¡rtenacóio¡r

ïn order to try and under-stand the pion spectra, an example of which is
shown in Fig 3.6, a flnal state inte¡action (FSI) calculation rvas perforrned
'based upon the low energy n f a elastic scattering phase shifts. .A. calcula_

tion fo¡ the sHe FSI fo¡ this reaction was performed by Germond and wilkin
[GiV85] where the FSI was momentum-transfer dependent in thei¡ model.

The calculation presented here is model independent but uses Germond and

Wìlkin's development to obtain the s}le wave function from n*a phase shifts.

The n * a elastic scattering data we¡e fitted to a phase shifi anaìysis

l,), Bond and Firlç [8F77]. The p-wave phase shifts of their fii a¡e shorvn in
Fig.3.10. These phase shifts were then parameterized in te¡ms of a separable

t.2
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ßL (fm-l) Àr (fm-2r-:,

sr 1.101 t.54Lz
2

pi 1.489 5.5111

p¿ 1.241 r.544

Table 3.2: Values for the potentiai fo¡ n * a scattering data.

potential of the generalized Yarnaguchi form by Germond a.nd Wilkin. The
functional form is as follows:

^t
1)tl nl : '

(p' + ß?)Ì+'

This leads to a parameterization of the phase shifts which for
part of the interaction is

È3 cotó1 : t+y * Ø'z - þ?)(þi_! !oþ?n, + *)

?he parameters B and À are shown in Table. 3.2 for the s and p wave parts

of the inte¡action. Only the p-w-ave was conside¡ed since the s_war¡e part was

shown to be negligible by Germond and Wilkin.

The 5He wave function was written ín terms of the separabre potentiar
parameters and the n { a phase shifis. For the p-wave part the radial wave

function is given by

,¡,(-),-r - ^-i6t ¡ ^^-. /, \ Ô2

Ç'*.r (rJ = e -'1cosó1j¡(&r) 
-sinó¡[y1(Å11 -l]n\rJqt6rr1

1ô2

- rtt + 'fi)Ê,,t [')tt8,,¡1¡ (3.3)

The functions j(*), y(r) utr¿ ¡(r)(r) are the sphericai Bessel, Neurnann and
Hankel functions respectively. The pr r¡¡ave function is shown in Fig. 3.11

and the pr wave function is shown in Fig. 3.12 for nrc.¡menta È : 0.2 and

t.4 fm-I (corresponding to excitation ener.gies of 1.04 MeV and 4.15 MeV

1û2

(3.1)

the p-wave

(3.2)
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respec¿ively in the n f a systen).

?he final state interaction is usuall¡' calculated as an enhancement of the
phase space. Consider the case of

1+?----rl-!¿r(

where specifically we wish to consider the reaction

p*a=+r++n+a (S.5)

The cross section is proportional to a matrix eiement squared and a phase

space factor.

lt4

do
ãd;ã* : l(345lMli2) l'? x Fhase SPace

?he phase space factor (dR3/d03dp3) may be calculated from
kinematics [Hag63] a;rld is shown in Appendix D to be:

dRs : rp3 - /lÐ?s-(m¿+ms)'XE?r-(-n-mr)r)
df)3dp3-28;^F

where

Ð¿s:nT¿*msfE*,

(3.6)

relativistic

(3.7)

(3 8)

(3 e)

and Ð* is the internal excitation energy of 4 and 5. The cm momentum fr

fo¡ the n * a system is a function of the excitation energy of the ElIe systern,
E.\

, Jruil
Ttc

(3.10)

u'here k is expressed in units of frn-1 and ¡u is the reduce<i mass of the n * a
system.

III ¡ ll-l <s: ---Ï- _ 750.42MeV
Ill¿ f fi1s

,4 sample calculation of the phase space for Tp = 300 MeV and dr.¡ = g5" is
shown in Fig. 3.13.

The thrust of a final state ¡nteraction calculaticn is summa¡ized ve¡v r¡¡erl

by G.F. Woiie¡s:
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Figure 3.13: The relativistic three particle phase space for p*a -_+ zr+4nne
at To :300 MeV and dfb :95..

"The main idea how to take into account the effeci of final state

interactions is to multiply the transition amplitude, which one

would have in the absence of final state interactions, by the wave

function describing the particular state in which the interactions

between particles in the final state takes place.,, 1

In this case the state wave function l4b) is the 5He wave funciion ry'(È, r)
and is written as a function of the n * a relative coo¡dinates r and È. In
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 ii ís observed that ihe shape ofthe wa'efunction does

not change significantly for the range of momentum fr corresponding to lou,

values of the excitation energy E*. Thris it is justiffable to w¡ite the wave

function in factorized form

145) * új(fr, r) - C¡(k)ö¡(,). (3.11)
IG F. wolters, Final sto,te Interacrions in Kinemaiics aad Multiparticle systems edited

by L{. llikolié for the Proceedings of the rnte¡national schoor of Erementary particìe physics,

Go¡don and Breach Scjence Fublishe¡s Lid., New york, p.27g (196g).
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of f(h - 0.2fm-1, r) and t/(Å : 0.4fm-r, r) to
l(A : 0.1fm-r,r) for pa state. Note that ihe ratio is nearly constant for

r 12 fi¡'.

The FSI enhancement factor, generall), expressed as

lrl,(k, r : 16)1'? x l((È)1'?, (3.12)

is then relatively independent of the particular choice of the radius parameter

ro. This was indeed found to be the case for the pl and pr states individu-

ally, as the details given in Figs. 3.14 and 8.15 verify.

However, comparison o{ the shape of the wavefunction for pa with that
forpr illustrated in Fig.3.16, show them to be quite dift'e¡ent. Oonsequently,

the relative strength of the p¡ contribution to ihat of the pr contribution will
depend on the choice of radius parameter r¡. In order to make the caiculation

less dependent on thc specific r.alue of 16 the following defrnition was adopted
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Figure 3.16: Comparison af rfu¡2(k,r) ta tþ1¡2(k,r) fo¡ È : 0.2 and 0.4 fm-r

for the FSi enhancement factor

l(,(r)l': (2j + 1) !,"'l,Þ,{r,,)1,,, o,

',r'here 11 : 0 an<ì rz : 2 frn.

Now Ðqn. 3.6 may be written as

(3.14)

(3. i5)

ðo : l(3{ 45)lMlr2)1" l(,'^r( Å)1" - 
i¡'

uù ¿3up3df)3dp3

where

l(*a(Å) l'z : lÇ,¡"(k)l' f l(o,,,(h)l'

The enhancement, l((Ë)1'?, is shown in Fig.3.17 where the dotted line is the

contribution of the pr state only, the dot-dash line is the contribution of the

t¡r state onlv and the solid line is ihe total enhancement.'2

The dependence of the enhancement on the integration iimits (r1 and 12

in Ðqn. 3.13) was investigafed. The enha¡rcements calculated wiih differeni

rrrtçËtar¡urt lrr¡rrr¡ d.IÇ 5lluwrl r!.1 r rË. ù.ro, l.l,ruutÌu rlJ( pcdÁ tllqlc tù \etJ !!Ltlc

change, however at higher excitation one notices a difference in the relative
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Figure 3.17: Enhancement, l((È)|'?, for zr+ + n + e. The dotted line co¡-

responds to the contribution from the pr state only and the dot-dash line

corresponds to the coni¡ibution from the pr state only. The curve has been

normalized so that maxirnum is ttnitv.

contribution from the p; and pr states. This is reflected in the fraction of

the pt and pr states' contribution to the total flnal state interaction spec-

trum. In Table. 3.3 the contributions of the states from zero to 4.44 MeV

excitation for different integration limits are presented. The calculation was

performed for To = 500 MeV and d66 : 1Bo however the results are quite

insensitive to pion angle and beam proton energy as will be discussed belorv.

One observes that up to 4.44 MeV the pr state comprises about g3 t 3 %

of the total spectrum.

For comparison to the experimental spectra the theoretic¿l distribution

given by Ðqn. 3.14 musi te modified to take into account the finite resolution

of the experirnent. This was done by means of a convolutiot integral

h@) : 
l,'," i þ, x') e(z') d.r' (3. i6)

where c(ø') is the calculated spectrum (Ðqn. 3.1a) and /(c, r') is the resolu-
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Figure 3.18; Ðependence of enhar¡cement, lC(Ê)lr, on 11 and 12. The dotted

lines correspond to the pr state only and the dot-dash lines correspond to

the pr state only.
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Ðnhancement x Fhase Space

lntegraticn ï.imits Fraction åntegration Limits Flaction

11 (fm) 12 gm) pt I}l 11 (fm) r, (fm) Ð3 p1

01

72
13

0.95 û.05

t.90 û.10

û.93 û.û7

0.90 0.10

VL

tc

t.93 t.t7
u.o ¿ u. -t.l

t.BB û.i2

Tal¡le 3.3: Fraction ofpa and pr states' contribution to frnal state interaction

spectrum and its depende.ce on the integration limiis 11 and 12. Ca,lcuiations

for To : 500 MeV and 6¡"6 : 19".

iion function of a Gaussian form,

(3.17)

Then A(ø) is the spectrum that is compared to experiment. The value of ø
was chosen to obiain the best ol¡served fit to the peak. Typically ø ranged

from 0.4 io 0.7 tr4eV. By examining line shapes of the pion spectra corre_

sponding to a bound st,ate recoil nucleus (the deuteron for the pp --+ da.+

caiib¡ation spectra and nHe fot 3He(p,r'+)aHe spectra in E41B), and using

the Monte Carlo, these values were found to be consistent.

Sample background-subt¡acted focal plane speclra observed for p aHe _+

sHe n+ at 24û and 500 MeV at 18.4. are shown in Fig. 3.19. The solid line
is the final calculated line shape from the final state interaction calculation,

,ä(ø), up to 5 MeV in excitation. It is observed thai ihe calculation d.oes an

excellent job in describing ihe peak shape for these spectra.

The FSI enhancement factor de¡ends onl;- on the exciiaiiôn cncig¡. E*.

The other factor dete¡mining the spectrum shape of Eqn. 3.14 is the phase
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Figure 3.19: Final staie interaction far cy I nf z+ spectrum
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space fâ.ctôr given by Ðqn. 3.7. For a given pion angle and inciCent protoa

enexgy the facft:y p!fÐ3 changes very little over â range of excitation energy

Ð* of a few À.{eV. Hence, for all intents and purposes the spectrum shapc

of Ðqn. 3.tr4 becomes a fun¿tion of the excitation energy Ðo aJone. i.e. a

unive¡sal function inde¡rendent of angle and bombarding energy.

In Fig. 3.19 the independence of the proton bombarding energy is ob_

se¡ved to be indeed true. In Fig. S.2û the spectra together with the FSI
result fo¡ back angles are shorvn. I{ere the aagre independence fa s for ex-

citation energies above E* ry 3 Mev. This general feature was obseiwed i'
all the bacli angle spectra for all proton energies. It would therefore lead us

to conclude that at these higher momentum transfers the I'sI calculation is
missing an essential ingredient to explain the aclditional cross section at the
higher excitation.

The complete theory of frnal siate interactions is discussed in more detail
elsewhere (see Ref' [wo168], Ref. [Gil6a] and Ref. [watb2]) and other much
more sophisticated methods a¡e arso found in the riterature (see for exampie

Ref. [A]a*771 and Ref. lwic+B5l).

Fea!< InÉegnation and Ï{orrøallzation

The integraiion limits were chosen from the lower edge of the pion pea.k up
to 4.44 MeV in excitation (to be consistent with already published data).
The pion momentum corresponding to the nomina.l sHe ground state mass

(excitation æ0'9 Mev) was assumed to correspond to the xFK channer (focal
plane coordinate) of the centroid, for very tight cuts a¡ound the pion peak.

The cut at 4.44 MeV was then dete¡mined from the focal pÌane - mornen-
f-.* -_ Iil L. / 1liim caitbratrorl (shorvn in Fig. 2.29). Ey integrating ihe p,eak with severatr
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pôssibie peak centroids (equivaient to û-gû*û.bû l4etr/) the error in the peali

i:rtegration was estimated lo lte xTTa. The error in establishilg this cut x,as

reasonably srnall since the nurnber of counts per channel at 4.44 Mev exciia-

tion is quite small compared to the totai area (arising rnostly frorn the area

ur:der the peak for low excitation energy).

To determine the contribution of each of the pr and ps states, a cut
zt' 4-44 N6ev excitation was placed on the calcurated rine shapes a'd the
fraction of each determined. Lei do/åfta.a t¡e the cross section for the pion
peak corresponding to integration f¡om 0 ---+ 4.44 \[eV excitation in the
recoil nucleus including both the p; and p¿ cont¡ibution. tet dø/d0r tre

the total p3 cross section integrated between 0 < E. < Ei, determined from
ihe calculated line shape. Define 4¡.; to Lre

do f d0a.aa
,lqi : 

-

(3..18)

In Fig. 3.21 the value of ?rsi versus upper integration limit Ð| is shown

fo¡ several set,s cf integration lirnits, 11 ând 12, in Eqn. 8.13. The caiculation
for rt:¡ and r2--2 fm (solid line) indicates that limB,*"" ry¡"i = 0.6. With
respeci to angle ancl proton energy the calculation revealed that this ratio
was nearly constant (i'e. independent as expected from previous discussion).

Ðvidence from the ana.lysis of the aHe(f,r+)sHe from [LeB+S$] at 201 Me\¡
supports the hypothesis of ihe angle independence. Their analysis was done
assuming a parabolic background from pr state centred at 4.44 lde\¡. They
also performed ihe integration u'ithout the pararroric background subt¡action
for comparison. The ratios of these was found to be nearly constant (= 0.6)
as is shorvn in Tabie. 3.4. The constancy of this ratio indicates that the
.1"--^ l^^^ -^- ^L---^ -i, :¡siiapc ûæs nûr cnangr srglrthc¿ rtiJ. wrrh angie which therefore supports the
hypothesis of angle independence.
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Figure 3.21: Sensiiivity of the finai state interaction correction factor, 7¡"¡,
on tlre integration ]imits, 11 and 12. The solid line is for rr:0 and rz=2 fr¡-,
the dotted line for rr:0 and rr:1 fm and the dashed_dotted line for r,:û
and r2:d f¡1.

All this implies then that using a constant value for 4¡"¡ for the cross
section calculation is a good approximation. .A1l the slle data we¡e therefo¡e
renolmalized by this constant factor of ?¡"i : 0.6.

do.3, do/dQ.,"
dç)'2' 4r¡

do/do(å) is the cross section quoted in the data tabres and shown in the
figures. Note that this facto¡ is a constant facto¡ for øII angles and all proton
energies.

The e¡ro¡ in r¡¡"; is difficult to determine. In Fig. 3.21 the sensitivity of
t'he 6na1 state inte¡action carculation with the integration rimits in Ðqn. J.13
would indicate that the error is quite rarge. Furthermore, since the carcura-
tion fails to reproduce the shape of the spectrum at bacl algles and at l,igh
excitation, a rather large error af 20 % was estímated.

510f5
Eux

25 30

(3.1e)

I
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I wiÍ,h .parabolic background subtrøciion

iwithout parabolic bachground, subtractian

Table 3.4: alle(ji,z+)sIIe from LeBornec ef ¿/.

&"2 Fs.otore Bea¡n Norsnalizatiosr

For determination of the analyzing power and diferential cross section the
beam polarization F and the toial number of beam protons No must be

known. This was done by examining the output of the two beam Ìine mon-
iiors, the SEM and IBP, and using results from previous calibration experi_

ments.

e.2"L Froton Bean¡ Non¡¡¡alåzatåon fro¡ta SÐhd

The SÐM was calìÈ¡¡ated using a Faraday Cup ìn a previous experiment

[Äbe+85] [vet+9û]. The scaJar output of the sEM was evaluated in the
offiine analysis by using the following formula:

aI{e(fl,n+)sHe from LeBornec et, aL (198õ)

Tp = 2Ûx MeV

&"a døldfl"*i É dølan"-i o R.atio

QN

4t

5U

UJ.L I +ô

Ðtl t 45

5E7 + 63

61û * 63

1068 * 1i

1108 + 12

1034 + 45

1t47 t 46

0.59 + û.û4

t.6û + 0.û4

û.58 + t.06

0.58 + 0.û6

Ìr llrv¡\rrdrdr,, J lU --
-.'r - 

-----;;=;-;- 
^ -jË---:-:--' HSEM +lAtl 1.602 x 10-rsdx \___/

(3.20)
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R SEM Factor

Ð4r3 10.3û7+0.û02
8564 1û.235+0.002

Tal¡le 3.5: Calibration constants for tsL4E SEM lor 8413 and 8564.

whe¡e RSEM is a constant which is related to the production of secondary
electrons and is dependent on the densiiy of the material. This constant was
determìned in the calibration experiment. The sÐM was different for Ð413
and Ð564 so there were two values of RSEM, (see Table. B.b). dE/dx(Ai) is
the energy loss of protons in .Aluminum at the proton bombarding energy of
interest (in units of [Ãey lglcm2).

&.2.2 Fnotor¡ Eearr¡ Nor&.lalizatåon fno¡¡a ltsF
The absolute normalization of the IBF was also calibrated in a previous ex_
periment using a Faraday Cup [Abe+Bb]. A schematic of the IBF electronics
t^-: :rogrc is snown rn !ì9. 2.2. The scalars fo¡ LEFT and R.IGI{T scattered events
were first corrected for accidentals, for exa,mple for LEFT,

LEFT : LEFT(scalar) - LÐFT(acc) (3.21)

and similarly for RIGHT. The numbe¡ of beam protons was then obtained
using the following formuia

hj _(LqFT+RIÇHT) 1 10-s
.E\rtrr pcHz 1.602 x 10_re.

RIBF is related to the lab diferential cross sections for pp eÌastic scattering
and was determined from a polynomial fit to the data from the ¿alibration
experiment with the Faraday Cup.

i18

(3.22)

T- T-f¿l.BP - 44.17 - 
'P t 't t zt .. 
100,-..,- - 1oo-41.250) (3.23)
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IBP Target Densities

Expt To (MeV) Pår, (*)
8113 300,416 a¡rd 507 1.30

8564 240 and 300

400 and 500

1.17

r.27

I 
"r.or, -e ".ti*ut"d ut l".s than l7o

Table 3.6: IBP CH, a"real target densities for E¡l1B and E564.

The areal targei densities, p6¡¡2, used. in the two experiments are tabulated
in Table. 3.6.

3.2,3 Comparison of proton Beam Normalization from
IBP and SEM

The difference between the IBp and SEM normalization may determined by
compa^ring the above formulae, 3.20 and 8.22. The expected ratio (R) of the
IBP io SÐM scalars was calculated as follows:

*:iËm=#,.# (3.24)

The fi¡st and second quotients contain the proton energy indepeudent and
dependent pa.ra.meters respectively. The ¡atio obtained experimentally from
the scala¡s themselves is plotted versus Runf in Fig. 8.22 for BrlB and in
Fig. 3.23 fo¡ E564. The dotted lines a¡e the raúios obtained from Eq. 8.24.
It was found that the experimental ratio differed from that expected. The
discrepa.ncy was between xt% and xlvo, see Table. s.z. For the cross section
no¡ma.lization the number of beam protons (Nn) from the IBp was used..

Suppose the ¡atio of IBp/SEM were less than that expected by 5%. If it
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Ratio of ffi Scalars

8413

To (MeV) Ðxpected Average of Ðxperimentai Diffe¡ence

30û

416

507

8.0ûû

iû.884

13.908

7.6û5 + t.û42

1û.542 + û.i2û

13.7û9 t 0.i97

-4.sy

-ù.I-/A

-1.4%
Ð564

To (MeV) Expected .{verage of Experimental Diffe¡ence

240

300

40û

500

l.otl4

9.346

r3.474

7.832 + û.097

9.319 + 0.110

14.285 + 0.141

18.609 + 0.295

J-) rt/"

-0.3%

+6.0%

+6.7%

Table 3.7: Compa"rison of predicted and experirnental R(IBp/SÐM).

is assumed thai the SÐ14 was absolute then this would imply an underesti_
mation of No by 5%, and therefore an overestimation of the cross section by
5%. The average error quoted for the number of beam protons is 5% which
is the average deviation of ?able. J.?.

There are several possible ¡easons for the discrepancy between the SEtr{
and the IBF normalization. Since the calibration constant RSEM is depen_

dent on the secondary electron ernission frorn the Aluminum foits in the sEtrd
it is possible that, due to small leakages in the SEM vacuum, the Aluminum
foils t¡ecame oxidized and therefo¡e changed the effective 

'arue 
of RSEM. it

rvas also found that the RSÐM factor. is dependent on the position of the
beam2. In Fig. 3.24 is shown the position scan (wire spacing approximately
3 mm) of the 4B SÐM for 8564 at Te : BS0 MeV. The value in the cent¡e is

2discove¡ed after running 8564

12û
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Figure 3.23: e.(IBtr/SEM) as a function of RunS for 8564.
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Figure 3.24: Position scan of 4B SEM at Tp = 850 MeV.

that used for the sEM normalization for al1 To. Ilowever one observes that
the RSEM factor r.a.ries by about 18% from the centre to the outside regions

of the SEM. It is possible therefore that this could give a variance in the

IBP/SEM ratio. For example, a non-focussed beam at ihe SEM would give

a larger r'alue and so could account for the results observed at 400 and 5û0

XdeV.

The IBP CH2 effective target density has been noted to change, due to
FI2 degradation, as an experirnent progresses_ ËIowever, from Fig. 8.22 and.

Fig. 3.23 this was not otiserved.
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(3.26)
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Figure 3.25: A¡6 for pp elastic scattering.

Bea¡m Folaniøatio¡l f'ro¡m ltsF

To evaluate the proton beam polarization ihe IBp was used. First the asym-

metr5.', e, was determined.

LEFT - RIGHT
(3.25)LEFT + RIGHT

From the asymmetry one may determine the polarization from the following
formula.

- Acuz
r : ( x 

- 

x Arr
.¿TH

.A¡¡ is the analyzing power for pp ---+ pp frorn SAIÐ [.4,Rg9] and this is shown

in Fig. 3.25. Acnz I ku r¡'as determined in a previous calibration experiment

and the ¡esults are shown in Fig. J.26.

The uncertainty in this determination was dominated by the absoruie er-

ror in the DD .. nn analvzinø nnrvpr ¡n,.1 tl,¡ o-^,-^*-;^ -ôa,**^¿-.. .r'L ^ -,v--! þ!v¡¡¡!s¡¡L (ÆJ¡r¡r4c(¿J. -L rtc rrtut

in .å¡1 was assigned t'o be 2% by co*sidering the e¡ro¡ of different phase shift
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Figure 3.26: Acn" I Au for BL4B In-Eeam-Polarimeter.

analyses using S.AiD. The geometric as)¡mmetly error tvas dete¡mined from

the polarization measured using unpolarized t¡eam. The geometric asym-

meiry may be corrected for by adding (subiracting) the OFF polarization

from that found for UP (DOWN). The residual error after this correction

was found to be negligible.

S.S Efficåencåes

Here the determination of the ra.ie-dependent effi.ciencies is discussed, those

being the acquisition live time, and the wire chamber efficiencies.
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Figure 3.27: Live times from BUSy/MASTER and pULSERS versus trígger
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3.3.f- ,4cquisition l,ive Ti¡r¡e

The live time of the acquisition system was dete¡mined in two ways. The
first *as that obtained from scarars. The number of computer BUSy signars

and the number of MASTÐR triggers were reco¡ded and the ratio of these

gives a first o¡der live iime of the computer.

,".^: BUSY 
,o ô:-\MASTER \¿.¿ I )

The erro¡ of the live time was estimated as,

óü,.: +==. (3.28)
/N4ASTER,

trn Fig' 3'27 the computer live times are shown versus trigger rate for exper-
iment 8413.

Ti:e second method involves pulser events which were generated in cc_

incidence with the IBP scalar to make them random. The rate l'as chosen

1.ú

t.9
EI

EI

' 0.8
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to a.pproximately match the rate of tþre events. The number generated, corn_

pared to the number actuail¡r ca,u,nted,Iry the master trigger gives a first erder

measure of the live tine o{ the aquisition system.

FULSÐRcou¡¡rpÐ
DTTI CEADr U IJ.¡ITLCENERÄTED

(3.2s)

(3.3û)

727

The e¡¡or determination is discussed in [yengl] and is given by

. /-- ?n-( 1 - T¡l-)
'u" : V ÞtLSER"*,,*-no'

?he results are shown versus trigger rate fo¡ experiment Ð418 in Fig. 3.2?.

Commonly in proton scattering experiments the dead time of the system is

dorninated by the computer dead time. Irowever, in ihe present case where

pions are detected, the trigger rate is very low. In Fig. S.2g the aquisition

live time is plotied versus the FÐC rate. It wouÌd appear that, at high rates,

a significant fraction ofthe system dead iime is dominated by the FEC dead

time. The live time frorn the pulser events (i.e. Eqn.3.2g) was used in the

analysis of the data.

3.S"? ChamhenÐfficiencies

A hii in the Xl plane of the VDCs and in one of four planes in the FEO

was required to produce a Master Trigger, however all planes were recard,ed,

even if there was not a hit in that particular plane. For the FEC, a good

hii is a single hii in each of the planes such ihat there is no ambiguiiy in
the track defrniiion. ,{ bad hit is when one of the planes registers a multiple
hit or no hit at all. Ðach plane of the vDCs requires info¡rnation from at

least three contiguous wires to allow the track definition. Less tha'' three

implies a missing hit, and an event with non-adjacent t¡acks is a multiple hit.

ï.ïsiog ihis ¡edur:Ld¿uri iníormaiion an estimate of the efrciency of each

set of wire chambers was made. For exarnple for the FEC efficiency deter_
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Figure 3.28: Live times from FULSÐRS ve¡sus FEC rate.

mination, the number of hits in the VDCs was compared to the numbe¡ of
coincident hits in a1l the chambers. This calculation is shown in the following

equation ¡'here the f sign is for a logic AND.

Ar,L _ X/DC1 + VDC2 + FÐü (9.31)

where, for example, FEC means a good hit in the Front Ðnd Chamber.

- ALL,,rec: Ç¡fllJfrf;! (3.32r

A similar formula ç'as used for the VDC,s. The combination of each of the

chanrber efficiencies gave the total chambe¡ efrciency.

?chnlb: qFEc X r¡vDcl X 4vDc2 (3.33)

L28

'f .ot

,-..".. Õ.E5
f4
0)
tÆ nen

Õ-*, 0.85
F
ã0.8Õ

The statistical uncerlainty of this caiculation was determined as follows.

IYenYt].
t,tffi

ó"¡r* : ll.l*"t1l \r ¡/¡LL ¡\r ¡/\Lr(l'lr-¡/VtrC2'/ /cei\
{ N*u'' \c''Ù'1/
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Figure 3.29: Front End Chambe¡ efficiency dependence on chamber ¡ate.

It was found from previous experience that the FEC efficiency dr.ops dra-

matically when the FEC rate is higher than 1 Mlrz. For experiment 8413

the FEC efficiency is plotted ve¡sus X0 FEC plane trigger rate in Fig. J.2g

and a correlation between FÐc efrciency and rate is quite appareni. For this
reason the beam cu¡rent was kept at a point where the cha¡nber rates we¡e

reasonable.

The efficiencies discussed here include onl]¡ those rvhich a¡e rate depen_

dent, and do not include possible overall ¡ate-independent inefficiencies (for

example, one rvhich mighi result from a dead wire in the VDC's). Ilowever

one has confidence that such ineflÊciencies must have been 'ery small since

calibration measurement with pp -- d¡-* were done which showed excellent

agreement (see Section 3.6 below).
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&.4 A-e'ceptartce

f{ere the determination ol rate-independent acceptances of the MRS are dis-

cussed. These were measured using the pp --+ drr+ calibration reaction and

compared with the Monte Carlo. The acceptances conside¡ed we¡e the foca.l

plane and the iarget acceptances.

&"4"L F"ocal FÏar¡e ,A-cce¡ltance

The MRS focal plane acceptance was determined using the pp -+ dr+ reac-

tion. For a chosen MRS angle the peak was swept ac¡oss the focal plane by

varying the Dipole fleld, yet keeping the Q/D ¡atio constant (and therefore

the solid angie).

The edges of the focal plane tend to be ¡ounded and ihis is due in part to
the fact that some of the pions decay in flighi to muons. Another reason is

that ihe pion peak corresponding to the recoil deuteron used to measure the

focal plane acceptance is of finite widih. The peak width is related to the

size of the kinematic correction and is smaller for for the 3'aHe(fl,n + 
)a,sl{e

¡eactions than the pp --+ dn+ ¡eaction (see Section 2.3.4 and in particular

Fig. 2.30). Since ihe peak width is smalle¡ for the 3'aHe(p,2.+)a,5¡Ie reac-

tions, the roundedness is less for the 3'aHe(g,rr+ 
¡4'5He reactions than for the

PP --+ dr+ reaction.

In any event the peak should be kepi sufficiently far away from the edges

of the focal plane such ihat the focal plane accepta-nce is near unit¡,. ?he

acceptance determined from the pp - dn+ scan is shown in Fig.2.36 along

130
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Figure 3.30: Schematic of projection of active target volume onto XdRS ac_

ceptance.

with that determined from the Monte carlo. In the actual experimental

measurements the pions from the 3He16,zr+)4He ¡eaction were kept iypically
at XFïd charnel 5000 where the accept,ance is indeed near unity.

3"4"2 T'arget -&cceptamce

Eecause of the thickness of the target cell the active voiurne extended be-

yond the acceptance of the MRS. Hence the effective active volume had to
be carefully evaluated. Let F(y) i¡e the disiribution of the MRS acceptance.

This is shown in Fig. 2.37.

'Fhe a¡tìr¡a "-^1.'-- ^{ *L- +.---^+ l.-^ ^ ¿..^..^-^:l-ì -r-vr i uL lqröur

Fig. 3.30. (The vertical extent of the beam, approximatel¡, g ¡¡*, is not irn-
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Figure 3.31: projeciion of target profile onto MRS.

portant in these considerations). projection of this trapezoidal shape onto a
pla.ne perpendicular to the central ray yields the function G(y). The details
of the calculation of G(y) a¡e contained in Appendix E. A typical projec_

tion G(y), is shown in Fig. 3.31 for d,*=:46. and d,:[.. The dotted iine is
the acceptance from ihe E564 pp ---o dr* sca¡r shown in Fig. 2.37, that is F(y).

The weighting of G(y) fith F(y), deflnes the effective active target length.

active targer lensth : / c(y) F(y) dy (.r..)Ð J

This equai;ion rnay be rewritten as the product of the actual target lengih
L¿, and a cor¡ection factor e.

activetarget length - Q x t,6

^ i G(l') F(y) dy
o - -JG(Ðdy '

(3.36)

(3.37)

where
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^-. s

!ûð

(3. s8 )
o, : / ",u,0,

The value of Q depends on the input used for the bea.m widih and etc,

and so the relative error was estimated to be about s% due to ihe sensitivity
to these parameters. The ralue of Q also depends on the which acceptance

scan in Fig. 2.37 is used (i.e 8413 or 8564). The res.rts difi'er by about s%
and therefore a systematic error for e was estimated at B%. Typically the
value of Q ranged from 0.94 to unity depending on angle. The value of L¡
does not depend on the beam width and position significantly and the error
was found to negligible.

3.4"3 T'est of ,A,cceptaruce a¡¡d Effi'ective Leetgtln

To test the calculations performed above a se¡ies of measu¡ements with the
helium target were made whe¡e the MRS rvas fixed at one pion scattering
angle and the cr¡¡ostat set at seve¡al different target angles. In this way the
possible values for Q and L¡ were varied. The results are shown in Tabte. 3.8.

since the MRS angle is constant ihen the differentiar cross section is constant.
The rate-independent corrections due to pion decay, rosses and target density
are all the same since these a¡e onry dependent on pion angle. Furthermore,
to some extent the rate-dependent charnber efficiencies and live times are
also the same (since the rates were held nearly constani). .Any .,e,riance ob_

served then would be due to the Q and L¿ caiculation but include those fo¡
extracting the peaJt area. The results in Table. B.B are for the 3He(fl,n+)alle

reaction, so the error due to peak extraction was quite srnaü. within e¡rors
the eo¡eerno.t ;c --.^ll--+
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-&cceptance Tests for d*," : 4û.

6, (deg) q Lr(cm) Yield (arb. units) Difference frorn Mea¡

- ¿lt

+2t

+44

0.96591

0.s6548

0.96179

4.94226

19ttÁ

1 1 t,,t r,

l tQnt

i.5273

512.1 + i8.S

x?.) E r f r^ùt)L.\.) --L I t.U

522.8 ! 77.2

546.5 + 17.5

+t.6%

-r.2%

+3.3%

Mean 529.1 + 8.8

Table 3.8: Acceptance iests with 3lÌe(p,z+)aHe reaction.

S.5 Solåd Angle

In past analyses of (p,zr+) experiments on the MRS, a constant ra.lue of the
soiid angle (determined from the pp --+ dz-+ cross section) was used since it
was assumed that the solid angle did not vary significantly if ihe e/D ratio
was kept fairly constant [Hub88]. Under this presumption, during experi_

ment 8413, the Q/D ratio r','as allowed to vary by severaì percent. However,

it was found in the Monte Carlo study (performed afte¡ the running of E41B)

that the solid a.gle varies substantialy with a sma[ change in e/Ð raiio
(see section 2 3.5). For E564 ihe Q/D ratio was kept constant to within
æIVo. "Ihe larger variation of Q/D ratio during experimeni E413 implies a
large systematic error when using a constant vaJue for the solid angle. F.or

the 3He(p*.a+)<He ¡eaction of 8413 and the pp * dr+ ¡eaction of Ð413 and
Ð564, a different method of extracting the solid angle was employed which de-

creased the systematic error in the solid angle significantly. For 8564, where

the Q/D ratio was kept, relaiively frxed, ihe analysis of the 4I{e(É,?¡+)sffe 
re_

action spectra required maximum possibre statistics and therefore a constant

value for the solid angle was used.

irt
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The FÐC is a distance R fron'¡ the target (approximated to a poili source).

By piacing euts on the FÐC coorciinates X0 and Y0. the solid angle was

determined from the following eqi.¿atiôn.

X0xYû
^., - R,,

The error in the solid angle is then given by

H: /,#,,nrffir,++r$r (3.40)

Tbre uncertainty in the FEC cuts is estimated fro¡'n the uncertainty in the

FEC coordinate determination (f 0.2 mm) and is about 3%. The combina_

tion of dXO and dYO then gives ¡ise to an æ4% relative uncertainty in the

solid a.ngle. The uncertainty in the distance of ihe FEO from the target is
estimated at x7.íTa and therefore the systematic er¡or in the solid angle is

about 3%. This geometric solid angle is the effective solid angle provided the

cuts a¡e placed tightly enough that the acceptance is not further ¡estricted

by the MRS.

For E564, the peak area extraction in the pion focal plane spectrum corre_

sponding to ihe 5He recoil required the maximum possible statistics. There_

fore placing tight cuis on the FÐc coordinates for the solid angle detern:i-

nation was not acceptable. In Appendix F the solid angle (corresponding io
open FEC cuts) dependence on Q/D ratio is discussed and it was found that
the Q/D ratio for Ð564 was kept sufrciently constant such that a constant

value of solid angle for the data anaiysis could be used. The relative uncer-

tainty was found to be atout 2Vo and the absolute uncertainty was estimated

at 6% (see Appendix F).

135

(3.3e)

^Q:2.60 
+2%(+6%)m$. (3.41)
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&"6 &.es€"ålts aþd ffir'ror"s

ï{ere the method of calculating differential crcss section and analyzing power

is discussed. used in ihis calculation are ali the different efficìencies and

acceptances discusse<i above.

3"6"X. Ðåffi"ere¡atiaå Ðross Sectåom Calc¡¡åatåox¡

The differential cross section for a given beam polarization is given by the

following equation.

do,
,^ l..m -d¡¿

136

N"

T cbmh?ttv erl,r Wo c\ r*"Np".rpQL¿ A ft u¡
- do'"'
" dç¿.-

(3.42)

where the parameters are explained in Tabte B.g.

The erro¡s are separated into statistical and ¡elative with an overall sys-

tematic uncertainty. The typical staiistical error was J%. The siatisiical and

relative errors \¡'¡ere all combined in quad.rature and that is the error quoted

in ihe tables of .appendix G and shown in the figures of the data. The break-

down of these errors is shown in Table 3.10. Note the totals indicated are

the er¡ors added in quadrature.

A test of the reliabilii¡' of the efficiency and acceptance inforrnation of
the MRS was performed b)' using the pp --+ dn * reaction. tsy using the

c¡oss section formula above the pp --+ d¡+ cross section was determined at

several angles for the highest proton bomtrarding energies for the two exper-

iments, 8413 at T" :507 MeV and Ð564 at To : 500 IdeV. See Tatrle. B.il.
The comparison values were determined f¡om fit,s to the existing cross sec-

tion data for the pp -+ dn-* reaction wii,h Legendre poiynomials and then
¡ cmnnll l;-- +ì.-^,.-L +L^ ..^l-.-^-:-r -, æ .Lrrç p(JrJ (Jrrrrat (ue]rtcle:Jt5 (oata lncluoed In tnls ht
are [Mat*83] [Gil8b] [I{of+BA] [Irof+s+] [Sah+88] [Mav+85]). The ¡esutrs
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N"

?.Àt '¡
Tt;'.

n"

qr".

?t"*

\r"¡

l.{o,ot

o

q

Li

l\$ ir^s

dol"b/dtì.-

Cross Section Farar¡reters

Peak area above background

Combined chamber efficiency

Acquisition live time

Fion survival fraction

Focal Flane efficiency

Losses due to absorption

and muJtiple scattering

FSI renormalizaf ion factor

(for sÏ{e calculation only)

Numbe¡ of protons on target

I{umber of target nuclei/volume

Acceptance o{ MRS

Calculated aciual iarget length

Solid angle

Jacobian

Table 3.9: P¿rameters used in cross section calculation.

13?
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SysÉemaÉ!c {,Incentais¡tiee

largei Uenstty tÕr o-Ë{e

Target Density for aHe

Target Acceptance Q

Soiid .ångle for aT{e peak

Solid .Angle for sHe peatrt

IìQT f^- 5¿r- --I 
'¿ r\Jr lre 1/f6;

Fion Surviral Factor r¡,

Number of Beam Protons No

Reaction Losses r¡o""

:L,)7t)

1%

ao/^

<) /o

6%

2t%

< IYo

5%

I ù70

Toial Systemaiic Uncertainty
sHe(Ë,r+ 

)4ÏIe
aHe(fl,2.+ 

)5He

R elative Unce¡:taí¡rtÍes

Software Cuts

Peak Tntegration to 4.44 MeV for sHe

Background Subtraction for a IIe

Background Subtracfion for s I{e

Solid Angle for aHe

Solid Angle for 5He

Focal Plane Acceptance 4¡o".¡

Target Acceptance Q

Actual Target Length Lg

Wire Chamber Efficiency 17¿,,"6

_L itl/

ð/o

t0l

3%-6%

4%

27

2T

3%

negli.gible

+2%
Total Relative Uncertainty

3He(fl,n+ 
)aHe

aIIe(f,,r+ 
)sHe

i not dnclud,ing q¡"i uncertaintg.

Table 3.10: Estimated or typical experimental errors.
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aø/d{?r*(*) p¡r --+ dn+ tomparison

F\I]Q

ïtun$ û This Work Firl Difference

88

1 '71

QO

Jö,4

4A.A

880 + 56

589 + 27

308 * 14

913.5

616.3

29t.2

-3.7v/a

-4 40/"

+6.17

Ð564

RunS 4"r This Work Fir I Diffe¡ence

¿o

42

o1

90

aar

Cr4

28.0

39.8

56.0

'7' O

100.0

122.0

279 + L2

IlO:t 5

109+5

113+5

585.8

284.5

128.5

r23.r

139.5

119.0

+1.9%

-1.9%

-9.7Ta

-t7.47

-6.8y

-5.0%
t 

"rr", in the cross sections from fil to preuious

d.ata is estimated. at 2%

Table 3.11: Comparison of pp --+ dr¡* cross sections with ex.isiing data.

are quite consistent with the fit io previous data. The a\¡erage dei'iation is

-t.6Ta and -5.0% for 8413 and E564 respectively. This is well within the

systematic e¡rors of the rneasu¡ernents thus giving confrdence in the methods

of estimation of the efficiencies and acceptances used in this wo¡k.
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ß"&"2 &wa.3,yøiwg Wøwer Calc¿¡Ïatåoæ

The anal3'zing poï'er was caicuiated from the polarized differentiar cross sec-

tions in the following way.

14û

(3.43)

The error in the polarization contributed to an overall syster¡.atic uncertainty
in the analyzing po\r,¡er and was found to be approximately 2% (arising mostiy
from the uncertainty in po --+ pp analyzing powers, see Section 3-2.4 above).

The statistical and relative e¡rors were calculated from the reiative and sta-

tistical uncertainties in the polarized differential cross sections. These were

added in quadrature and denoted ó¡r1¡¡ and 6¡11¡ for fhe up and down polar-
izations respectively. The er¡or for the analyzing pûwer is given by:

(P(1)+P(J)) 

-

@ x /(ó¡11¡do(f ) lda)'z + (ó¡'¡11¡da(J)/do)'z

(3.44)
The siatistical unce¡tainties in the analyzing powers were typically f0.03,
and the relative uncertainties were found to be comparable to ihe stafistical.

Only one measurement of the analyzing power for a known ¡eaction was

performed, namely the 3lle(þ',p)3Ïie reaction. The results obtained in the
present work and those obtained by Hasell el ¿1. [Has*g6] are shown in
Table. 3.12 and in Fig. 3.32. The point measured in the present experiment
was certainly consistent with the existing measurements on either side. This
gives one confidence then that the anaJyzing ¡rower d.eterrnination and the
estimation of the absolute polarization were reasonable.

&.3 Sumarmany

.F1- ^ J^!- ^-- r---i-iI]Ê ûa¡a aÍraiJsrs was pertormeci in severai st,ages, from online to the final
pass, and with obvious intensive computer usage. Eveni processing was car_

u..- _ do(f)/dCI -do{J)/dfl
P(l )da(1 l/do + P(1)do( J )/df¡
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3He(fl,p)3He Analyzing Fower tomparison
1) A¡,¡o Reference

42.6

49.4

56.û

59.S

62.5

oð.ð

75.û

-û.426 + û.t84

-0.7û4 + û.062

û.û20 + 0.072

0.353 + û.û21

û.386 + û.051

0.321 + 0.055

0.287 + 0.055

H.asell e!, al-

IIaseil el øi.

ï{asell el ø1.

present warh

Hasell e? øJ.

Hasell et al.

Hasell eJ ø1.

Table 3.12: Comparison of 3He(þ',p)3He analyzing powers with existing data.
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ried out using the LIS.4 data analysis program v¿hich rn ci¡ld have never been

completel.v* understood withcut heip from G.hr[. Huber and D. F]ekers. Ðac]r

¡un was cemprised of approxirnately Zûûû good events in the pion peait anC

the rnethods used to obtain the pea-k ¿rea have been discussed. In particular,

to facilitate the extraction of the sï{e pt cross section, a Ënal state inte¡ac-

tion calculatic¡r based on the n * a low energy phase shifts was per-forroed.

The integrated area and nurober of b,ea¡n protons (determined from the trBF)

u'as then used to calculate ihe yield, correcting for the rate-dependent effi.-

ciencies due to the wire charnbers and detector iive tirne. cross sections were

obtained by normalizing the yield to the target density, the pion survival

fraction and the rate-independent acceptances of the MRS. Measurernents of
ihe pp ---+ dr* reaction were ca¡ried out and the obtained cross sections r¡,ere

found to be consistent with existing rneasurements to within the systematic

unce¡tainties. From the polarized cross sections, data for the analyzing pow-

ers r¡,¡ere extracted using the beam polarization determined from the IBp. .a

measurement of the 3He(fl,p)3He reaction was found to be consistent with a

previous measurement.

The large effort expended in the anaryses of these experiments is reflected

in the size ofthe systematic uncertainties. In particular, the e¡¡or in ihe solid
angle, which in previous (p,r'+) experiments was quite large, was significantly
reduced. The techniques employed here were a result of many fruiiful discus-

sions and experiences with the TRIUI4F (p,n-+) group and specifically with
P.L. \4/alden, G.M. Huber, and of course my advisor fV.R. FaJk.
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In this Chapter ihe data are presented and discussed. Comparisons with
a previous measurement of the same reaction are made and, in particular, a
difference in the normalization is noted. A comparison of the present data fo¡
the 3He(p,zr+)alIe reaction wiih those of the charge symmetric sH(n,r.-)aHe

rcaction indicates substantial coulomb effects. A fit to Legendre polynomiaJs

was also performed to investigate the coniribution of the various underlyi'g
partial waves. Finally, the analyzing pol\¡ers are compared with the elastic

reactions fo¡ the same target and bombarding energy.

4.K ÐaËa

The data were analyzed and the ¡esults for the two experiments are pre_

sented in detail in tables in Appendix G. The differential cross sections

are aiso shown in Fig. 4.1 and the analyzing powers in Fig.4.2.,4 measure-

ment at Tp = 198 MeV from IUCF [Keh+86] is also included for comparison.

is the overall similarity exhibited by the two reactions. The cross sections

743
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Figure 4.3: Differential cross sections and analyzing powers for the
3'aHe(fl,n+)a'5He reactions at To : 800 MeV f¡om Höistad ef ¿1. [Hoi*84].

are quite flat near threshold, and as the incident proton energy is inc¡eased

the cross sections drop more rapidly with increasing angle. l{ear threshold

the analyzing powers are qualitatively very much like those for low energy

pp --+ dz'+. However, a sharp t¡ansition in character between 200 and J00

MeV is ol¡served. From 300 MeV to 800 MeV (daia frorn Ref. []Ioi+Ba]
shown in Fig. a.3) the analyzing pov/ers are iarge and osciilatory.

4.2 Systerzaatåcs

It is possible that trends may be discove¡ed in the data when plotted versus

some appropriate lcinematic variable. provided the reaction mechanism is not

too complicated. Since the diferential cross sections are relativelv structu¡e-
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less, but a lot of structure is observed in lhe anaJyzing po\t€rs. onìy .4¡¡6 will
be considered fcrr the present.

Xn initial investigations of the (p,r+) reaction the data were graphed

versus the three momentum transfer (e"*) i" light of the presumed ûIdM
pionic stripping process. in Fig. 4.4 lhe anaiyzing powers for this work are

shown versus Q.-. AIso shown a¡e the 3He(p',r+)aÏIe reaction data of Ke_

hayias ef ø1. [Keh+86] at Tn : 198 MeV and the 3,aI{e(f,,n+ 
)a,sHe ¡eactions

data of lIöistad et ø1. lKai-184] at To : 800 MeV. The first minimum for
the three higher energies corresponds fairly closely to e.* r 3.0fm-1 for
3He(d,r+)4¡Ie, and to e.," = S.Bfm-1 for alle(þ,,2.+ 

)s He. For the two lower

energies (æ 200 and 300 Mev) however, this minimum occurs at smaner var-

ues for Q",".

Couvert [CouB3] and Huber [HubBB] have suggested that the four mo_

mentum transfer, t, might be a more suitabie kinematic variable since it is a
relativistically invariant quantity. In Fig. 4.b the results for ANo are shoü,n

versus -t.

Results from microscopic carcurations show that the pion production pro-

cess in nuclei is only reasonably well described when many competing contri_

butions are tal¡en into account [8,{Dg0a]. Therefore, the iack of an observed

systematic in the data, when plotted versus a simpie kinematic variabre r re

Q"- or i, is possibly a result of this complexity.

4.& Comapanison t@ Fnevåotrs hdeasu.nesylenÈs

'Ihe-'Hef ñ ?r lc ol-lÊ rce¡¡i^-" L.,-- -l-^ L^^- ^-".r:^r ---ì:, -vL!! 5ùu!¿rqu cdr!trt. rc, sotl]e exlenl

by other authors, in particular, investigations of the cross sections. In the

)+t
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foilcwing sections the crcss sections of tliis worle are compared to með,sure-

rnenis at similar energies and their discrepa:rcies are discrsscd.

4"3"3, üoazaparåson føn 3Fãe(f,,n"+34ble

The data of Tatischeff et aL lïat !761, measured at To : 415 MeV, are

compared to the present measurements at To : 416 MeV in Fig. 4.6. The

ratio R is calculated by fitting the present data to a Legendre polynomial

series and then using the fii for interpolation to compare io the existing data.

Fresent Experiment Result
(4.1)

Previous Experiment Resuli

AIso shown are the actual differential cross section results compared on a

logarithmic plot. The systematic enor is 20% for the data of Tatischeff el

¿1. and the systematic error of the results of the present work was estimated

io be 8%. The discrepancy between the two angular distributions ave¡ages

about 86% (the doited line in Fig. 4.6), with the data of the present work

being higher. This disagreenrent is outside the range of the systematic errors

of the two sets of data. Furtherrnore, the scatter of the ratio R is larger thau

tl:e esiimated relative uncertainty of the present measurements (a: B%). Yery

little information is available on the erro¡s of the Tatischeff data lTaif76]
and therefore little more may be inferred of this discr-epancy from these mea-

su¡ements alone. The disagreement wili be discussed in more detail with

regards to comparison to another measurement bel.ow.

4"&.2 Cøanpanison t@ 3F{(&,r-)'Fãu

I{dllne e f øi. ([KaJ+78], [I{al+81] and [Ka1+83]) and Orphanos el al. ([Orp+81]

and [ûrp+82]) car¡ied out experiments at LAMFF studying the a]Ie(z-,n)3H

reaction at manSr pion energies. These data may be transformed to the

r5û
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3H(n,n-)aFtre reaction by using Ðetuiled Bai,ance. Ðetaiied BaÏance relates

the,å(a,b)B cross section io the E(b,a).A cross section in the foilot'ing way:

where pl and pf are the c.rn. rnomentum of the particles for the A*a and

B{b systems respectivel¡'. "} denotes the spin of the particle. Upon substi-

tution for tbe reaction in question one obtains:

do, (2J. - TX2JA + 1) p3 do 
,

¿-ç la(t a)'e : (rJrll XrJB + Ð " og 
o 

¿6 lo,"'0," (4 2)

do. 1 k'? ào
oçr1.H1"."-¡n¡-r. 

: i" Wx *l+ir"1,-,"r:H.
(4.3)

(l,,Tote that the spin factor is equal to i/a). The al{e(z.-, n)3H data may

then be interpreted as 3I{(n,zr-)aHe reaction results at equivalent neutron

lab energies, T". The pion energies and their equivalent neutron energies fcr

Detailed Balance are shou'n in Table 4.1. The Factor is that for the detailed

balance relation.

do, - do.
¿g l3Hrn."-¡ru. : fäctor x 

delaHe{r-,n)3H

Factor :

( ¿,. a\

(4.5)

whe¡e
ID"
+Pí

The resuits for T,, : 227 MeY (T" : 50 MeV) from Källne ef sJ. were

compared to the data at To : 198 MeV by Kehayias lKeh83j. For these

energies it was {ound the 3He(p,n-+)aHe data are higher by about a factor of

three compared with the time reversed charge syrarnetric 3Ïl(n,n-)aÏ{e reac-

tion. It should be also noted that results from Willis et al. lWil-|'Sl] are in

very good agreement with ihe Kehayias daia.

The results of the present work for the sÍIe(p,n-+ 
)aI{e reaction at proton

1-^- ï.--,.i;,. - ^,.^--:^^ ^{'ann ,t1A ^".l <^r xÀ-!¡ ^_- -L----_ :- -- ---uv:¡ru4u¡r!å 4Jlu uu f rvts \ .Lrs struwi.r r¡t {- ulrrpdJlsull wllt.I

the time reversed charge symmetric 3H(n,n-)aHe reaction from Käline ei ¿1.
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Detailed Ealance

aHe(n-,n)3H

T"(lab)(MeV)

3H(n,z - )aHe

T"(lab) (Mev)

Factorl

ip?lp'"
50

75

100

'r Ð<

150

175

200

225

250

227

260

326

360

426

459

492

0.0152

0.0210

4.0262

0.0309

0.0352

0.0392

0.0430

0.0465

0.0499

I Foctor for the Ðetai.led. Balance.

Table 4.1: Ðquir,'aJent neutron energies for aF[e(n-,n)3]{ Ðetailed Ealance.

1<1
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[Ka1+81] at T,, : 293 MeV (T" : 100 MeV), T" : 426 MeV ("" : 200

MeV) and T" : 492 MeV (T" : 250 MeV) in Figures 4.7, 4.9 and 4.9

respectively. The ratio R is defrned as

o o13He1p. zr+ )aHe),' - ;(3H{n- ?r-)tge) (4'o I

It is found that the 3He(p,r+)aIåe reaction results are larger than those of the
3H(n,n'-)aHe reaction by aboui 55%,49% and BZ% fo¡ the p¡oton energies

300 and 416 and 507 MeV respectively.
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R¿tio of o(str{e(p,n+ )aHe) / a(3H(n,a-- )aT{e)

To (lab) (Mev) ,A.uihor R atio

227

30û

Ðoa

360

416

426

492

507

I{ällne et at.

Fresent work

Kåillne ed øi.

Í{ällne et, aI.

P¡esent work

K¿illne ef s/.

Kállne ei ¿1.

F¡esent work

17n

r.a4

L.49

L.27

i.06

1..37

Table 4.2: Average RATIO of o(3He(p,r+)aHe) / a(3H(n,r-)aHe) for ihe
present measurements and those of Källne et al.

Källne also performed a cross section measu¡ement of ihe 4He(î+,p)3IIe

reaction [I{al+83] at several pion energies, T" : 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250

MeV at a single angle, df"b : 20. (6;* æ 21.). These rneasurements were

larger ihan those of the 3H(n,2.-)aHe measurement [Kal+81] by a factor of
3.25, 1.70, 1.04, i.21 and 1.û6 for the pion energies, T" : 50, 100, 150, 20û

and 250 MeV respectiveh'. It would appear unlikely that such a discrepancy
is due to a systematic erro¡ and is more iikely due to pronounced Coulomb
effects. The average ratios between the present 3He(p,a.+)aHe reaction mea_

surements and 3H(n,n-)aHe reaction data are tabulated in Table 4.2 along
with ¡esults found by Källne.

The Källne yields were Dormalized to the pp -+ dz-+ ¡eaction to obt,ain
cross sections and the estimated systematic er¡or lvå,s about 15%. Kdllne
also performed a measu¡ement of the aHe(z+,2.+)alïe reaction [Kal+gl] and
a disagreement of 25Ta with that expected f¡om the assurned target densiiy
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Figure 4.1û: Comparison of 3He(p,r+)aHe measurement from Kehayias and
present work (dot,ted line) and results from Källne et aL îot BHe(p,n.+)al{e

(dot-dashed line) and 3H(n,r-)aHe from detailed balance (solid rine) aJr at
d"", = 21".

was found. The errors of the present work are considerabry sma er and this
is quite evident from Fig. 4.10 where the resurts of this work and that of
Källne el ø1. are plotted for É"* = 2lo.

The data of Tatischeff et ¿/. [Tat+76] for the 3ge(p,r+)age reaction
at 415 MeV rvere found to agree wiih the data of Källne el ¿1. for the
3H(n,r-)aHe reaction to within the systernatic uncertainties [Kat+gl]. In
Fig. 4.11 ihe data are shown to be comparabre with an average deviation of
27%. There is evidence from microscopic calcurations [EADgOa] that there
a'e strong coulomb effects in (N,ø'+'-¡ reactions. This is observed in Fig. 4.12

where the result of the microscopic carcuration ûRCHD (to be discussed in
the follorving Chapter) is shown for the sHe(p,2.+)aHe and 3H(n,z-)afie re-
actions. in light of this prediction and the supporting indication of couromr¡

efi'ect's observed in Fig. 4.10, the disagreement with the Tatischeff data would
seem to indicate an underestima,tion of the systematic unce¡tainties on their

n -l_
r50
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pa¡t.

For the work in ihis thesis a measurernent of proton eiastic scattering

was performed for 3I{e (and a}le) and indicated. good agreeinent wiih the

published data to within sl¡stematic e¡:ror. Furthermore, measu¡ements of

pp --+ dr+ were also car¡ied out which indicated that the estimation of the

systematic uncertainties apart from those involving the 3'alIe target were rea-

sonabie. The present data are therefore internally self consistent.

4.3.3 CompanisosÌ f@r 4F{e(f,,r+)5He

The only published data for aHe(p,n+)sHe are at To : 200 and 800 MeV

(Ref. [LeB+85] and Ref. [Iloi+8a], respectively). The present data and the

existing data cannot be directly compared because of the signifrcant differ-

ence in proton bombarding energies. As is quite evident from Fig. 4.10, near

threshold the cross section is rising rapidly and, therefore the 40 MeV dif-

ference between the data of LeBornec et al. ai 200 Me\¡ and the present

measurements at 240 MeV implies a possible factor of two in the cross sec-

tions. The differential c¡oss sections from the measurements at 200 MeV

of LeBornec ei al. [LeB+85] are shown in Fig. 4.13. The no¡malization of

the LeBornec data are different from that of this work. Their c¡oss sec-

tion calculation assumed a parabolic background, and as was discussed in

Section 3.1.3 in the .Analysis Õhapter, their cross section ratios with and

without this parabolic background subtraction were approximateiy constant

at 0.6. The data of this rvork was calculated assuming a constant factor of

?7fsi 
^, 

t.6. Therefore for di¡ect comparison one must consider the foilowing:

{oao-Lt
!,-v-dO dO " 0.6 " nr"r

do1
- do ^ o.s6

1(ai

(4.7)
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of ûRClIiÐ calculation for the 3lIe(p,rr+)alie re-
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figure, R is the raiio of the cross sections of (p,zr+) to (n,ø-) where the dotted

Iine is the average value. In the lower frgure the calculations are compared

expliciily.
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Figure 4.13: aHe(p-,2'+)5He data ai Tp :20û MeV from LeBornec ef ¿1.

compared to present rneasurements ai 240 MeV renormalized bv û.86.

where do/do is the cross section obtained using the normalization of this
wo¡k and dol/do is the c¡oss section obtained using the normalization of
Lebornec ef a/. (also used by Höistad er aI. ror ihe g00 Mev data shown

in Fig. 4.3). For comparison, the data of this work shown in Fig. 4.1J was

multiplied by 0.36.

The results are of comparable mag'itude, with the 240 Mev cross sections

being larger for angles less ihan about 4b'. For the larger angles the cross

sections are about the same. The systematic uncertainty cf the LeBornec

data was estimated aL 20Ta and the systematic uncertainty of the present

wo¡k is ry9%.

4.4 F-åÈ to l,egeardne FoåynorueåaÍs

In a further attempt to examine the role of underlying reaction mechanisms"

partial wave expansions of the data were made. The unpolarized diffe¡ential

162
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cross sectiûn) da6/tifl, may be written as a series of Legendre polynomials.

doo å
,*,- 

: \a¡P¡r ). (4.8)

¡¡'here .F¡(z) are the Legendre polynor*ials. T'hat is,

Po(r) : 1

P'(') : 
''l

pz(r) :;(3r,_1)

;

F¡¡1(x) : ?#"r,(r) -tP¡-1(r).L-I L

The product of the unpolarized differential cross sect.ion and the analyzing

po\¡/er,
do, do"
ãn : ãO * ^^0. 

(4.9)

mav be parameterized as a se¡ies of partial waves.

do, S" -- ,

dCI:tö¡Pr-='(r). (4.10)

where P¡-=1(r) are the associated Legendre polynomials.

Pi(') : -s
Prrlr; : -3t,
p!1r7 : _|aß,'_l

:

where ¿ : cosd and g: sin6.

This implies then ihai one can write,

A^-oxdøo/dO _ dar/d0
sind 

: äi Bb2cos..+ la,1s"o.,o - i)+...), (4.11)
z
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which sho'¡¡s ti:at if only s and p (l-û,1) partial v;aves ccntribuie dn1/de / sin 6

will be independent of d, and as higher partiai waves contribute dependence

on cos d will be indicated.

The pp ----o dz-+ reaction is well described by a few partial waves fGilgb].
Usually a prescription up to and including d-waves (i : 2) is suficient for
proton bombarding energies below 500 MeV. .åt Tp : LTB and 19g h,{eV for
3IIe(þ',r+)aHe the parameter do1ld,Çt I sin I is nearly flai with angle [KehBS]

and is frt well using up to d (1 : 2) partial waves. In Fig. 4.14 the daia fo¡
aHe(fl,a+)sHe are shown fit to Legendre polynomials up to f partial waves.

The dotted line is the contribution up to the d wave, which is clearly not

suficient.

As the proton bombarding energy is increased, more and more partial
waves are required. As more partial waves are required a forward angle

peaking is obse¡ved in Lhe do1/dQf siná parameter, as is seen in Eqn. 4.11.

For both the 3He(Þ*,î.+)4He and the aHe(þ',zr+)sHe reactions at the energies

of 300 MeV and above, many partial waves weïe required to fit ihe data. In
Fig. 4.15 the fii to 3He(fl,2r+)aHe at To - 300 MeV is shown. The soiid line is

the frt up to the h (l : 5) partial wave and the dotted line is the contribution

f.rom only the s, p and d (l : 0,1,2) partial wave amplitudes. For the other

energies above 300 MeV and for ihe alle(þ',r+)5He reaction it was also found

that many partial waves were recluired to frt the data.

Since the daia do not cover the entire angular ra,nge from 0. to 1g0., ihe

coeffi.cients are not unique and may vary considerably depending on the num-

ber of pariial waves considered. llowever, one ma)¡ conciude from this study

that very man¡' partial waves are indeed required to describe the (p,n.+) re-
4^¿i^- ^L.^-,,-Ll^. ;- ^--+:^..1^- ¡^- ----- - Ipd!rrLu¡d.r. rur prurul.t uutrrUat'(ìt!)g enel.gtes aûove JUU
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Figure 4.14: af{e(f,,n'+)s}Ie at Tp:240 MeV fit to Legendre polynomials for
partial rvaves /-0-3 (solid líne) and l-û-2 (da^shed line).
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Figure 4.15: 3tr{e(Ë,r¡+)4}Ie at To : 300 MeV flt to Legendre polynomiais for

pa::tial waves /:0-5 (soiid line) and l:0-2 (dashed line).
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of A¡s for the 3Ì{e(¡,r+¡+}Te reaction frorn present

work (solid line) and the sHe(d,p)3He reaction from Ref. [I{as*86] (points)

at To : 300 MeV.

MeV.

4"ffi Cormparisoå-i Ë0 ÐXaståc Ðata

The large oscillatorS' anaiyzing powers shown in Fig. 4.2 appear to be very

similar to those for the corresponding proton elastic ¡eaction at similar proto.
energies. As an example, the data at 300 MeV for sEle(þ',r+)aHe and at 500

MeV for 4He(Ë,7¡+ 
)sHe are plotted versus e.- and compared to the elastic

reactions at the same proton energies (see Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4. 1T). .4 striking
similaritS' is observed in these figures. The minimu¡n in the (p,n+) ¡eaction

occurs at nearly the same momentum transfer as in the (p,p) reaction. This

similarity could be a matter of coincidence or might possibly indicate that
proton distortions play a strong role in the (p,n.+) reaction. However, one

cannot reach more specifrc conclusions without a complete investigation in a
microscopic calculation.

4.t
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of A¡s for ihe aHe(f,r+)5He reaction from present

work (solid line) and the alie(f,p)aHe reaction from Ref. [Mos*g0] (points)

at To : 500 MeV.

4"ffi $uruaatrary

High quality data for the differential cross sections and analyzing powers for

the 3He(Þ',7¡+)4I{e and a}Ie(f,n+)sHe reactions have been obtained at protcn

bombarding energies between 240 and b0? MeV. The data were compared to
previous measurements and some notable discrepancies in the no¡malization

of the diferential cross sections are ot,served. The results were fitted to a

series of Legendre polynomials and ii was found that many partial waves

are required ta fii ihe data above 300 MeV. In combination with prevíous

measurernents near threshold for the 3He(p,zr+)aHe reactìon, and at g00 MeV

íor the 3'alIe(p', z'+ )a,5IIe reactions, one now lras a comprehensive data set

which spans the region of the 41232 resonance.
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In this Chapter the data are compared rvith theoretical calculations.

Specifically, some of the early calculations for the reactions studied in this

thesis will be discussed. The data are then compared with recent calcula-

tions, in particular, with a phenomenological pp -- dn.+ model calculation

and with two microscopic model calculations.

5.tr Eanly Calculatåons

Xt was discovered quiie quickly in studies of (p,n+) reactions that a DWBA

type of analysis was insuficient to explain the obsen'ed data. The initial

One Nucleon Model (ONM) investigations (see Section 1.2.2) will not be

explained in ihis ihesis and may be found in the review articles of (p,n+) re-

search (see Refs. [Ifoi79], [MM79] and [FeaB1]). Since the ONM was found to

be insufficient it rvas then assumed that the reaction mechanism proceeded

dominantly via a Two Nucleon [4echanism (TNM). A microscopic TNM

calculation is both complicated and time consuming. Furthermore, such cal-

culations are found to be extlernely sensitive to various wav-e function and

¡ìiqtorfìnø nofential rlârârrreterc Fnr thece rêâc^¡" ";*-1.. ."'*-^.-L-- "",^-^
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Figure 5.1: Basic physical picture for phenomenological ÐWIA.

conside¡ed which used the elementary reaction data as input. Two of these

early Impulse type calculations will be discussed, one which assumed a re-

action mechanism based upon the pp --+ dz'+ reaction and the other based

upon pî --+ pz elastic scattering. .4. cluste¡ model calculation which uses the
sHe(p,z'+)aHe ¡eaction data as input will also be briefly discussed.

5.l.L Fearing DWT,& &dodel

The model of Fearing ([Fea74], [FeaZSa] and [FeaTSb]) is based on the quali_

tati'e success of several earlie¡ ca.lculations which were d.one using the plane

wave impulse approximation (PWIA) wiih the pp ---u dzr+ cross sections as

input (see for example Refs. [RudS2], [81u54] and [Ing+Zi]). The model of
Fearing improved upon these earlier calculations bl, including d,istorted, waues

(D1&¡IA). It should Tre noted that both the FxviA and ÐwLA earcurations

used only the pp --+ ciz* cross section informaiion as the input and therefo¡e

no spin obse¡r,'ables (i.e. anaiyzing powers) could be calculated.

A schematic of the DWIA model is shown in Fig. 5.1_ The basic ph;,sical

assumpt'ion of the calculation is that the inte¡action responsible for nuclear
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pion producticn ¿an 'be treated as a sum of at nost two nucieon interac-

tions wifh the oiher nucleons acting as spectators. The cross section {cr the

.4(p,zr+),{+i reaction is calculated from the pp -- dr+ cross sectiorrs in the

follorn'ing way,

ffilou-,un,,, 
: (KF) x g x lF(Â)1'z n fflo"*0"

where (KF) a¡e lcinematic factors, g is a numerical factor arising fro¡n the

proper incÌusion of spin, isospin and antisyrnmetrization effects, and F(Å)
is the fo¡m factor. The form factor is from a loop integrai over the nuclear

wave functions which is a function of an effective momentum transfer. This

effective momentum transfer is of the form,

R t¡ ",Pp P"
A A+1'

The distortions were included in ihe eikonal approximation and the studies

showed that while the distortions alter the shape of the angular distributions

to some extent, their affect was primarily to the nornalization.

The formalism of Fearing was quite general and set up for an¡' A(p,r+)A+1

reaction. The published studies were mostly carried out for the pd + t;r+

reaction but investigations for other nuclei, including 3He(p,2.+)ai{e) were

also done (lAF76] and [Kat+78]). The dara from Ref. [Kat+78] for rhe
3H(n,r-)aHe reaction (obt,ained from detailed balance) are shown in Fig. 5.2

compared to the ca.lculation for sHe(p,n+)aHe transformed to 3II(n,2.-)aHe

(assuming charge symmetry [Fea91]). The calculation fits the data well for

forwa¡d angles bui fails io reproduce the second maximum that is observed

at about 80'. It, was found that the ÐWi,{ calculation was quite sensitive to

the nuclear wave functions used and, indeed, a calculation with a Gaussian

wave function was found to drop off much more rapidìy than one which used
_ Í---:_ - 1- --¿ Jr\rrrB-\ru¡¡ll \ d\c !urÌ( Lrut! (use(l ltl trle calcutallon oI -rtg. ð.f l. wnlle

the presence of the high momentum components in the Ïrving-Gunn rvâve

(5.i)

(5.2)
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Figure 5.2: Calcula.tion of 3II(n,r-)aI{e by Alexander and Fea.ring.

function was seen to improve the fit to forward angles [.4F76], it siiil fails to

reproduce the obse¡ved cross section at back angles.

6,3""2 GiL¡&¡s a¡ad Ëåess Mode}

'fi

Figure 5.3; Ðiagram for pion production in the model of Gibbs and Hess.
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Another phenomenciogical modei calculation for the 3l{e(p,n-+)aHe reaction

is that of Gibbs and Hess [GH?'/]. Their model âssrrmes that the (r+,p)
cross section is propcrtional to that {or pion eiastic scatteïing from the same

target. The implication is that the cross section arises rnostly from pion

rescattering and so includes some of the TNlrd diagrams impticitly; however.

the ONM is not included in this modei in any way. Frorn the (rr+,p) cross

section, the (p,z-+) cross section is obtained by detailed baÌance. The model

is shown schematically in Fig. 5.8. Note the incident pion is absorbed b5,

the outgoing proton (or equivalently ihe outgoing pion is created f¡orn the

incoming proton in the (p,r+) reaction picture) and this is included using an

ôperator from the non-relativistic reduction of the z.-l\ interaction.

The calculation uses plane waves for the protons but these are attenuated

according to the rnean free path of the proton in nuclear matter. since there

is no dependence on the proton polarization, the analyzing powers would be

zero and therefore in this respect the calculation fails miserably. In Fig. 5.4,

the calculation for the differential cross section for the 3H(n,r.-)aHe reaction

is compared to the salne data in Fig. 5.2. The calculation is quite reasonable

for the fo.var:d angles but then falls off ioo quickly at back angles. From the

results of this model it would seem that, indeed, a large part of the reaction

mechanism is from pion rescattering, particularly at forward anglcs. From

microscopic calculations this is seen to be true.

5"t"S Cluster Mode3 of Ges:rdãoãld a¡rd Wålkå¡s

The lIl(3He,r+)aHe reaction may be considered the elementary process of
the general A(3He,n-+)A+3 reaction. These reactions have been studied in
a series of survey experiments, a-r¡d a slodel was fo¡mulated by Germond

and Wilkin lGWB4l u'hich uses the 3He(p,n.+)aÏ{e daia as input" ?he model
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Figure 5.4: Calculaiion of 3H(n,r-)aHe by Gibbs and Hess.

is a cluste¡ model and was modifred for the caiculation of the differential

cross sections of the aHe(p,ø'+)5He reaction from those of the 3He(p,r+)aHe

reaction [CW85]. For the alIe(p,zr+)sHe ¡eaction calculation a frnal state

interaction between the neutron and the alpha had to be assumed and this

was discussed in Seciion 3.1.3.

A schematic of the dynamics of the model is shown in Fig. 5.5. The

calcuiation was done for To: 20û and 800 MeV and, not surprisingly, ihe re-

sults shorved ihat the aHe(p,r+)sHe and 3He(p,n +)aHe reactions have similar

angular distributions. The model required, however, a multiplicative factor

of = 1.5 to obtajn the co¡rect norma[zation and no investigation of other

incideni proton energies was carried out. The authors did note however that

their model would predici that ihe analyzing powers for the two reactions

would be similar.
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Figure 5.5: Dynarnics of cluster model of Ge¡mond and Vy'illtin.

&"2 lrrapulse h¡Íoden

The qualitative success of the older phenomenoiogical pp -+ dn+ calculations

impiy that the pp --+ d¡-+ ¡eaction plays a prominent role in the underlying

mechanism of nuclear (p,z'+) reactions. Comparisons between the analyzing

powers for light nuclei and those of the pp ---+ dzr+ reaction, kinematically

transformed to the nuclea¡ frame, exhibit sirong similarities [Hub+B7a]. Re-

sults from recent measr:rements provide convincing evidence that this is so in

exclusive as well as inclusive nuclear pion production. Ii has been observed

for 200 MeV proton bombarding energ¡ that the analyzing powers in the

continuum corresponding to about 20 MeV in excitation energy, are very

similar io those of the pp -+ dr* reaction [Kor+89]. For inclusive reactions

in the quasi-free region ai 400 and 450 MeV it has been shown that the results

observed are consistent t'ith a model based on the elementary Fp --+ dr+ and

pN -+ NNn+ pion production processes [Fal+86]. All this wou.ld suggest that

a phenomenological model based on the elementary processes might provide

useful insights into exciusive nuclear pion production. Indeed there have

been several calculations of ihis type incorporating details of the pp --+ dn,+

reaction as inpul to model calculations. trn addition io the Fearing model

discussed above there have also been other sin:ilar calculations, ([KurB7] and
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[Ði1+80]), however, since aii these eariier- calculations used the cross section

information only, they were unable to predici spin obserrables.

&.2"L Ðescråption of Tv{odel

A phenornenological rnodel of the A(p,z+)A{l reaction has been developed

([Fal91] and [Fur+91]) that incorporates the pp --+ dn* reaction amplitudes

[BASB8] and assumes this NN --+ NNz- reaction as the primary pion produc-

tion rnechanism. The formulation follows the general outline presented by

Ingram ef al. [Ing*71] r¡'ith several important extensions. The rnodel ba-

sically represents a plane wave calculation that incorporates the amplitudes

of the pp --, d¡+ reaction in calculating the amplitudes for the A(p,zr+)A+1

reaction.

The pp --+ dzr+ amplitudes may be obtained from the pp -- dn-+ reac-

tion obsenables. Such an analysis has been done recently by several authors

(lBAS88l, [Bug85], [Bug8a], [H14¡Y84] and [KWY80]). The fit used for this

model was that of Bugg [BAS88] and the definition of the amplitudes is shor,r'n

in Table 5.1. The pp --+ dr+ reactioû amplitudes were parameterized as a

continuous function of the incident proton laboratory energy f¡om threshold

to 800 MeV. The dominant amplitudes in this energy region are 42, Aa and

46.

Boih ihe momentum distribution of the struck proton and the recaptured

deute¡on are contained in the formulation. Allowance can also be made for

absorption of the proton and pion waves by attenuation facto¡s in the pla^ne

waves. Simple shell model confrgurations, (1s)3 and (ls)a , were assumed

for the targei and residual nucleus respectively. These wave functions were

expanded in the form (p + d) and (d a d) using one-particle and two-paCcicie
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Nomenclature for partial waves

Arnpliiude NN siate 2"+1L¡ ¡ Amplitude NN state 2*+1Lj 
!,

.ao tso 1

Ll 'P, o

A2 tD, 1

-43 tF, 2

A4 "P, 2

¿.5 tF, 2

A6 tF. 2

A7 t'Ð, 3

.ås tG, 3

As tF, 4

A,o .Fn 4

hrz tH, 4

Ars tcr 4

Ar¡ tlu 5

Table 5.1: Bugg convention for pp --+ dn+ partial wave amplitudes.

coefficients of fractional parentage.

In the model (see Fig. 5.6) the struck target proton has a laboratory mo-

mentum p2 and is assigned an energy Ez:Ma-(Mn*ptrlZ\,t"), where Ma is

the target mass and Mp is the mass of the A - 1 recoil. This expression thus

assumes an on-shell recoil nucleus. From the energies and momenta of the

two protons, Ð1, f,1 and Ð2, f,2, all the requisite quantities in the pp cm frame

are calculated, including the pion momentum at its kinemaiicaily mandated

(laboratory) value. The deuteron and the struck proton are both off-shell. In

order to determine the effective energy at which the pp --+ dzr+ amplitudes

are evaluated, one dynamical parameter must be specifled. This dynamical

parameter was taken to be the pion momentum in the pp cm t'rame. Justi-

fication for this choice, rather than the choice of the tolal energy in the pp

cnr frame for example, was based on the success of ihis procedure in inter-

preting the pp -u pnz-+analyzing powers [Fal+85]. The direction of the pion

momentum with respect to the direction of the total momentum of the pp

system was used to defrne the scattering angle of the pion in the pp cm frame,
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Figure 5.6: Impuìse model pion production mechanis¡n in nuclei

6.2"2 CaXculatios¡ fon 3,4F{e(f,r+)4,5Ë{e

The results of the calculation are shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 at the ener-

gies of the experimental data. The shape of the calcuÌated differential cross

section angular distributions agree fairly well wiih ihe data at forward an-

gles, but reveal increasing departures at the larger angles. Magnitudes of the

calculated differential cross sections we¡e found to be quite sensitive to the

attenuation factors (mean free paihs) of the proton and pion, as expected,

although the shapes did not change significantly. The calculations shown in

Fig.5.7 a¡e renorma.lized to flt the data ai the forward angles.

The rapid changes in A¡ç6 between æ 200 and 300 MeV observed in ihe

experimental daia are qualitatively reproduced by the ca.lculation. At the

tu'o higher energies there remai¡ls some measure of quaiitative agreement at

the forward angles, but the calculaiion faiis áo reproduce the minimum ob-

se¡ved. A feature of the predictions of ihis model is that the rnagnitude of the

anal¡rzl¡g pûwer ca¡r be much greater than that of ihe pp * dø+ reaction.

The rest¡ictions imposed by angular momentum coupiing diciate that the
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Figure 5.7: Impulse calculaíion for Differential Cross Sections.
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âmplitudes fcr the.A,(p,n+),4n1 reaction comb,ine with differeni -weightings

tha.n in pp ---u dn+. Different 6na1 states shorld ihtis exhil:it structure de-

pendence of ,åNo. Tire calculations of .4ç6 reveaJed only a weak dependence

on the attenuation factors (mean free paths) of the proton and pion.

The model presented ìncludes only ihe NN isospin channel (Tì : l" T'r :
0), corresponding to the isospin cross sections 016¿ and o16 [G\.4r54]. However,

the effective pp coliision energies attain values where the (Ti : 1,Tr : 1)

channel is fa¡ from negligible. Indeed fo¡ proton bombarding energies of 200,

300,41û, 500 MeV the effective pp collision energies are approximately 806,

462, 638, and 784 MeV respectively. At these energies the ratio ø11 / o16¿ is

about 0.01, 0.16, 0.9 and 2.9 respectivety [V,A.82]. Interference of ampiitudes

f¡om the (Ti : 1,T¡ : 1) transition with those of ttre (T; - 1,Tr : 0)

transition will thus become of increasing importance as the energy is raised.

Ïfowever, presenily little information exists on these amplitudes and no fur-

ther quantitative estimates can be made.

&"S A-Eåole Wåodel

A Â-hole model calculation has been performed for the angular dist¡ibutions

for the 3H(n,n-)aHe reaction by Sakamoto ef ¿1. [Sak*85]. The formula-

tion of the model for (n+,p) reaciions was introduced by llirata [i{ir7g]. In

an ea¡lier calculation [Hir+83] qualitative agreement with data was found.

However, the later [Sak+85] calculation contairs a better overlap function

for the 3He and aHe wave functions. The ¡esults are shown in Fig. b.g, where

the calculation including only the background ûI'iM is shown by the dotted

Iine. The A-hole term contribuiion is shown by the dashed line and the con-

tribution of bolh terms is indicated by the solid line. The authors concluded

that, roughl¡r spealíing, the angular dist¡ibution is mainly deterrnined by the

181
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Å-l¡ole ierm (Tl'lM) in the forward angle region up to the first dip or infiec-

tion, and the background terrn (ûNM) dominates the ¡eaciion in the region

of the second maximum or shoulder.

This calculation is one of the few fuil neicroscopie calculations for the
3He(p,r+)alle reaction. Ilowever, no investigation of the analyzing powers

was done.

Y5"4 tRCF{fÐ &dodeå

The OR.CHID model ([A1oa88], [ABD89] and [BAD9Oa]) rvas developed ar

IUCF and is used to investigate the various contributions to the (p,z+) mech-

anism. The model initiaJly used 3He(p,zr+)aHe as a lesf reaction but has since

been applied to other reactions as rvell [BAD9Ob]. Recently, the ORCHID
model was used to calculate the differential cross section and analyzing power

for the 3He(fl,r+)aHe reaction up to To: B2b MeV [B,4Dg0a].

&"4"1 Ðescniptiom of fulodel

The model includes microscopicarry rrot,h the one-nucleon mechanism and
the ¡esona¡rt p-wave rescattering part of the two-nucleon mechanism, which
is assumed to proceed ihrough formation of the intermediate .Å1232 resorìâûc€

induced by r and p meson exchange between the projectile and one target
nucleon. Typical diagrams of the TNM resonant rescattering are shown in
Fig. 5.1û where they are separated into projeclile emissi,on (pÐM) and førgel

emission (TÐM). Higher order processes ar:e included through proton_nucleus

and pion-'ucleus optical model distortions. The proton distortions a¡e ob-

tained f¡om smooth interpolation offits to the proton erastic data. The pion

182
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Fìgure 5.9: Á,-hole calculation by Sakamoto el aJ
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Figure 5.10: Two Nucieon mechanisrn of ORCHiD involving intermediate

Á-isobar formation: projectile emission (PE[,]) and target emission (TÐM).

distorted h/aves were generated from the configuration space pion-nucleus

opiical potential of Johnson and Siciliano ([JSB3a], [JS83b] and [Sic+86]).

The calculation is similar to ihe Ä-hole model calculation by [Sak+85]

except that Ä dynamics are treated differently. In the ORCHID model the

medium corrections on the A is deali with via a local Â self energy in the

propagator and in the A-hole model the Â degree of freedom is treated d¡-

namically [BAD90a].

&.4"2 Calculatåo¡a f,on 3Fåe(f,,Î.+)4F{e

The ORCHID model was tesled wifh the 3He(þ',r+)aHe data of Kehayias el

ø1. [I{eh+86] at Tp:178 MeV and Tp:198 MeV [BAÐ90a]. The calculation

compares quiie well with the data at forward angles but not so for the back

angles at i9B MeV (these are shown in Fig. 5.11). A caiculation was a.lso

performed for 300 tr{e\¡ [Êen91] and ihis is cornpared wiih the data of thls

thesis in Fig. 5. i2.

The full calculations do indeed produce the large and rapid oscillations
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Figure 5.11: ORCHID calculation for 3He(f,z+)aHe at 178 and 198 \¡IeV.

observed at 300 MeV (but not seen at 198 MeV shown in Fig.5.11) but the

agreement with the data is only qualitative. in Fig. 5.13 the decomposition of

the full calculation into the contributions from various mechanisms is shown.

trt was found at 178 MeV that the ONM amplitude dominates and at 200

MeV the ONM and PEI4 term of the TNM are approximately equaJ. For

both 178 and 200 MeV calculations the TÐM piece was fouud to be small

and this is also found to be true at 300 MeV.

ïn Fig. 5.14 the effects of the distortions are shorvn. The plane -wave

(FW) calculations are those obtained with no distortions but still calculated

in the rnanner of the ONM and TIVM (as opposed io the plane wave ONM

which gives a zero analyzing power). Bl, including the higher order processes

explicitly one would expect that the sensiiivity io disto¡tions would dec¡ease.

This was, indeed, found to be true near threshoid, where the ONM is seen
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Figure 5.12: ûRCHID calculation for 3He(Ë,?¡+)4He at 300 MeV.

to dominate. .As the energy increases, the cross sections are found to be

somewhat insensitive to distortions. The analyzing powers however) are very

sensitive at all energies. This is shown strikingly in Fig. 5.14 where different

distortions are found to give rise to a different sign in A¡6.

The ORCHID model the¡efore provides an excellent stariing point for

studying (p,n'+) reactions but shows some marked discrepancies at this stage.

Specifically, for 3He(d,r+)4He at 300 MeV the c¡oss section is quite weil re-

produced at forward angles but not so for back angles. For A¡ro in the forward

angles, it predicts the incorrect sign, however it does show the general trend

for the back angle measurements.
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tsoih the Impulse and CIRCHID rnodeìs descril¡e satisfacior:ily the analyzing

powers at 200 MeV. At 3Û0 MeV the microscopic model (ORCHIÐ) fails

most seriously at forwa¡d angies where it predicts the wrong sign of -À¡s' On

the other hand, the pp --+ dø+ rnodel describes reasonably well the forward

angle part of the A¡to distribution.

There are numerous reasons why the pp ---+ dz-+ model could fail. -A-mong

others, these include: neglect of disiortions, inadequate treatment of off-shell

effects and pion rescattering and inclusion of only the (Ti : 1, Tr - 0) l'l.}{

isospin channel, as discussed previously. .All these factors may be signifi-

cant in the failure of this model at the higher energies where the momentum

transfer is correspondingly greater. It is less clea¡ where the limitations of

the microscopic model might occur. Incorporating the experimentally de-

te¡mined ampliiudes of the dominant pp --+ dr+ reaction as in the former

model ensures that this naturally includes the effects from ¡esonant and non-

resonant intermediate states. The ORCHID model howeve¡ only includes

resonant rescatiering and the effects of ihìs approximation remains to be de-

termined.

5"6 Sunaa'nary

In this chapter we hav-e discussed various theoretical models used to in-

vestigate (p,z+) reactions. Ðue to the complexity and iirniied predictive

power of the microscopic calculations, one also studies these reactions withi¡l

the considerations of other processes) for example the elementary NN -+

NNr processes. Here we summarize the ¡esults of the invesiigations of the

3He(fl,r+ 
)aHe and aHe(þ,zr+ 

)5He reactions.
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.åt energies close lo threshold, u'here the analyzirrg powers bear a striking

resemblance to those for low energy pp ---, dr+ the ÛR-ÜHID model predicts

a dominant ÛNM term. As the energy is inc¡eased ihe ÛROHIÐ model a"nd

the Å-ho1e model both indicate that the forward a^n81e part is rnostly from

the ?NM terms and the back a¡gle part is mostly due to the ONM terms.

Ii is importani to note, however, that these contributions are quite sensitive

to the optical model pararneters. The phenomenological pp -+ dr+ model

cômpares well with the fo¡ward angle data but in most cases, the observed

'back angle c¡oss section does not fall off as quickly as the model predic-

tion. Indeed, it is possible that the evident failure of the phenomenological

pp --+ dz+ model at bacli angles is an indication that distoriiors must be

included in the impulse calculation.

l,Vith respect to the analyzing powers, the sensitivit¡' of this obserr¡able

to the optical potential parameters is very signifrcant. This could be an in-

dication that an important ingredient of the reaction mechanism is missing

in the microscopic calculations. Since the analyzing power is sensitive to in-

terferences, il is possible that many higher order diagrams must be included

for the calculation to be complete.

.At the present stage, the theoretical calculations are insightful but limited

in predictive power. Ûle would hope that t'he high qualiiy data o{ this thesis

would inspire continued theoretical interest into this complex reaction.

1EÛ
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In this chapter the lesults obtained in this work and the conclusions drar,r,n

from them are summarized.

Experiments were performed ai TRIUMF to measure the differential cross

sections and analyzing powers for the 3He(fl,r+)aHe and aHe(fl,;r+)5He reac-

tions at energies spanning the region of the 41232 resonance. For this mea-

surement a cryogenic Helium target was extensively refu¡bished and modifled

such thai it provided stable and reliabÌe operation fo¡ the two experiments.

À Monte carlo study of the MRS as a pion spectrometer: was performed

to study the spectrometer's acceptance and to gain insighi into its general

performance. An effective pion survival length, L", for the MRS was found

which parameterized the pion survival fraction over a }arge range of momenta.

A frnal state interaction caiculation of the neutron and alpha particle for

the low excitation energies of the sHe ¡ecoil in the study of the aHe(p,n+)5}ie

reaction was performed. It was found that the pion spectrum as a function

of excitation energv was nearly independent of pion angle and proton energy.

In light of this resuli the sHe data rve¡e renormalized by a constant vaiue of

lr"i : 0.6, The data obtained are of high quality and in corabinaiion with

101
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existing data provide a data base from near threshold to 8û0 MeV.

The daia x'ere studied in terms of a fit to tr egendre polynomials, a phe-

nomenoiogical pp * dzr+ model and a rnicroscopic caiculation. The fit to
Legendre poiynornials indicate thai many partial waves are required to frt ihe

data for proton bombarding energies above 300 MeV. The phenomenologicatr

model calculation is based upon the pF - d¡-+ amplitudes and the crôss sec-

tions a¡e comparable to those obtained in previous calculations which useti

the pp --+ dn'* cross sections as input. The analyzing powers predicted try

this model were found to be consistent with the data only in ihe forward

angle region. In contrast, the microscopic calculation (ORCHID) predicis

the wrong sign for ihe analyzing powers in the forward angle region but does

indicate the general trend of the back angle data. The microscopic calcula-

tion was only performed for the 3He(fl,r+)aHe reaction up to Tn : 325 MeV

and furiher calculations for the other energies and the aHe(f,n+)sHe reaction

would be very interesting.

Resea¡ch in (p,zr+) has come a long way since the pioneering experiments

ai Uppsala over 20 years ago aûd ihe qualiiy of the data presented in this

thesis is certainly an indication of the progress that has been made. While

the A(p,zr+).da1 reaction a:ralyzing power has proven to be an obserr¡able

which is both theoretically inieresting and difficult to understand, further

experiments examining other spin obserrables of the.A(p,a+)Aa1 reaction,

for example

3H-e1p, r+14He

'ne(p, 7r ' .)- rte

would certa,inly assist in the determination of the role o{ the underlying

mechanisms. As we1l, experiments which look at possible three body final

192
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sta,tes would aÌso be of significant interest, for example the

1S3

3TJ^1- *+-\3rd-

3H"(p, a'+d)2H

reactions. Such programs of stud¡' are proposed for the DÀSS/SASF and

MRS specirorneters at TRIUMF [\4tai91].

The signifrcant progress of the experiments has indeed been excellent

and indicates exciting new possibilities. It is however most important that

theoretical investigations at least attempt to keep pace with experiment'

Calculations such as the pp -+ dzr+ Impulse model form an integral part

of the study of pion production in nuclei. In light of the difficulties of a

microscopic calculation such phenomenological models provide a foothold for

our understa¡ding of the (p,n+) reaciion mechanism. Still, more theoretical

guidance is strongly encouraged to bring an understanding of these reactions

to realization.
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ã)aÉa Acquåså&åæsa ffi.æaa*åsme"

PROGRAM MRS-POLARIZED.TWO
! Twot¡an program for MRS polarized beam singles experiments.
I Adapied f¡om MRS-NP.TWO by S. Yen, September ig, 1988
! with ¿he addition of 2 ext¡a scalä¡ reads'in the RSCAL 'sub¡outine.

!
t+ ++4++4+++++ + ++++ **+ * **+++++ +++++++++++ ++ {+ + *+*+:t *+*+++*+*++
!

ON (%BEG INRUN,ToTYPE= l0l,%M AXSIz E=0 ) CALL RSTA RT
ON(%PAUSE,%TYPE=102.%MAXSIZE=400) CALL RPAUSE
ON(%CONTINU E,%TYPE= I O3,%M A XSI ZE:O ) CALL RCONTIN
ON(%B=7.%GLAM =15,%TYPE=2,%MAXSIZE=350) CALL RL,A,M
oN(%pERroD=50,%TypE= 1,%MAXSTZE=400) CALL RSCA L
oN(%ENDRUN, VoTYPE=t04.VoM A XSIZE=400) CA LL REtiD
END
!
I + + +++,******++*+ + + + + + + ++++*++++È+ +++ +* *++*++++*++++**++++++ * *
!

SUBROUTINE RSTART
! Subroutine to handle ST.ART of run
INTEGER*4 MASK /16384 /
INTEGÐR+4 L60 /4d/
INTEGOR+4 Lr4 /12/
INTÐGER*4 L40000 /16384/
INTÐGER+4 L42000 / 17 408 /
! Raise inhibit fiust for safety)
CSSA(%B=7,%C= 3,VoN=30,VoA=9,VaF=26 ) | CLOSE c¡are 3
cls A (yaB=7 .7oC=2,%N =30.% 

^ 
=9.%F= 26) ! C LOS E crar e 2

! CIea¡ scalers
CSSA(%B=7.%C=2.VoN=10,ToA=0,% F=9) | clear IBF scalers
cssA (%B=7,%c=2,%N =9,7o A=0,%F =s)
CSS A(%B=7,VoC=2,%N =8,Y.A=0,%F =9)
CSSA (%B=7,%C=3,%N=4,%h=0,VoF=9) ! clear Itrex scale¡s
CSS A(VoB=I ,7aC=3,%N =30,%A = 10,%F=26 ) ! enable C¡ate Conrrol demand
! Enable Demand in c¡ate controller
cssA (%B = ?. %c = 3.%N -_28.% A = 9.%F =26)! write to LAM grader
CFSA (TaB=7 ,%C=3,%N=28,%A = 13,ToF=17, %D,ATA=MASK)
! fnitialize TDC, ADC; enable TDC LAM
CSSA (%B=7,%C=3,%N=i5,%A=0,%F=9) ! clear TDC's
CSSA (%B=7.%C=3.%N=t5.%.4=0,VoF=26) | ser LAM at TDC
CSSA (%B=7,%C=3,%N=19,%A=0,%F=9) | clea¡ 12 ADC's
CSSA. (%B=7,7aC=3,%N=17,%A=0,%F=9) ! clear .ADC's fo¡ Sl and 52
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CSS.å (%B=7.%C=3,%N=i6,%Á=0,% F =9) t clea¡ additional -4 DC's
I lniti¿lize aÃd set up LeCroy 4290 system
cssA (%B=?,%c =3.%N =22.% 

^=0.%F 
=9)

CIS.A (%B=7.%C=3.7aN =22,%A=O,%F=l 6.%D,ATA =L-l0tr00)
CFSA (% B = 7. %C =3,%N =22,7a h=0,VoF --t6,%D hT A=L42000)
I Send clea¡ pulse on output regisrer
C F S A (VaB=7,%C =3,%N =21,%A=0,%F=20,% D,4TA.=L60 I

Ç.f s Á ( % Þ 
= 

l: 7.. c,= 3,voN =2 r Io A = 0,%F = 22, % D ATÁ = L 6 0 )! Remove Inhibil from crates 3,2
CSSA(%B=7,%C=3.%N=30,%A=9,%F=24 ) ! OPEN crate 3
CSSA(%B=7.%C=2,VoN =30,% A=9,%F=24) | OPEN c¡aie 2
! Spnd no inhibir, on output register
C F_5 4 -(VoB=7 .VaC=3.%N=2 1.%A=0 .%F =22.%D A[t A=Ll 4)
RETURI.,I
END
I

öueRourrNn nPÂ{JSE
! Sub¡outine to handle PAUSE in ¡un
! Inhibit c¡ates 3,2
cssl.(%B=7,%c =3,%N =30,%A=9,%F=2ú )

CSSA(%B=?,%C=2.%N =30.ya A=9,TaF =26\I ¡ead scalers
CALL RSCAL
FLUSH
RETURN
END
!

l+*++**)**+*****+++++**+**+++**+*+*+**+++**++*+**,**+*+++++++++
!

SUBROUTINÐ RCONTIN
! Sub¡outine to handle CONTINUÐ of run.
INTEGER*4 L6O /48/
! Clear TDC, ADÓ, 4290 system
CSSA(%B=7,%C=3,%N =15,%A=0,VoF=9) ! TDC'S
css{(va\=1,%c=3,%N= 19,%A=0,%[ =9) ! ADC S
css A(%B =7,%c=3,voN =22,% A =0,%F= 9) | 4290 D R r FT CH.d M B E R
CSSA(%B=7,%C=3,VoN =16,7oA,=0,VoF=9) ! ADDITTONAL ADC'S
CSSA(7oB=7,70C=3,%N=17,%A=0,%F=9) : S1. 52 ADC'S
! Send clea¡ pulse on outpul register
CFSA (%B=7,0/o+ 3.%N=21.%-A=0,%F=22.%DATA=L60)
I Remove lnhibit f¡om crates 3,2
cssA (%B=7,%c=3,%N=30,%A=9,%F=24 )

Ç9S¡ (%n=z %c=2.%N =30.%A =e.%F =2a)! Send no inhibii on ourput regisrer
CrS4. (7-oB=7,%C=3,70N =21 .%A=0 .YoF --22.VaD ¡{rA=L14)
RETURN
END
!

l*,*****,****+**++**++++++++++++++++*++*++++++***+++++++*+++++++
!

SUBROUTINE RSC,{L
I Subroutine fo¡ scaler events.
INTEGER+4 r17 440 /7968 /
! Flags to keep lrack of \aheihe¡ there are rhings other
! than scale¡ events happening.
l SCALF is eet .F.{LSE. by scãlers, .?RUE. by L,A.M events.
! If jt is .FALSE. on entry to scale¡ evenls (indicating two
I successive scaler events), the buffe¡ is Sushed.
! This forces updating ofscaler page.
LOGIC.{L SCALF
I,OGIC-AL OLDSCF
COMMON /CEV12/ SCALF

¿LJ ò
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I

ûLÐSCF = SC-{LF
SCALF = -F.4LSÐ,
! Set up scalers read
CF S Ãr%B=7,%C=3.%lti = i4,%.¿'=0.% F=16.%Ð.4T.4=l i74a0)
! Read C=3 scalers (BLOCK RE,AD)
CFQICt{ORE(%B =7,VoC =J.VaN= t4,% A'=0'%F =2.%R=32) I read 32 scale¡"
! Now ¡ead scalers
CFqCAN l%B=?.%C=2,%N =8,%A=0,%F=0,%R=i 2 ) | read 12 trBF scaìers (UP)
CFSC¡,N l%B = 7 :% C =2.VoN =9.9o A = 0,7a8 = 0,TaR; 1 2\ ! read 1 2 xB P scalers (ÐOw N )
CFSCANI%B=7,%C=2,%N= 10.%.4=0,VaF=0.VoW12) ! read i2 IBP scaiers (OFF)
rF (OLDSCF) GOTO 10
FLUSH
1O R,ÐTURI,{
ÐND
I
I ++++ +++ +++* * ++*++++*+++ +*+ ***+** **+++*+ + +*++++:* +*+ +*++++++++

I

SUBROUTINE RLAM
! Sub¡outine to handle LAM's.
trNTEGER+4 L60 /481
TNTEGER+4 L6060 /31201
TNTEGER+4 L2o0 /128/
LOGICAL SCALF
COMMON /CEVT2/ SCALF
SCÄLF = .IRUE,
! Response to LÂM f¡om TDC in slot 15

! Disable 4299 clear
CFSA (%B=7,%C=3,%N=21,904 =0,%F=22,%DATA=L200)
I Bead DCR 124 biisl
CFSA{%B=7.%C=3,%N =18,%A=0,%F=2)
! Read TDC (TTB, TRF, TSLT, TDIP, TSI, TS2, TREC, TVET)
CSSCAN(%B=7,%C=3,%N= I 5.%A=0,%F=0,%R=8)
! Read ADC (ESLI, EDIP, EPD0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.9)
CSSCAN (% B=7,%C=3,%N= l9 %A = 0,%F =0.VoR;12)
I Read ADC {ESlH, ESIL, ES2)
CSSCAN( %B=7,%C=3,%N=17,%A=0.% F=9,70¡=3¡
! Read addiiional ADC (EREC. EVET, SPART)
CSSCAN(%B=7,%C=3,%N= 16,%A=0.%F=0,%R=3)
! Clear TDC, ADC
cssÃ(%B=7,7aC=3,%N=15,%A=0,%F=9)
CSSA(%B=7,%C=3,%N= I 9,%A=0,%F=9)
css A ¿% B=?,%c= 3,VaN -- 17,% A=0,%E =9)
cssA(%B=7,%c=3,%N =16.%A=0.%F=9)
! Send clear puìse on output register
cFSA (%B=7,%C=3,%N=2i,%A =0,%F=20,%DATA=L60)
cFSA l%B=7;%c=3,%N=21.704=0,%F=22,%DATA=L6060)
I

! D¡ift, .hamb"r ¡eadout via 4299
CSQSTOP(%B=?,%C=3'VoN =22'Vo-À= 1,%F=2'%R=i i0)
!

! enable O/P REG 4299 clear. and clear it
CFSA ( %É=7,%C=3,%N=2 l,%A=0,%F=20 %DÁT.4=L200)
CSS,4 a%B=7,%C=3,ToN=22.% A=0,%aF =1 I)
RETURN
END
I

i+++*+n++++ +++++***+*+:{+t+++* ++++*+ +++ *+ *s*++ Ê+++++++++* +:i::t:'6*

!

SUBROUTINÐ REND
I Subroutine to handle END of¡un
INTEGER+4 L]trl /21
i Disable LAM and Inhibit crates 3,2
CSS A.(VoB=7,VoC=3,VaN =15,%A=0,VaF=24) ! disable LAM at TDO
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CSS,4 (%B=7,%C=3,%N =30,% A =s,%¡:=26 )
cls Á (70B = 7,70C=2,%N =30,% 

^ 
= 9, % F= 2 6)

! Read lasr, scaler vãlues
/ìÀlf Þcrì À r

I Clear TDC, -ADC, 4290 system
cssÄ (% B=î.%c=3,%N= 15,%A=0,%F=9 )

CSSA(VaB=7,%C =3,%N = I 9,%A=0,%F=91
CSSA(%B=7,%C=3,%l'¡ =22,%,4 =0,%F=9)
css.4(%B=7.%c=3,%N =16,%.{=0,%F=e )

çs-! ( %aB =7,%c = 3.% N = 1 1 .% h = 0,7t F =9 )
R,ETUR¡{
END

2Lü
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suBRouTrNE INSERT (+)

PREr{MBLÐ
C
C
C
C
C
C

FILE INSERT-4T3.FOR

C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C

Keith Furutani, April 18, 1990

Offline anaìysis routine for E413 3He(p,pia)

8413 is a sirrgle arm MRS polarized beam experimenr. The ÐAT,& is
qcauìred on the MRSVAX rhrough a ST.4RBURST preprocessor usìng
TWOTRAN as the definiiion of ihe datastream. Thè d;ta is in
8032 byte ¡eco¡ds and was w¡itten using VDACS type Data Acquisiiion.
The experiment \,¡as run on Ocrober, 1988 at TRIUMF, Canada.

INCLUDE NÐCESS,A.RY LISA COMMON BLOCKS

INCLUDÐ,LISA$DiR:ÐVTCOM
INCLUDE,LISA$DIR:D,{CCOM

DEFINE CONSTANTS

PARAMETER (IVS = 3A ¡
PARAMETER (\'DCDIST= 5472.)
PARAMETER lXic0 = 5472.1
PARAMÐrER fxUSoe = s26.1
LOGICÂL GOOD
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C M,{KÐ ÐQUTV.{LENCÐ TO KBUF ¡NPUT COOR,ÐINA?ES

C

9-Qqly.AlPryçq ( KBUF(1) . KDCR) ,( KBLF(4) , KlrrB)
EQUIV,ALE:,JCE ( KBUF{5) , KTRF}.{ KBUF'gi . KTS2I
EQUIV,ALENCE ( KBUF(28) . KES2I
EQUIVALENCE ( KBUF(IVS} , KUi) .( KBUFÍ IVS + 1). KX2'ì
EQUTV,A,LENCE ( I{BUF(IVS + 2), KUi) .( KBUFTTVS J ¡r. xxtl
EQUrv,{LENCE ( KBUF(lvS + ¿), ¡<xo) ,( i<sun(lvs + sj, xl'oi

MÄKÐ EQTJIV.âLENCE TO KBUF OUTPUT COOR,DI¡{.,dTÐS

EQUIVALENCE ( KBUF(45) , KYI) .( KBUF{46ì . KY2I
EQUIV,{LENCE ( KBUT(50), KESUM)

-EQIllyA I--El'!ç! ( KBU F(60), 51¡_erÂ¡,¡ SguF( 6 t ) . KrH ErA pc)
EQUTVALENCE ( KBUF(63) , KpHr) .t übupro¿ì . í<pä¡nr
P^Qyly4l,EllçE ( KBUF(7o) . xxorîF¡,1 xnûrrzrl . xuoínn)
EQUIVALENCE ( KBUF(80) . xxll .t xslrrresl . xvil
EQUIVALENCE ( XBUF(81) , KXID)'.r XSUÞIdOI . XYINr
EeUIvALENCE ( KBUF(90) , xxnt ,i xsuprÌool . xxr(l
EQUIVALENCE ( KBUF(]OI), KTfBC)

EQUiVALENCE ( KBUF(200) . KI T) .( KBUFt20il . KMtss\
EeL'TvALENCE ( KBUF(202) . KMULT).1 xeù11z'or.¡ . rr,rlrrr'u ¡

C
C
C

KBUF(271*275) USED FOR, VDC A,ND FEC WIRE TDC TIMÐS

C
C
C DÐFINE ALL PARAMÐTÐR-S NÐEDED

C
C

CALCUI,ÄTION P,4RAMÐTÐRS

EQUIVALÐNCE
I ( HlT-condition. PARA(1) )l Gating on GOOÐ chambor eventsl.( pick_wire_VDC. pARA(2) )! wire ÃDDR in VDC
1.( pick-wire-FEC. PARA(3) )! wire NUMBER in FEC
1.( CI-PLOW. PARA(4) )l scan ESUM from here
1,( Cl-PIIIGH. PARA(5) )l scan ESUM ro he¡e

FIRST ORÐER FOC.'!L PLÀNÐ PAR,AMÐTERS

EQUIVALÐNCE
t (TAN-DELTA. PARA(6.) )! tangenr of local plane tilf ansle del¡a
1.( }'OCAL-8, PARA(7) )l offser of focal plane ar x=Q (try"-1100)

C}IAMBER AND TDC OFFSETS

ÐQUIVALÐNCE
t ( TTB-CNTR. PA RA(8) )! cenrer tor TTB
I,( TTB_SCALE. PARÄ(9) )l scaìq 1e¡ 1T'gç
1.( TRF-OFFSET, PARA(10)ll offser for TRF
I.( Y-OFFSET, PARA(11))l óffser fo¡ yl, y2 coordinaies

C
C
C

C
C
C
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t
C

L( XO-CNTR, P,{RÅ(12})l Center of X0. lo¡ calc of Xt
l.( Y0-CNTR. PAR,4(r3))! Cenrer of y0, for calc of yi
l.( Y1-CNTR. PAn,\('l4))! Cenrer of Yl, fo¡ calc of YI

TR,{NSPORT R,ECO¡ISTRUCTION P.åRAS{ÐTÐ[t5

ÐQUIV,,{LÐI,ICE
1 ( TlìETApcxF. PARA(20))! /-0.00621 !=-.0070 FoR LAC
r,( TEETApc0, PARA(2t))! /95./ t14 FOR LAC
1,( THETAPC-OFFS. PARA(22))! offset ro cenrer T[{ET,APC
1,( THETA-DISP-FACT.PARA(23))! facror for boost theta dispìay
l.( THET.A-DISP-OFFS.P.A RA(24))! offser ro cenrer display

i,( PHI-OFFS, PARÂ(25))l offset io centeÌ PH¡
Ì,( PHI-DISP-FACT. PARA(26))l factor ro boost FItl display
i,( PHI-DISP-OFFS, PARA(27)jl offset ro cenrer display' '

1,( XD¡FF-SCALE. PARA(30))! factor to scale XDIFF
l,( XÐlFF-OFFS. PARA(31))! offser to center display
l.( UDIFF-SCALE, PARA(32))l facto¡ to scale UDIFF
l,( UDIFF-OFFS. PdRd(33))! offset to center display

TARGET RECONSTRUCTION P,A,RAMETÐRS

EQUIVALENCÐ
I ( FACTJ(1X0, PARA(40))! lacro¡ fo¡
1.( FACTj{lTH, PARA(41))l fact. for
1.( XI-OFFS, PARA(42))! offser fo¡ XI
t,( XI-DISP-FACT, PARA(43))! factor
i.( X l-DISP-OFFS. P,4.R,4(44))! otrset

EQUIVALENCÐ
I ( FKIN. PARA(50))l kinemaric co¡recf ion facto¡
I,( FACT-X FTHPC-SQ, PARA(5'l ))l Abe¡ration correcr¡on
l.( xFTHPCSQ_OFF. PARA(52))!
l.( FP-DISP-FÂCT. P.A.RA(53))l factor to boosr Xf display
l.( FP-DISP-OFFS. PARA(b4))! offset tor display of Xi "

XI ihai goes with X0
XI goes with THETAPC

to boost XI display
to center display

FOC,A.L PLANE H]GI{ÐR ORDER PARAMETERS

C
C
C
C
C

PARÂMÐTERS > 80 ARÐ RESÐRVED FOR EVÐI{T T,{SK
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C
C
C
C M,{II{ PROGRÁM

GOOÐ = ."RUÐ.

EXAMINE ONLV E\¡ENTTYPÐ 2 ÐVÐN?g ÂND NOT PULSÐR,S

C
C
C
C
C

C

C

rF(IEVENTTYPE.NÐ.2) GOOÐ = .FÁLSE.

IPULSER = [ÁND(KDCR,4096) | Mask on DCR wo¡d for Fulsers
IF(lP ULSER. N 8.0) GOOD = .FALSE.

MASKING T{ITPATTERN F'OR MULTIPLES ÂNÐ MISSiNG }IiTgc
c
C

KHIT = IIITPÄTTERI'{
KMISS = iAND(HITP,4.TTERN,255) ! MISSiNG WiRÐ CHAMBER.
IMULC = IAND(IIITPATTERN,32512) ! MULTIPLE WiRE CI{ÄMBÐR.
KMULT = IMULC/256 ! SHIFT 8 RIGHT.
MIMU = IOR (XMISS,KMULT) ! MISSING OR MULTIPLD

C
C
C
C
C

PUTTING VDC AND FBC WIRÐ TDC TIMES TNTO KEUF

C

IWIRÐ = pick-wire-VDC
IWIRÐofFEC = pick-wire-FEC

KBUFl271l = ITIMEofWIRE
KBU F¿2?2i = lTlMEofWlR Eplus I

KBU F(273) = ITIMEofFECWIRE
KBUF(274) = ITIMEofTECWIR Eplusl
KBtr F(275) = ITIM EofFECWIR En¡ jnus I

C
C
C
C
C

FOR A GATE ON ONLY GOOD CHAMBER ÐVENTS (HIT-COND = O)

C

IHITBIT = HlT-condition + .5
IRETU RN = I A N D(H ITPATTER N,IHITBIT)
IF (IRETURN.NE.0) GOOD = .FALSE. !be careful for efflciencies

iF (.NOT.GOOD) THÐN
KTTB = -1000 ! Shifl the values of the
KESUM = -1000 ! coordinates out of the spectrum
KTS2 = -1000 ! if it is a rejected event due to
KES2 = -1000 ! PULSÐR o¡ IÐVÐNTTYPE or III?-CONÐ
KTHET.A = -1000
KPHI = -1OOO
KXi = -1000
KYI = -1000
KXF = -1000
KXFK = -1000
RÐTURN
END IF

C
C
C
C
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C
C
C
C
C

C,{LULATTNG ÐSLTh4 FÛR P,{ÐDLÐS

I-FLOW = CI-PLOW
I-PIIIG Il = CI-PIIIGI{
I-ESUM = KBUF(l-PLOWr
DO t=t_PLOW+ 1,t _PHtG g
IF(KBUF(I).GT.I-ESUM )I-ESUi\I = KB U F(IJ
ENDDO
KESUM = I-ÐSUM

C

C ÛFFSÐT FOR T'TE
C
C

C
C
C
C

KTTBC = TTE-SCALE*(KTTË - TIIB-CNTR) + 500.5

OFFSET F'OR TRF'

KBUF(5) = KTRF + TRF_OFFSET

OFFSET FOR TS2

KBUF(g) = KTS2 + TS2-OFFSET
C
C
C
C
C

CAI,CULATE Y1 AND Y2 COORDINATÐS

XlC = KXi + X1c0DX12 =X1c-KX2XCORR = XU SEP*DX 12lVDCDßTYl = 1.732052*(KX1-XCORR)-2.+KUl+2829.S4y.?. = _1- 
732052*(KX2-XCOR R )-2 "Ku2+282e.54KYI = Yt + Y-OÞFSETKY2 =Y2+Y-OFFSF]T

CALCULATE TRÂJECTORY RECONTRUCTION

Q1 = VDCDIST+XIc - FOC,4L-F+DX12
Q2 = VDCDIST - DX12+TA}I-ÐELTÁ
IF(82.8Q.0)RETURN
IF ( DX12,ÐQ',0.) RÐTURN
RATIO = VDCDIST/DXI2
IF ( R,A.TIO,EQ.-1.) RETURN

FIRST ORDER FOC.4L PLAI.iE

KXF' I 911$3-orrt-*cr + Fp-Drsp-oFFS
C
C
C
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CAI,CTJLATE T'HET.4 ÅNÐ THÐT'APC

TIIETÂ = 1000. + (RATIO-].) / (RATIO +1.)
KTIIET.4 = TH ET,{ÉTH ETi.-DISP-FACT +TIl ÐTI'-DISP-û}'F S lbuffer value
TFETÂpc =THETA + TH ET.4p cX F*XF+(1,+THETA/ 1000.)
I + THETAPCO + TEETAPC-OFFS
KTHETAPÈ T'HETAPC*TäETA.-ÐISP-F.A.CT'+THETA-DISP-OFFS lbufie¡ value

Cr'
C CALCÌIL-ATE PHI

PEi
I{PHI
KPHiD

= (Y2 - Yl )* 1000./SQRT(VDCDIST++2 + DX12*+ 2)
= PEI + PHI-OFËS lbufie¡ value
= PHi+FHI-DiSP-FACT + PIII-DiSP-OFFS !bufie¡ value

C,ALCUL,{TE iNTRII$SIC XPLANE ANGLE DIFFERENCE

INTRIPLAND
KXDIFF

TNTRINSICANCLE(4)-INTRINSICANGLE(6) ! X2 - XI
INTR-X PLA NE+XDIFFSC,ALE + XDIFF-OFFSET

C
C
C C,A.I,CULATE INTRINSIC UPLANÐ ANGLE DIFFERENCE

tNTR-UPLANE
KUDIFF

INTRINSICANGLE(3)-INTRINSICANGLE(5) I UI - U2
INTR -UPLAN E*UDIFF.SCA LE + UDIFF-OFFSET

C
c

CALCUL,A,TÐ TARGÐT COORDiN-ATES XI AND YI

KXI
1

KXID
KYI
I
KYIT)

( KX0-X0_CNTR)*FACTJ{IX0
FACT-XITH*THETApc { XI-OFFS
KXI*XI-ÐiSP-FACT + XI.DISP-OFFS lbUITEr VAIUC
FACT-YIYO+(KYO-YO-CNTR )
FACT_YIY 1+(Ky I -y I _CNTR) + yt_OFFS
KYI"YI-DISP-FACT + \'l-DISP-OFFS !buffer value

-Ì

+

C
C
C
C
C

FOC.{L PLANÐ TO HiGÌIER ORDÐRS

XFK
i
2

KXFK

XF ! Fi¡st o¡der
FKIN*(KY0 - Y0-CNTR) ! Kin Correction
FA CT-XFTE PC-SQ+ (TH ETAPC - XFTIIPC-SQ-OFF) ! Aberrations

XFK*FP-DISP-FACT + F'P-DiSP.OFFS !bUffC¡ VAIUC

+

TH-ATS ALL FOLKS .

RETURIV
END
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ïn this Appendix the details of the Monte Carlo are discussed. The pro-

gram input was based on various sources of info¡mation, many of which were

prir,ate comrnunications. To summarize the input to the Monte Oarlo, the

elements are listed in Table. C.1 below. The column Z gives the distance

from the target source neasured along the central trajectory.

Table C,1: Monte Ca¡lo elements

Monte Carlo Ðlements

z (^) Element Material z (^) Ðlcment Material

0.08

0.1i

0.13

û.63

6.82

Cu Can window

AI Oan window

SS Can window

FEC windows

Ðipole Exit window

Al Mylar

Al Mylar

Kapton

Itapton

Kapton

i0.82

11.30

11.31

72.22

72.95

VDCl

\¡DC2

FPF Scintillator

S1 Scintillator

52 Scintillaior

CHz

cH,

CHz

217
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,4 san-rple input used lor RÐVh4ûC fo¡ the Monte Carlo is showr¡ T¡elorv

An explanation of the input forrn is found in [KRB9].

øRS tÅC for 352.008 Hev,r'c Pfogs for Ë41S BEe(p,pí) RUä #10i

HoDELLI&G ûY E4l3, 3Eê &,ttg ar 416 H€V TEETå=18.41

Keith Fllrl¿taJ¡i " Hê-rÇh. X.991

TÁRGET 4BT2 0.00001 0.0001
I Copper Radiation Shield is 8.3 ch frorq target
DRIFî- COPPEÀ O.082 3.0
ÞRIFT ¡.LMYL2 + O.OOO1 3.0
1.0 1. 14
.578 6. .05 7. .105 S.

! AluEinüD Radj.ation Shield is 11.2 crÉ froE target
DÌ,IFT ALU}IIS 0.029 3.0
DÈIFT ÂLMYL2 * O,OOO1 3.0
1.0 1.14
.578 6. .05 7. .105 8.

j_9:! -9q+--ritl Kaptor Wi!.doss is 13.0 cm froE rêrger
DRIFT SSCA¡I 0.018 3.0
DRIFT KAPTON + O.OOO13 3.0
1.0 1.14
.578 6. .05 7. . 105 B.

! Cha.nber is 53 cü fron 4BT2 ta-rget center
DRIFT CÍAHBR O.4O 10.
! HRS Port VaIvê has Kapton HindoB
DRIFÎ PRTVLV + 0.0001 s.08
1.0 1.14
.578 6. .05 7. .105 L

! HRS FEC is 63 cn fron 4BT2 ra¡ter
DRIFT DFEC 0.0997 5.08
! FEc has Kapton gindoE
DRIFT FECWIH + 0.0001 5.08
1.0 1.14
.578 6. .05 7. . 105 8.

! FEC has Ânode a¡d Cathodê sires of effective densitv
DRIFT .AI{oDE + 0.000012 4. -4. +. -4.
1.0 0.04632
1, .O 74.

DRIFT CATEoD * 0.000050 +. -4. 4. -4.
1 .0 0.896
l.o 29.

! FECo i6 coordinato written to disk
DRTFT FECo 0.0001 +. -4. 4- -4.
l - 99!D-_dlgtl"g - !a! yq¡y but rypically X.5€ ch ro c€nrer frorü 4BTZ ra_rget
DRIFT QEÌ{T 0.654 9.84
| Äctual Quad le[gth 40 cm, but effective tvÞical1y 49.2 cn
l__ uuet also use ¿orrect quad f j.eld, not hail probir readiog
QUAD 0.492 -2.000 10.0
DBIFT BHPIPE 0.383 9.84
DRIFT FLARSD 1.842 18. -18. 5. -5.
DRIFT DTPEHT 0.0001 27.94 -27.94 3.81 -3.81
FRIB 5. 0. 17 3.8
EITR 12_92 0.345
] 9]polu has central non approx pO=D*80.3 (in HeV)
BETID DIP0LE 2.82 +.224+ 0. 0. 0.1,39219
FYTî -tç rì -¡1 ta170.,
ÐRIFT DIPEXT + 0.0001 27.9+ -27.94 3.81 -3.81
1.0 1.14
.578 6. .05 7. . 106 8.

! D¡ift Coordinates writt6! to disk
DRIFT VDC1 3.9999 37.3 -37.3 14.15 -14.18 0.
DRIFT VDC2 0.483 37.3 -37.3 14.15 -1+.15 0.
! FPP Coordi¡¡ates Erittea to disk
DRIFT FPP 4 0.005 71. -71. 150. -150.
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1.0 1 .03
0.857 6. 0. 143 f.

DRIFT T0S1 * .909 100. -100. 100. "10ô. 0.
1.0 0.0014

I S1 Coordiuatee (ê-lrd eü€rgy depoeit) writte¡1 to disk
ÐRIFT 51 's 0.005 100. -100. 100. -100. 0
1.0 1.03
0.8å7 6. 0. 143 1-

ÐRIFT T0S2 + .726 100. -100. 100. -100. 0.
x.0 0.0014
.?8 7. .21 8.

I 52 CoordiDate6 (e¡tergf deposit) Eritt€tr to digk
ÐRIFT 52 + 0.005 62. -62. 31. -31. 0.
1.0 1.03
0.857 6. 0.143 1.

x 0.864 14.81 0.00 0. 0. 1.
Y 0.864 14.81 0.00 0. 0. x..
P 0.352008 0.003 0.33s21S 0. 0. 3- t.
MASS * H 0.139567 37. 1. 26.03 1. 0. 0. 180.
1. 0. 105658 0.
rsIT 5525625
I gu¡rber of eveDts., ¿Jrd ür¡st Llse 13 for !{RSPI RAYIS subroutine
G 1. 50.000 0. 1s.
! Hrite ourput to disk shich is larer decoded bv REVVDÀCS
OUTPUT E413.7. 4BT2 FECO VDCI VDC2 FPP 51 52
EI{D
FINI
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and more specifrcally the reaction:

Appeaadåx K3

F&aæse Spaae

In this Appendix the details of the three particle phase space calculation

are discussed. Consider the case of:

pfa--+î+n+d

(D.1)

(D.2)

First consider the two particle phase space for pariicles 4 ancl b (i.e. nfa).
For any two particles in the zero-momentum frame with total energy Ða5 the

momentum of each particle is given by

l(Ei"- (m4 + m5)2)(Els - (mn - ms)2);,:8.(D.¡l
The two particle Lorentz-invariant phase space is then given by [Hag6B],

nr(o,n*): #,
where the zero in the argument indicates ze¡o tot,al momentum of ihe two

particles. Hence for n { a,

R!"")(o,En,):.äffi. (D.õ.)Jf,i. "

(D.4)
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!t very important to note that this is relativistically invariant !

f{ote aJso t}rat, Ea5 is the invariant mass of particles 4 an<i 5. Hence.

f-¿s : L¿ * !-s : m¿ * ms * Ð", (Ð.6)

where E, is the internal excitation energy of 4 and 5. Since, in the present

case, the excitation energy is only a few [4eV, this may tre written as

1r2
El _F-<s : rn¿ + *u + Ztr, (D.7)

whe¡e k is the c¡n momentum of the n f a and ¡z is the reduced mass:

111
-:-+- (D.8)
F fnt IIr5

p -- -m'm!-:7bo.42Mev. (D.g)îl¡ f ms

The ihree particle phase space is given by the following expression [Hag6B],

R3( F. Ð) : / # f"Y iu:ó(", + F, + Þ,s - f, )ó(& * E< * Ðs - E), (D. 10)

where Ë aud E are the total momentum and energy of the three particles

(n+ +n+o) in the lab frame. This may rervritten in terms of the two particle

phase space as follows,

Rr(Ë.E) : /# / 
eSu,o-o * d, - (Þ -p"3))á(E4 + Es - (E-E.)).Lra ¿E-s

R, (P-Þ'3,8_E3)

(Ð.11)

But, since R2 is Lorenrz invariant,

Rr(F - d3,E- ø¡) : R2(0,845), (D.i2)

where the inva¡iant mass is

(E-Er),-lF-Érl,_ø?u, (D.13)
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and therefore

R3(Ë.8): /Hn,,*.r.,,
- -- -\- ¡P3dP.df).o,.., "' ,tt3( P. !' , - J 28, 112\ ul rrt5.f '

222

(Ð.14)

(D.15)

(D.16)

Since the pion is detected within a certain momentum interval dp3 in a

solid angle À03, what is required is the diferential phase space

dR.rF.E) p?_ ^*
d0;dP'-_..': ËR'(o'Enu)'

which fron Eqn. D.5 is therefore given by

dR. ,îpZ ..
dfl3dp3 2E¡

Ea5 is given by Eqn. D.13 above and is reiated to the excitation energy of

the n * o systern by Ðqn. Ð.6. A sample calculation of the phase space

(dfu/dp3dfl3) fo¡ a forward angle and Te : 500 MeV and a back angle and

Tp : 240 MeV is shown in Fig. D.1.

Note that in Eqn. D.17 if the phase space is graphed versus E* (shorvn

in Fig. D.2) then the pion angle and proton energy dependence of the phase

space factor is contained in the fi¡st quotient (e3lÐr) Since this is a slowly

varying function with excitation energy for a given proton bombalding energy

and pion scattering, the observed phase space spectra in Fig. Ð.2 will not

change significantly for diffe¡ent a-ngles or differeni oroton energies.

(Elt - 1m, + ms)'?)(E?s - (m4 - ms)z) . (D.17)
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T = 500 MeVp

6. .: 18

427 424 421 418
P ß¡eV /c\

T = 240 MeVp

9,"o: 115

111 108 105 102
P^ {\.[eV/e)

Figure D.1: Calculation of the three particle phase space for

P-l-a --+ n+ +n+ a at 0n - 18" and Tp : 500 À4eV and at 8, : 11g"

and To - 240 MeV.
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T= 50t Mep

8. .: 18

'T oi¿3¿5
E MeV

X

T: 24O Mp

E : IIJ

-1 012345
E." MeV

X

Figure D.2: Same as in Fig. D.1 but plotted verstis E*.
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G(y) is the calculated target projection at a given target and pion scatter-

ing angle. This funciion is dependent on the angles of the MRS and target,,

and on the beam width and position. The determination of ihe position of

the cell rvith respect to the scattering chamber was discussed in Section 2.2.6.

In the X-Y frame shorvn in Fig. E.1 the windows are described by equations

for a circle. Fo¡ the the top window:

(x - x,)'+ (Y - Yr)2 - R2 (8.1)

where R is the radius of curvature and (X¿,Y¡) are the coordinates of the

centre of the arc desribed by tire top u'indorv. The may be rew¡itten in terms

of the offsets as follows,

(x +xo)'z + (Y + (R - 6 - 5 +Yo)), : R, (8.2)

rvhere ó is the bulge in the windorv shown in Fig.

(x - xo)' + (Y - Yb)'? :
which may be rewritten as:

Ð.1. The bottom window

R2 (Ð.3)

(x +x6)'? + (Y - (R - 6 - 5 -Yo))' : R',.

225
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Figure Ð.1: Schematic of projection of active target volume onio MRS ac-

ceptance.
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Figure Ð.2: Definition of r¡ectors for projection calculation.

as in the top window case.

For the projection calculation the intersection of the beam edges u,ith the

cell windows must be determined. The proton bearn was assumed to be a

uniform distribution of width XV for this calculation. The centre of the beam

is given by:

Y:Xtana (8.5)

(8.6)

(8.7)

-8t

where

and so

7r

X = Ytand¿

Now lei v¿ and d, be vectors perpendicular io the beam direciion, left
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and right respectivel;', (defined in Fig. Ð.2).

.r-. : $icosd,i - sinê,j) (Ð B)
2

+, : Tt- cosdri + sin6(j) (E 9)

From Fig. 8.2 the equation f"r"th" right side of the beam is:

v*, (i- r;,) : û (E.101

which simplifies to:

X: yra-ndt + J" (8.11)
2 cos fr¡

Similarly for the left side of the beam

ü¡.(Ë-v-¡):g (8.12)

which simplifies to:

x: Ytaná, - J, (8.18)I COS u¿

The intersection of the beam edges with the target windows is found by

combining the two equations of interest (i.e. iop, bottom, left and right) anci

solving for X and Y. Defining

a: tandt (E.14)

and

b: +-w (8.15)
2 cos dr

whe¡e t is for the ffi beam edge, then solving for y a quadratic equation

is obtained.

ÁY'+EY+C:g (8.16)

The coefficients are:

.A : a2+1 (8.12)

s _ 2a(bfXo)+2(R-6+yo) (Ð.tB)

c - (b a xo)' - 2R(6 ç y6) + (6 + yo), (Ð.19)
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where the * and a signs are for tiie ffi window.

"A unit vector û is deffned which points in the direction of the MRS.

u":-sin(6,,,*-#¿)

uv:cos(6""=-6t)

Ålso a vector ô is defrned which is perpendicular to û so that

rì.ô : û

and lies in the scattering plane. Soh,ing:

sx:uy:cos(d,*-Úr)

sy:-nx:sin(p"-=-66)

(8.2û)

(8.21)

(Ð.22)

(Ð.23)

(Ð.24)

The projections of the intersections of the beam edges with the windows

on ihe MRS acceptance direction are then given by,

D 
-: 

:r j 
- 

ri ù. \L.zo )

where the subscript i is for: top-right, top-left, bottom-right and botiom-ieft.

A typical prÕjection G(y), calculation is shown in Fig. 3.31 for d,*"={g'¿¡d

6t:0o'
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SæååC Åragåe

In this Appendix the dependence of the MRS solid angle corresponding

to open Fbont Ðnd Chamber cuts (OFC) on the Q/Ð ratio is discussed and

ihe solid angle used in the Ð564 analysis is obtained.

For 8413 ihe solid angle was determined quite accurately by placing tight

cuts on the FÐC coordinate spectra (see Seciion 3.5) since it was found in

the Monte Carlo study that the solid angle r,'aried substantially with a smal1

change in Q/D ratio (see Section 2.3.5). This dependence on Q/D ratio was

investigated using experimental data. Open cuts on the FÐC coordinates

were used in previous analyses of (p,r+) experiments by Huber [Hub8B] to

maximize the statistics. This was necessary to ¡esolve structure in the focal

plane spectrum. For experiment Ð413 the peak in ihe pion focal plane spec-

trum corresponding to the recoil al{e nucÌeus in its ground state is cleanly

resolved (similarly for the pp --+ dr+ calibrat'ion ¡uns of boih 8413 and

8564). For the study of the OFC solid angle dependence on Q/D ratio the

OFC solid angle for the sHe(p,t+)aHe and the PP --+ dø'+ reactions was ob-

tained in the following way.

The FEC is a distance R from the target (approximated as a point source)'

230
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Ðy placing tighi cuis on the FÐC coordinates Xt and Y0, a solid angle was

dete¡mined fron: the foÌlowing equation.

Åf)] : (F 1)

This geometric solid angle is the effective solid angle provided the cuts are

placed tightly enough that the acceptance is not further restricted by the

MRS. The corresponding extracied peak area is denoted PÐ4K1. The solid

angle for different FEC cuis and their corresponding pea.lt areas should Ì¡e

proportionaJ.

(F.2)

In Fig. F.1, where the solid angle from different FEC cuts a¡rd thei¡ co¡re-

sponding peak areas are ploited, this is shown to be indeed true. The solid

angle of interest here was determined by relaxing the FEC cuts completely,

and then taking the ratio of the peak areas. That is

231

XÛxYÛ

PEAK,
-Ã0r : constant

afi¡-aoi.Ë#* (F.3)

where FEAK6 is the peak area when the cuts are relaxed to their normal set-

ting. The statistical error in this solid angle AOs is given by the siatistics of

PÐAKr and is typically 5%. The relative uncertainty due to the uncertainty

in ÂO1 is abot:t 4%. The errors in ihe solid angles shown in the tables and

frgures in this Appendix are statistical only.

A Q/D scan using the pp --+ dn+ reaction was performed during 8564.

"he 
Q/D ratio was varied while keepi:rg the peak position constant (that is

keeping the Ðipole freld constant) and ihe results are shown in Table. F.1.

The OFC solid angle (AO6) is plotted versus Q/Ð ratio in Fig. F.2" The data

are well described by a linear relationship with slope 7.69 ms¡ and y-iniercept

- L.û7 msr.

E_
t.t

afl : 7.69 x i.07 (F.4)
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Figure F.1: The peak area, PEAK, versus solid angle for different FEC cuts

Tp : 500 MeV

RUN# qlD AAj (msr) RUN# q/D AQJ 1msr1

27

41

0.447

0.460

0.467

2.27

2.45

,q

24

26

0.482

0.504

0.527

2.69

2.80

2.95

'| staiistical errors approxim ately |Ta

Table F.1: Test of solid angle extraction with pp --+ dzr+.

This dependence on Q/D ratio implies t,hat (for the typical values of the

Q/D ratios observed during the experiments) the fractional erro¡ in the solid

angle is t1.4 times the fractional change of the Q/D ratio.

d^O_,o,,d(e/D)

- 
È r.4 o a/" (F.5)

This agrees well with that found by the Monte Carlo (see Section 2.3.5).

The ra,nge of Q/D ratios obse¡ved in Ð413 for the 3He(fl,n+)aHe reac-

tion was approximately 0.47 to 0.52 and is shown versus run number in

Å00
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Slope: 7.69

Y-int = -1.07

.43 .44 .45 .46 .47 .48 .49 .50

q/n Railo

Figure F.2: Solid angle versus Q/D dete¡mined with pp --+ dn+
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Figure F.3: QfT) ratio versus rurl number for the sIIe(þ',z+)aHe reaction.
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2.t +

Slope= 4.4.6

Y-int= 0.41

.47 49 .50 .51 .52

Q/Ð Ratio

Figure F.4: Solid angle versus Q/D ratio fo¡ the SHe(p,n+)aIIe reaction of

8413 (solid line). The dotted line is the curve from the pp --+ dr+ scan of

E564 in Fig. F.2.

Fig. F.3. The extracted OFC solid angle is shown versus Q/D ratio for the
3}Ie(fl,r+ 

)aHe reaction in Fig. F.4. Note that the slope and intercept found

is slightly different than that found for the Q/D scan using the pp --+ d¡+
reaction in E564. This diffe¡ence could be due to a different euad position

since this was not determined in 8413.

For E564 the analysis of the aHe(þ-,ø+)sHe reaction spectra required the

maximum possible statisiics a¡rd therefore a tight cui on the FÐC coordinates

was not acceptable. However, in Fig. F.5 the Q/D ratio is observed to be

quite constant, aboui 0.490 to 0.500 or,

234

Ê-.{

vl

Ë

o

z4

3.0

¿.ö

2.6

2.+

2.2

ì

.48

d(Q/Ð) _.,o,
qÞ 

N !/a' (F.6)

This is significantly smaller than that observed in E4iB in Fig. F.3. Tbe nar-

row range of Q/D raiios for E564 implies then (assuming ) æ 1.4) that the
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.5û5

.50t
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.490

2A 160 2AÐ
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Figure F.5: Q/D ratio versus run number for the alle(f,r+)5!Ie reaction.

solid angle varied by less than 2% which is therefore the relative uncertainty

in the solid angle.

There still remains the question of the absolute solid angle. in Fig. F.5

the QID ratio is observed to be approximately 0.495 for 8564. From the

Q/D scan with ihe pp -+ dn+ ¡eaction in 8564 (shown in Fig. F.2) and from

ihe 3}Ie(f,z+)aHe reaction data of Ð413 (shown in Fig. F.4) a reasonable

estimate of the solid angle for the Ð564 data would be 2.60 ms¡. Considering

the observed variance of the solid angle in Fig. F.4, about 5%, and the

systematic er¡or in calculating the solid angle, about 3%, the error of this

estimate is a"ssumed to be about 6%.

^0:2.60+ 
2%(*6%)rnsr (F.7)

Õ
þ
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Llev,e

Foliowing are the data tables for the 3He(fl,z+)aHe and aT{e(fl,rr+)5He

reactions. The uncertainties quoted are the statistical added in quadrature

with the relative unce¡tainties. Not included are the systematic unce¡tain-

ties estimated at approximately 8% for the 3He(f,,2r+ 
)aHe reaction and g%

for aHe(þ',r+ 
)sHe reaction.

For the aHe(fl,n+)sHe reaction, the sl{e peak was integrated from th¡esh-

old to 4.44 MeV excitation. To obtain the sHe ground state cross sections

a renormalization factor was calculated from a flnal state interaction cal-

culation (see Section 3.1.3). This calculation showed that the cross section

contribuiion up la 4.44 MeV and the contribution from the 5He ground sta.ie

(p; only) up to very high excitation is a nearly constant ratio of about 0.6.

The data in the tables include this facto¡ of 0.6.

x ffito-* 4.44r$,ev)ffio"u*,t - ]3

236
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Tp : 300 MeV

6aw do ld{l pb lsr A¡*ro

¿J.J I

29.73

47.46

47.48

59.35

65.17

70.79

76.36

83.96

91.3i

98.44

105.39

114.01

L24.12

133.81

8.99 + 0.46

6.64 * û.34

5.43 + 0.28

4.23 + 0.22

2.96 + 0.15

1.88 + 0.10

1.38 + 0.07

1.13 + 0.06

f.i3 + 0.06

1.27 + 0.06

1.17 + 0.06

1.31 + 0.06

1.21 + 0.06

1.06 + 0.05

0.916 t 0.046

0.828 + 0.041

0.688 + 0.034

0.389 + û.t28

a.$2 L 0.t27

0.3i7 + 0.029

0.331 + 0.031

0.124 + 0.028

-0.103 + 0.030

-0.405 + 0.025

-0.544 + 0.026

-0.543 + 0.025

-0.346 + t.028

-0.119 + 0.029

û.û15 + 0.026

0.û71 + 0.028

0.027 L A.027

-0.075 + 0.û28

-0.246 + 0.028

-0.599 + û.02i

Table G.1: 3He(p,n+)aHe 300 MeV data.
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Tp:416 MeV

ÃVCM do ld{l pb lsr A¡¡n

ta ?o

29.63

29.64

35.S6

42.18

48.30

54.31

60.21

66.04

7t.71

79.45

86.97

93.74

101.39

r10.12

118.48

726.52

133.81

i4.83 + 0.73

1i.38 + 0.54

10.90 + 0.56

7.37 + 0.37

5.00 + 0.25

2.99 + 0.15

1.95 + 0.09

1.57 + 0.08

1.59 + 0.08

1.56 + 0.08

1.64 + 0.08

1.44 + 4.47

1.22 + 0.06

0.893 + 0.045

0.579 + 0.028

0.444 + 0.422

0.458 + 0.023

0.470 + 0.023

0.549 + 0.025

0.545 + 0.û24

0.535 + 0.048

0.475 + 0.031

0.350 + 0.027

0.229 + 0.029

-û.055 + 0.031

-0.091 + 0.031

0.132 t 0.03i

0.304 + 0.031

0.466 + 0.032

0.610 + 0.û29

0.64û + 0.027

0.535 + 0.030

0.199 + 0.026

-0.368 + 0.027

-0.865 + û.û26

-i.040 + 0.019

Table G.2: 3He(p,n+)aHe 416 MeV data
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rP : ðu/ lvtev

ucM ð,o I dÇt pL, lsr A ¡¡o

24-45

3û.20

JO.b1

42.88

46.64

49.08

55.19

61.17

67.04

7' 7l

78,32

ÕJ,ó¿

oa ÐA

100.34

11 1.00

t2s.02

9.67 + t.47

?.32 + û.39

4.96 + 0.25

3.03 + 0.15

2.53 + û.13

2.16 + 0.11

1.41 + 0.07

1.20 + 0.06

1.05 + 0.05

0.854 * 0.045

0.777 + 0.A40

û.617 + 0.03i

0.510 i: 0.025

0.447 + 0.023

0.235 + 0.015

0.218 + 0.015

ña.'Ê I n.lôE\/. (.r¿lJ --L U.t -ar)

8.27t + tr.t4t

0.111 + 0.033

-0.i45 + 0.035

-0.234 + 0.036

-0.307 t 0.035

-0.168 t 0.034

û.093 + 0.036

0.319 + 0.035

0.552 * 0.036

0.734 + 0.031

û.748 + û.026

0.701 + 0.026

û.400 + 0.035

0.026 + 0.070

-0.754 + 0.060

Table G.3: 3He(p,r+)aHe 507 MeV data.
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Tp : 240 MeV

6cu do I d{'t ¡tb lsr ANn

22.66

30.70

39. i1

41.óv

55.58

63.56

77.40

80.12

98.93

L07.77

126.40

6.54 + û.59

5.03 + 0.45

4.23 L 0-37

3.52 + 0.33

2.82 + 0.25

2.90 + 0.27

2.90 + 0.27

2.64 t A.24

2.39 + 0.21

3.03 + 0.28

3.16 + 0.29

û.021 + û.û40

-0.023 + 0.034

-0.114 + 0.û36

-0.336 + 0.039

-0.564 + 0.037

-0.791 + 0.034

-0.886 + 0.035

-0.872 + 0.037

-û.610 * 0.036

-0.627 * 0.038

-0.347 L A.042

Table G.4: aHe(p,z+)sÏIe (*-) Z4A IdeV dat,a.
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Te : 300 MeV

0cna do lã{l øb /sr Al¡o

¿)t aa

27.95

33.92

39.83

4il. b I

51.50

62.87

68.41

76.t\

0ù.iJ 1

90.74

97.88

106.72

L23.64

i31.75

30.4 + 2.2

23.9 + L"7

19.2 $ 1.5

14.7 + 1.0

10.7 + 0.77

7.68 + 0.56

5.53 + 0.39

3.98 + 0.28

3.28 + 0.23

3.01 t 0.2i

2.36 * 0.18

2.21 + 4.17

2.13 f 0.15

2.76 * 4.21

2.61 + 0.20

2.29 + 0.16

1.S6 + 0.14

û.287 + 0.028

0.331 * 0.035

0.260 + 0.031

û.318 + 0.030

0.341 + 0.027

0.168 + 0.024

-û.119 + 0.025

-0.403 + 0.024

-û.651 + 0.025

-0.774 + 0.020

-0.626 + 0.023

-0.399 + 0.023

-0.203 + 0.029

-0.048 + 0.027

0.003 + 0.029

0.013 + 0.026

-0.016 + 0.029

Table G.5: aHe(p,z+)5He (å-) 300 MeV data.
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Tp :400 MeV

0cwe doldQ pl: lsr Aruo

22.64

44.24

46.08

51.93

57.67

68.92

76.51

83.99

97.25

98.34

107.15

115.69

1ta a)<

L32.02

I sz.q + s.z

L,rnro
II 26.4 + 2.0
II 18.8 + 1.3

| ,r., * o.n
I

8.71 + 0.63

3.87 + 0.29

2.44 + 0.r7

2.04 + 0.14

1.78 + 0.14

1.50 + 0.11

1.28 * 0.09

1.08 + 0.08

1.03 + 0.07

0.715 + 0.052

0.523 + û.038

0.378 + 0.028

û.356 + û.0i8

û.4i8 + û.029

0.517 + 0.029

0.310 + 0.024

0.240 + 0.t29

0.052 + 0.027

-0.177 + 0.029

-0.365 + 0.029

-0.167 + 0.026

0.172 + 0.025

0.392 + 0.026

0.602 + 0.026

0.723 + 0.023

0.654 + 0.027
l
I

0.431 + û.029 
|

I

0.û57 + 0.031 
I
I

-0.433 + 0.030 
|

Tabie G.6: alle(p,n.+)5}le (i-) 40û MeV data
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Tp : 5Û0 \4eV

8c¡¡ ð,o I ð{t ¡L.l: lsr ,{¡¡o

23.02

28.66

34.82

40.86

46.79

oz.o I

58.48

64.20

70.80

77.50

84.20

92.19

99.25

108.02

116.50

29.2 +.2.t

20.5 + 1.4

i3.5 + 0.9

8.59 È 0.62

5.46 + 0.40

3.59 + 0.25

2.84 + 0.20

1.99 + 0.i4

1.91 + 0.13

1.56 + 0.11

1.09 * 0.08

û.780 + 0.058

0.473 + 0.037

0.455 + 0.033

0.318 + 0.023

0.498 È 0.0i7

0.206 + 0.021

0.003 + 0.021

*0.070 + 0.025

-0.266 + 0.022

-0.378 * 0.022

-0.271 + 0.029

0.065 + 0.028

0.394 + 0.024

0.593 + 0.031

0.691 t 0.031

0.643 + 0.030

0.549 + 0.037

0.316 + 0.035

-û.153 + 0.û36

Tabie G.7: alle(p,a+)5He (3-) 500 MeV data.


